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A CRITICI S!VI OF PRESENT METHODS OF DET.EHMINI~G THE 
EFFECTIVENESS OF PHOGRL\HS OF MORAL EDLJC_I\TION 
I N OUR PUBLIC EDUCA 'riONAL SYSTEM 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past century since the separation of Church 
and State within which time our public educational system 
ha s been in progress of development educator s have set forth 
and as siduously defended many theories and policies as to 
what constitutes the aim and function of secular education. 
Regardless of the degree to which these aims have been agreed 
upon and to which they have a ctua lly functioned in t he p\L"O-
cesa of educating our youth from the days of Horace Mann up 
to the present time,one point there has been at which all 
have been agreed,namely,that education should tra in for moral 
leadership in a social democracy. Just what such training 
includes or involves or implies has been a subject for dis-
cussion ahd too often a sour~e of disagreement of opinion 
among public school teachers. Even though in theory all 
might be agreed as to the need for the schools to furnish 
this much-desired moral training,yet what has actually hap-
pened in pra ctice is that far too many public school tea ch-
ers have acted upon the unaccepted principle that the sole 
a.im and end of the public school is the dissemination of 
knowledge. There may have been a time when the world ·be-
lieved that "Knowledge is virtue" but that belief is. not 
cur rent to-day. something other than mere knowledge must 
be present if the individual would be always sure of "do-
ing the thing tha t ought to be done when it ought to be 
2 
3 
done whether he feels like it or notn, the ability to do 
which thing, according to one present-day educa.tor, const i-
tutes "being educated". Within the past century the respon-
sibility for moral train~ng has come more and more to fall 
upon the public schools, and rightly so, since they are or 
should be better equipped to do that very thing. While il-
literacy has been on the decrease ( though not nearly so 
rapidly as educators have wished ) the moral illiteracy 
among our youth to-day seems to be alarmingly on the in-
crease. Wherever the actual conditions have been realized 
parents, educa tors, and churchmen have been deeply concerned. 
In 1913, Prof. F. G. Martin made an extensive study of the 
condl.itions along the line of moral illiteracy. He discov-
ered that while general literacy was on the increase and ed-
ucational facilities were greatly improved,. still there were 
more criminals proportionately; capital crimes were increas-
ing in frightful ratio; incorrigibility a.nd moral obliquity 
among children of tender years was becoming appallingly prev-
alent. His conclusions were that either the public school 
was not a moralizing ogency or the present methods of in-
struction were woefully deficient as touching the moral side 
of American youth. In the weakness of this phase of the pub-
lic school system "lies, in large measure the source of stag-
nation tha.t feeds the cesspools of. immorality and breeds 
crime. M.as ses of children with moral natures untouched are 
permitted to 'just growup', not so much immor al as mor al-
less. by default of moral instructionl" ( Moral Training of 
4 
the School Child, p. 15 
Some might suggest that l>A:attin' s study was made some 
twelve years ago and that during the intervening time much 
improve.ment may have been made, :e·or surely there. has been 
continual agitation on the subject. Let such an enquirer 
turn to Dr. Athearn's book, Character Building in a Democ-
racy, (1924), page 35, and give careful thought to the res-
ults of this later study, made in a typical American com-
munity, as to the age of. those convicted of such major crimes 
as burglary, robbery, grand larceny, vehicle-taking, embez-
zlement, bigamy, and wife-desertion. Whereas in 1913 the 
average of such criminals was 28 years, with very few if 
any instances where the criminal was under 21, in 1923 the 
statistics. showed that the average was 26 years, yet the in-
stances of criminals of 21 years or under ranged from 11% 
in the case of bigamy and wife-desertion, to 85% in vehicle-
taking and 55% in burglary. such startling facts are genu-
ine cause for alarm. I.t does not help the situation for 
parents, teachers, or citizens to play the ostrich aa do 
some who refuse to face the facts and to ask themselves 
what are the causes for these conditions, and further, what 
all, working together may be able to do to change the exist-
ing conditions. Yet may no·t Henry Neumann be right when he 
says, "The gravest problem for school, home, and community 
to-day is not raised by the relatively small number of crim-
inals. It is rais.ed by the moral unenlightenment of the much 
larger number of quite respectable persons. • ••• Far 
more lives to-day are left empty by the lack of high ideals 
5 
than are ruined by the downright criminality over which it 
is easy enough to arouse alarm. • • • • The worst pover-
1 
ty in the world is to be o:t poor soul-fiber." 
l .Education for Moral Growth, p. 3, p. 7 
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CHAPTER I 
I 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE ~ PROBLEM OF MORAL EDUCATION 
A. 
1. Moral 
Educa-
tion 
I 
Definition of· Te~ms Used in the Subject 
In order t ? make sure whither we a.re bound in 
I 
our discussion, we must needs pause long e-
I 
nough to clarify in our O\vll minds if possible what the term 
I 
! 
"moral educationn really means. Many books. have been written 
during the past quarter-ce~tury dealing with the various phas-
! 
' 
es of the problem of moral i education, but compa.rati vely f·ew 
of the authors have taken either the time or the trouble to 
i 
explain what is meant by such terms as. 'moral training ' ; ' mor-
I 
al culture'; 'ethical instruction' and the like. Some writers, 
however, have realized that if educators are to be able to 
work together with singlenJsa of purpose, they must ~irst have 
at least similar conceptions as to what constitutes the pur~ 
pose or aim or goal of all !moral instruction or training. 
Before we attempt to formulate a workable definition o:f 
I 
"moral education" it may b~ well to look at a few definitions 
which have been proposed b~ others. 
"Mora l ed~oation must \lead the child through the natural 
. I 
processes of growth in substituting an aim of conduc t for the 
pressure of des ire. • . • • :There must be the gradual extension 
I 
of sympathy, or of the pers,onality over an ever-widening area 
i 
of life, so that the indiv~dual comes to feel the pain and joy 
I 
' 
of all other lives as somewhat like his own. • • • we can-
not separate moral culture ifrom the other aspects of educa-
tion as a. distinct part of :the whole; but rather every phase 
I 
of education has its moral [import. Indeed, we may go so far 
' 7 
8 
as to say that the worth of any aspect of education can be es-
timated only as we find its relation to the development o:f 
1 
good manhood or womanhood." 
"As the highest purpose o:f man and conaequently of educa-
tion we universally recognize morality. He who would deny this 
would not really know what morality ie.; at least, he would have 
1 
no right to take part in this discussion. ( Herbart, The A B C 
o:f sense Perception~ trans. by Eckoff, p.93 ) • • • Thus moral 
culture is the integrating centre and interpretative end in all 
education. • • • The problem o.:f moral education is the problem 
of the whole o:f education. • • • Moral culture cannot be the 
function o:f any single influence of institution. • • • Moral 
culture is then, not a phase or a part of education, but the 
directing and organizing o:f the whole process of culture so 
that it may end in forming ~appy and useful manhood and woman-
hood. • • • The aim of moral education should be to develop · 
in each individual a strong and effective moral personality, 
reverently obedient, to the laws o:f life and controlled by 
clear-sighted reason, seeing, loving, and willing the best on 
the plane o:f life that has been rea ched, strong in moral initi-
ative and able to grow independently ever toward loftier vision 
2 
and nobler action." 
"Moral .education, then, is in no sense a branch of education, 
and the attempt to treat it as such is the cause of endless falla-
cies and a ·buses, as well as most of the disputes and miaunder-
standings on the subject. Still leas can it be a sort of adden-
dum or appendix to the rest; it is truly the consummation and 
1 Griggs, Moral Education, pp. 42,43,50 2 Ibid. pp. 55,66 
9 
resultant of all; it must enlist and employ all the activities 
of the child. Rosseau says rightly, 'There is only one science 
to be taught to children, namely, that of· the duties of man'. 
The whole task of education is moral; it is the guidance of the 
child into such performance of his own present childish duties 
that he shall grow into the consciousness of the duties of his 
manhood, and into the possession of the powers to discharge 
1 
them." 
''In moral education the motiving of conduct is at first 
through imitation and habit, but ultimately through the growth 
of loyalty to abstract ethical principles. An act is 1 good' 
because it is right, and right may mean almost anything from 
that which is customary in the group up to what is seen to be 
on the whole for the best interests. of all, that is :for the 
2 
welfare of the Society." 
"In moral instruction the chief purpose is to supply sat-
isfactory ideas which may serve to produce action; in moral 
training the chief purpose is to see. to it that the ideas act-
ually produce the corresponding actions. The two modes of 
moral education are therefore merely two different parts of 
what in essence is a single process. The fundamental aim of 
all moral education is to seek to develop the power and the 
habit of moral discrimina.tion, to strengthen the love of the 
right and to maintain and enlarge the open road between feel-
3 
ing and action." 
I Principles of Secondary Education, ed. by Monroe, Chap. VIII, 
by E. o. Sisson, p. 316 
2 Strickland, 1!, . L., What Can Religious Education Do With Human 
Nature? .Relig. Ed. Vol. 18: 30 
3 Sharp, F. C., Education For Character, pp. 155, 157 
10 
"It is certain that in the union of the two methods of 
training in habits of action and training in habits of thought-
fulness is to be found the solution of the .: problem of moral ed-
ucation, the production of an influence making for character-
! 
building of a potene~adequate to the issues at stake." 
"Moral education may then be defined as the process of 
building up attitudes, habits, desires, and ideas which may 
actually enter into conduct and are in reality a part of it. • 
• • 
In this wider sense moral education will be seen to be in-
herent in every subject in the cours.e of study, in every rela-
2 
tion of life." 
"The question of moral education is the heart of the mod-
ern educational problem. • • • To provide definite, adequate 
instruction in right living; and so to strengthen the will-power 
and give ibpportuni ty for the execution of right. desires- these 
are pre-eminently functions of the schools. In fact, these 
should be regarded as their very raison d'etre. To neglect 
the instruction of the child in the principles and laws of 
right living is to deprive him of his best and highest birth-
3 
right." 
"Perhaps, however, one of the simplest, and yet most com-
prehensive definitions of moral education might be one based on 
the definition of morality as given by Norsworthy and \Vhitley 
in their book on The Psychology of Childhood. Morality is 
defined by them as "the intelligent choice by the individual 
1 Sharp, F. c., op. cit., p. 341 
1 2 Robbins, C. L., The School as. a Social Institution,p. 201 
3 Clark, J. K., Systematic Moral Education, pp. 1,7 
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1 
of habits of action for the good of the group". Building 
upon the foundation thus given, may we not say that "moral 
education is : that type of t .ra ining or culture which insures 
the intelligent choice by the indi vi.dual of habits of action 
for the good of the group". 
When we consider the implications of this definition of 
moral education we see that there are five factors involved. 
First, the intellect, for a person whose intellect is. undev-
eloped or incapable of functioning is not capable of becoming 
a moral being; he is either non-moral, unmoral, or moral-less, 
but never immoral. s·econd, for an act to be moral or immoral 
there must be a choice made by the person involved- it cannot 
be a blind following of another person's act. Third, the in-
dividual must take the respons.ibility for his own act, that is, 
he cannot s ay that someone had advised him unwisely nor can he 
hide behind the community nor the institution which he repre-
sents, if he would be considered a moral man. Fourth, it is 
not. enough for the individual to make intelligent choices once 
in a while. If he is to become a. truly moral being he must be 
trained to make shah choices habitually s.o that he comes to do 
the right t hi ng as a matter of course. 
Norsworthy and Whitley put this idea very forcibly when 
they say: "We should not rest content with instilling moral 
precepts, nor with hearing professions oflidealism, nor with 
supervising a few performances of moral acts. We must enlist 
the children's co-operation in the long process of habit-form-
ing with all that that means in the way of perseverance, pro-
1 p. 224 
vision of extra chances to practice the virtue and eternal 
1 
vigilance against exceptions." 
12 
The fifth concept included in our definition of mora.l ed-
ucation ia that these choices, deliberately and intelligently 
made by the individual until such choices become habitual, 
shall always be for the good of the group, or in other words, 
tor the social :-good. It is not sufficient that the deed which 
the child chooses to perform s.hall work no injustice to his 
own best s elf. More than that, it must be an act which in~~ 
urea or harms no one else. Otherwise the deed is an immoral 
act. Viewed in the light of this understanding of the term 
"moral education'' we can readily see what a. stupendous task de-
volvea upon the teachers in our public educational system. 
We have set the standard high. We may well ask ourselves the 
burning question, "To what degree are we successfully approach-
ing the ideal?" 
2. Effect-
iveness 
If present programs of moral education are able 
to produce the type of character ind~cated above, 
there can be no que·ation as to their"effectiveness", or their 
power or ability to secure the desired result s. In the light 
of what has been said above one is not justified in believing 
that our present programs of e<iucation in the field of moral 
development are eminently successful. If there is any found-
ation in fact for the charges against the youth of to-day as 
being the perpetrators of the majority of crimes surely no one 
w·ould contend that our moral training has been, or is, of such 
l op. cit. p. 227 
13 
a nature that it has insured the proper control of" conduct on 
the part of the youth of our day. If, however, we are not ap-
proximating the ends desired in this : training the child to 
make a life, rather than in training him solely to make a 
living, it would be well for us to look into the problem a 
little more carefully and see if we may find some standard 
whereby we may judge accurately the q..egree to which our pres-
ent programs are able to become effective in trtlining the 
child for the supreme duties of manhood or womanhood. 
I 
Some writers contend that only when the given ideas f :unc-
tion in the control of action or of conduct may the training 
be called moral. Whether ideaa of themselves are ever capa-
ble of functioning in such control of conduct as has been 
suggested is a disputed psyohological principle. some psy-
chologists maintain that ideas must have ·become ideals-
1 
"ideas shot through with emotion" - before they can influ.ence 
action to any appreciable extent. An ideal may be thought of 
I 
as an idea on whose correctness. the individual has passed 
judgment, and has made it his own so 1 that for him it has be-
l 
come highly emotionalized. The driv{ng power, the dynamic of 
an ideal,- that which makes it an ideal instead of an idea -
is its power to move the individual to action, and to act in 
harmony with the accepted principles ·of the ideal. 
True, there a.re various types of ideals: some are true, 
! 
some false, some high, some low, but there is no question of 
the universality of some sort of ideals in the human heart, 
nor of their ability to control conduct. In regard t o the 
1 Bagley, w. c., Educative Process 
14 
necessity o,f some sort of ideal in every life Prof. John Dewey 
says: ,.,..The notion that men can act enduringly and deliberately 
at the expe!llle of others in behal:f ... of . their ovm ad vantage, 
just because they perceive it to ·oe to their own ad ventage, is 
a myth in spite of ita currency. Ideal ends and morel respon-
sibilities are always invoked and only uninstructed cynicism 
will assign conscious hypocrisy in explanation. Men must be 
stayed in their serious enterprises by moral justifications -
: 1 
this is a necessity which knows no law but itself." Then, 
if Prof. De-wey be right, the failure on the part of moral 
training has not ·been ao much in not supplying the youth with 
I 
ideals, as it has been in failure to supply him with the 
right type of ideals, the kind of id~als which will insure the 
I 
proper· conduct on his part. I 
B. 
j 
Scope of Subject Matter Wl.th which the Thesis Deals 
We have chosen to think of the ~im of. moral education as 
that type of training or culture which will insure the intell-
igent choice by the individual of ha~ite of action for the 
good of the group. Further, we have ·been forced to acknowledge 
that the present programs of such training are failing in a 
large measure of achieving their purpose. The remainder of 
this di~cussion falls under three headings, and we ha.ve chosen 
to designate them Chapters. In Chapter II we will attempt an 
I 
I 
a.na'lyais of Measurements of Moral Ed*cation which have alre.ady 
I been devised. In this new field such tests are very much lim-
1 
I 
1 Atlantic Monthly, Feb., 1916, p. 252 ( Quoted b.y Todd, in 
Theories of Social Progress, p. 233 ) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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ited in number. There are three, however, which, although not 
yet fully standardized, are recognized as approaching such 
standardization. They are: The Upton;-Chaasell, Scale :for 
. i 
Measuring the Importance o:f Habits o:f Good Citizenship; Voel-
ker, T·ests o:f Trustworthiness, - Two series of ten tests each; 
and the Chasse.ll-Chasaell, A. Test and: Tea.ching Device in Cit-
izenship for Use with Junior High School Pupils .• With these 
tests will be included whatever findings have been secured 
I 
through the giving of them. In the f~ ollowing chapter we will 
I 
make an analysis of, and endeavor to evaluate, the most famil-
iar system of' moral education which has been proposed, namely, 
i 
The Iowa Plan of Character Education.' This is the plan which 
received the $20,000. award offered b.y an anonymous Donor 
thoough the Executive Cornmi ttee of the Character Education 
' I 
Institution of Washington. In the final chapter we will limit 
' 
our discussion to three main divisions as follows: :first, the 
I . 
I 
:factors which may be responsible :for 'the failure of programs 
of moral education; second, the value o:f the present attempts. 
I 
to measure human character ob.jecti vel:y; and third, to offer 
I 
some suggestions as to how proper· ideals may be given to our 
youth in such a way that they will function in the control o:f 
I 
conduct. 
CHAPTER II 
I 
.AN ANALYSIS OF MEASU?.El1IEN TS OF MO?..A L EDUCATION 
Cru.:PTER. II 
AN .li.NALYSIS OF J.'.llNASUREJ}IEHTS 01!1 11iOR.AL EDU CA'.r i ON 
Prominent educators have, during the past t wenty-five 
years , g iven most ca reful thought and . painstalcing effort to 
t he project of .discovering,. devising, : and pe rfecting scales 
I 
and tests for measuring objectively Vfirious phases of our ed-
ucational work. In such things as curricula-building , subject-
matter, quality of work done by pup il 1 , and of n ative ability 
I 
I 
or intelligence of the child, their e~forts have been rewarded 
I 
by a marked deg ree of success. Ho onb claims tha t the limit 
I 
of attainment alon g these lines 
proached , but t he most skeptical 
has b~en reached or even ap-
1 
observer must novv admit that 
I 
these met hods are very much more effi cent than were the old 
! 
ones. 
H0 v1ever, in the field of objective measurements of moral 
qualiti es, attributes, habits, and c h,aracte r, t he t ask i s a 
I 
f a r more difficult one, - SO much SO rGhat it i s only n atural 
t hat few educators have had the co u rage to malce the att empt; 
I 
I 
and it i s only natural, too, t hat observers are far mo r e in-
1 
I 
clined to be s keptical of the possibilit y of ultimate succe ss 
i n this endeavor. The re have been, however, in t h i s r eal m as 
I i n all others. in human history, a few so uls who , havin g 
g limpsed the need, have p ut their shoulders to t he task and 
I 
h ave dared to make a beginning. .AL'lonlg the p ioneers in this 
mo st di f ficult f ield t here are t h r ee ~lh os e ~ork vve wi ll exam-
ine in t h i s pap er. ]' irst amon g them lis tha t known as t he 
Up ton-Chassell - S0 a le for Me asuring ~he I rnpo rtanc e of Rab i ts 
of Good Citizenship. 
17 
This scale grew out of a felt need in the Horace Mann 
I 
school for a. report for the elementa*y school which would be 
' free from as many as possible of the :objectional features of 
I 
the old system of reports, particulaflY the following: (1) 
lack of accuracy in grading the pupil in the given school 
subjects and lack of uniformity of standards for marking the 
pupils; (2) tendency on the part of the pupil to work for the 
' 
t.grade' rather than for the mastery bf the subject which the 
I 
I 
grade was supposed to signify; (3) tindency on the part of 
both teachers and parents to forget that character-formation 
I 
is the most yital function of the school, since the report 
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gave only the progress in the traditional school subjects. To 
I 
I 
correct these defects a new style of , report card was devised, 
! 
consisting of two parte: (1} that wh~ch related to subjects 
which mentioned only those subjects: in which the child was 
'above' or 'below' average, 'that show particular improve-
ment', or in which the child was apparently 'not working to 
I 
the beat of: a:bili ty'; ( 2) that I which related to habits 
I 
and attitudes desira.ble for good citizenship. Each quarter 
I 
as this report is sent to the parentb, their attention is 
called to those desirable habits and 1 attitudes (1) which are 
I 
unusually well-developed; (2) which need careful training; 
and (3) which show marked improvemen~. On the reverse side 
I 
of the card the li.st of subjects whi ~ch the child is pursuing 
is given, but no particular reference is made to those sub-
1 
jects in which he is doing average wbrk. 
I 
Such an improvement over the old style of report card 
would mean little unless there couldl be some standard for 
I 
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measuring in defini te terms the so-called desirable habits and 
attitudes. Even before that could be done, it must be decided 
what are the habits and attitudes desirable :for good citizen-
1 
ship. Those prepared or decided upon, after careful s.tudy, by 
Mrs. Upton and Miss Chassell :follow: 
·- 1 A. Upton-Chassell - Scale :for Me'asuring the Importance of 
Habi ta of Good clti ze.nship 
1. Copy o:f 
the Test REVISED CHART 
HABITS AND ATTITUDES DESI RABLE FOR GOOD 
CITIZENSHIP IN THE ELEM~N~ARY SCHOOL 
I . HEALTH AND POSTURE 
1. Is cleanly in habits, person, and ress. (7) 
2. Carries out directions of school physician. (6) 
3. Reports symptoms of illness prdmptly. (5) 
4. Sleeps in a well-ventilated rodm, the number of hours pre-
scribed for one of his age . /( 5) 
5. Is careful of his eyes, keeping the book or paper at a 
proper distance from the eye~. (5) . 
6. Orders well-balanced luncheons 1suited to his needs. (5) 
7. Avoids getting wet, chilled, or cooling off too suddenly 
after play. ( 5) ' 
8. Keeps hands a.nd materials away i from mouth, and :fingers 
away :from nose and ears. (4) 
9. Sits and stands correctly. {4) 
II. ORDERLINESS 
1. Is ne a t in dress. (5) 
2. Puts away materials when through with them. (4) 
3 . Keeps books and other materials in good condit ion. (4) 
4. Keeps desk, table, and locker in good order . (4) 
5. Has a good arrangement of materials on desk or table . (3) 
III. THRIFT ' 
1. Uses leisure time to good advantage. (7) 
2. Is careful in the expenditure o:f money. (6) 
3. Employs efficient methods of work. (5) 
4. Saves time by planning for the /day's schedule. (5) 
5. Does not was t e paper, pencils, 1 and paints and other 
materials. (5) , 
I 
I 
I 
1 See Tea chers Oil..lege Bulletin, Jan. 1921 
IV. PROivrPTNESS' 
1. Is in the right place at the right time, equipped for 
work. (7) 
2. Does not procrastinate. (6) 
s. Responds to directions or requests without too much 
talk. ( 6) 
4. Hands work in on time. (5) 
5. Responds promptly to signals. (4) 
6. Passes and collects materials promptly. (3) 
7. Puts on or removes wraps quickly. (1) 
V. CLEAR THINKING 
1. Concentrates upon the task at hand. (.8) 
2. Selects essential points and sees details in their re-
lation to the whole. (8) 
3. Finds possible solutions for problems. (7) 
4. Senses difficulties in lesson or· project, and locates 
and defines them. (7) 
5. verifies conclusions. ( 7) 
6. Is accurate in his work. (7) 
7. Expresses himself clearly. (7) 
VI. HELPFUL INITIATIVE AND SELF-RELIANCE 
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1. Forms worthwhile projects and strives to carry them out. (8) 
2. Direots the activities of the group toward useful ends, 
but does not "boss". (8) 
3. Seeks intelligently opportunities for serving others. (8) 
4 . Finds ways and means of improving his we ak points. (8) 
5. Seeks informa tion by asking questions, by observation, 
and by other methods. ( 7) 
6. Is resourceful in finding new tasks when those assigned to 
him have been finished. (7) 
7. Does more than the minimum amount of work required. (7) 
8. Is ready with helpful suggestions as to better ways of 
doing things . (6) 
9. Volunteers in the recitation. (5) 
10. Acts independently, but realizes when help from other 
sources is desirable. (8) 
11. Makes himself responsible for what is going on in the 
class room, and finds out whut he has missed while 
absent. (8) 
12. Helps himself in everyday affairs. (6) 
13. Anticipates his needs and does not borrow. (.5) 
VII. SELF-CONTROL AND OBEDI ENCE 
1. Does not indulge in injurious practices. (9) 
2. Is agreeable in a difficult situation. (7) 
3. Keeps his temper. (7) 
4. Does not quarrel. (6) 
5. Does not cry or complain over trivial things. {4) 
6. Endures pain without flinching. (4) 
7. Does not play with pencil, paper, etc., in recitation 
period. (4) 
8. Obeys rules governing halls, recess, fire drill, and 
study period. ( 5) 
VIII. COURA GE AND PERSEVERANCE 
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1. Confesses wrongdoing and mistakes, and makes amends. (9) 
2. Perseveres in spite of failure. (9) 
3. Approaches difficult tasks resolutely. (8) 
4. stands up for his rights. (7) 
5. Does good work day by day. (7) 
IX. HONESTY AND TRUSTWOHTHINESS 
1. Tells the truth, trying to give a correct impression. ( 10) 
2. Does not take the property of others without their con-
sent. ( 9) 
3. Does not copy another person's work. (9) 
4. Endeavors to restore lost property to the rightful owner. 
(.8) 
5. Does home work entirely by himself, or with only such help 
as the teacher directs. (6) 
6. Keeps appointments and other agreements. (8) 
7. Takes care not to promise more than he can fulfill. (7) 
8. Returns promptly and in good condition articles loaned to 
him. (7) 
9. Makes a. practice of prepa.ring work thoroughly. ( 7) 
10. Is quiet and orderly when the teacher is not in the room. 
( 6) 
11. Does not lose books, home-work papers, money, or other 
belongings. (6) 
12. Performs errands satisfactorily. ( 5) 
X. FAIR PLAY AND GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP 
1. stands for fairness in games or arguments. (9) 
2 .• Protests against any one•s taking advantage of the weak. (9) 
3. Defends absent people who are unjustly attacked. (8} 
4. Does not let another pupil make wrong use of his work such 
as copying from his examination 9r home-work papers. (7) 
5. Claims no more than his fair share of time and attention, 
particularly in the recitation period. (7) 
6. Does not expect specia l favors or privileges. (6} 
7. Works for hie team rather than for himself. (9) 
8. Follows the rules of the game. (8) 
9. Is courteous to opponents. (8) 
10. Is a good loser. (7) 
11. Enjoys a joke, even at his own expense. (6) 
XI. CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY 
1. Supports the right and opposes the wrong. {10) 
2. Elects a candidate because of his fitness for the position. 
( 9 ) 
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3. Holds to what he thinks right, regardless o:f consequences 
to himself. (9) 
4. Conforms to the will of' the ma.jori ty, provided no princi-
ples are violated by so doing. (9) 
5. Performs satisfactorily the duties of any office to which 
he is elected. (9) 
6. Assumes responsibility to report wrongdoing through author-
ized channels, but does not tattle. (.8) 
7. Tries to prevent the spread of disease. (8) 
8. Is serious. in attitude toward work. (8) 
9. Takes pride in the appearance of school property, doing 
his part to keep the eloa.kroom in order; picking up pa-
per from floor and stairs, etc. (7) 
XII. COURTESY AND CONSIDERATION 
1. Is tactful, avoiding saying or doing that which would 
pain or annoy another. (8) 
2. Is courteous in the many little everyday acts. (7) 
3. Is attentive when some one else is talking . (7) 
4. Is thoughtful in making requests of others, including 
helpers. (' 6) 
5. Does not interrupt others. needlessly. (6) 
6. Avoids whispering when it will annoy others. t5 ) 
7. Acknowledges favors graciously. ( 5) 
8. Avoids abruptness of speech when addressing a person or 
replying to a question. (5) 
9. Waits quietly in turn for some privilege. {4) 
10. Allows. older pers one or pupils in front of him to pass 
through doorways or into the elevator first. ( 4) 
11. Laughs and talks quietly. \4) 
12. Is mannerly at lunch. (4) 
XIII. COOPERATIVENESS 
1. Gives. up his. own preferences when they interfere with 
the goo.d of the group. ( 9) 
2. Participates in group activities and school enterprises. 
( 8) 
3. Gives criticis,m in a. courteous manner, and profits by 
the suggestions of others. (8) 
4. Does his port in making the recitation profi ta.ble and 
interesting. ( 7) 
5. Enjoys working and playing with others. (6) 
6. Is a good mixer. (6) 
7. Takes his place in line quickly and quietly. (4) 
XIV. GENEROSITY AND BRO.AD-MINDEDiillSS 
1. Shows a spirit of helpfulness and service to others. ( 9} 
2. Gives time and money to worthy causes. (8) 
3. Is democratic. ( 10} 
4. .Appreciates other nations and races and their contributions. 
(10) 
5. Is sympathetic with the opinions of others, including 
those who differ with him. (8) 
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XV. LOYALTY 
1. 
2. 
Respects those in authority. (9) 
Takes pride in his gr·oup and in the school, and tries to 
foster the right kind of spirit. (9) 
3. 
4. 
Expresses loyalty by removing his hat when the fl a g is 
-or'esented or· when the national anthem is sung. t.B} 
Honors those who have rendered di.stinguished service. ( 7) 
XVI. APPRECIATION 
1. Is reverent in worship. (10) 
2. Chooses good associates. (9) 
3. Has a high stand!:lrd of. workm~.nship and tries to measure 
up to it. (8) 
4. Enjoys the beautiful in art and na ture. ( 6} 
5. ~ Enjoys good literature. (6) 
2. Analysis 
and crit-
icism of 
the test 
The s.ixtee.n genera l headings or Moral Quali-
ties. are bas.ed on those included in the Chil-
dren's Code of Morals as worked out by Prof. 
wm. J. Hutchins. Under these genera l headings are note d the 
various attitudes or habits. which would measure objectively 
these qualities, together with the relative value which ea ch 
should receive. Their relative va lue was determined by finding 
the comp osite judgment of a fairly large number of persons, 
competent to give an opinion. 
The Revised Chart as reproduced here represents the result 
of two years of experience with . tw·o similar charts which had 
been most carefully worked out by the authors, assisted by more 
than two hundred persons - teachers, specialists~ parents, and 
in 
others. s·eventy-four of that number assisted "judging the value 
of the i terns, a nd the ratings were mude. in the following manner: 
"The items were printed in miscellaneous order, without 
cla.ss ifica t ion under heading, a nd with suf.ficient s pace between 
them so that the sheets could easily be cut into strips. A 
copy wa s given to each of the judges with these dir~ctions: 
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1 
Listed upon these slips of. paper are a large number of 
habits and attitudes which are supposedly desirable for good 
citizenship in an elementary school community. The problem 
is to determine the relative value of these habit.s and atti-
tudes judging the item in ques.tion from the standpoint of its 
importance as an es.sential element in democratic ci t izenship 
in the case of ele.mentary school children. Please distribute 
tne i terns into ten groups, . putt~ng into group 10 those which 
s.eem to you most important from this point of view ; in group 
9, those which seem to you next important, and so on. The 
groups need not have the same number of items in them. : 
The form of distribution of the items into the ten groups 
proved to be very interesting: 8 items were placed in group 10, 
23 in group 9, 33 in group 8, 33 in group 7, 33 in group 6, 23 
in group 5, 23 in group 4, 5 in group 3, 4 in grou~ 2, 2 in 
group 1. It is of interest to note that over half of the total 
1 
number of items f.ell in groups 10, 9, 8, and 7.n 
The valuable f.a ctors present in this Scale may be lis ted 
as· follows: ( 1) The Scale, or Chart, represents the composite 
judgment of those competent to express an opinion i .n the matter 
of relative importance of the various items under the general 
headings. Such a composite judgment is recognized as a reason-
ably safe guide in modern statistical methods. (2) It is not 
a mechanical device which admits of no adaptability to partic-
ular groups or communities.. Some items will have no meaning 
for certain groups, and so may be replaced by others which 
will meet the particular needs. Other items may be reworded 
or simplified to meet particular situa tions. (3) The scale, 
if pr operly used, is a means for actually realizing desirable 
habits ·and attitudes in the lives of the children. (4) It 
makes. use of the possibility of a closer cooperation between 
home and school, which is most desirable, even essentia l, in 
1 S~ e Teachers College Bulletin , Jan. 1, 1921, pp. 12,13 
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this businea:s of training boys and girls for citizenship. be-
cause i t~nlists the interest and the coopera.tion of parents 
with the teachers and children. 
However, it is often true that wha t sounds very plausible 
and workable in theory, may prove otherwise in actual practice. 
Re.a l izing that this is so, the authors of the Scale for Measur ing 
the Habits and Attitudes of Good Ci tiz.enship set about to make 
possible a quantitative measure of a pupil's progress in such 
Citizenship comparable to the quantitative measurements now 
available for such subjects as spelling, re ading, and arit.hmetic. 
Eigh t Short Scales were d..eviaed for s.uch measurement, b.ased on 
the Revised Chart which has alre ady been reproduced in full. The 
Chart, which contains 187 items, is an attempt at the "analysis 
of conduct in terms of the concrete and specific hab i ts and atti-
tudes which should cha.ra.cterize a child who is t aking his par t 
1 
as a: good citizen in an elementary school democracy." From the. 
items in the Chart are s.elected twenty-four i terns fo r each of 
the Short Scales ( five of the items of leas t import a nce being 
us ed twice }, special care being given to make the separate 
sca l~s of equivalent value. These sepa rate i t ems, s.o carefully 
chosen, are arranged on the page in order of their importance. 
The y are also placed in three groups in the following manner: 
the five i terns of lea. at importance are put first on the page, 
then the eleven items of next importance or value, and laet, 
a third group of eight items of greatest value. 
one of thes.e Scales is herewith presented: 
1 
A copy of 
1 The process by which the authors arra~ed the Scales and 
obta ined the multi-pliers in these gr oups, t o s i m-p l" fy the 
proc.edure , is described in Teachers College Record, Jan., ]. 922, 
t'P. ""'%5, -·~o = 
SCALE A 26 
score in Points 195 A.verege Score in .Per Cent 
on Scales A end B 53 
Score in Per Cent 52 
Name Otto Hurrey 
School West Side 
Age 9 yrs. 10 mas. Sex Boy Grade III 
Pupil marked by c. F. c. Date Mer. 5,1919 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
r 2 3 
1 2 3" 
6 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
Puta: on or takes. off gymnasium shoes in three 
minut.es or less. (1) 
Does not run in the halls. (2) 
Keeps desk, table, and locker in good order. (4) 
Laughs and talks quietly. (4) 
Is unassuming. ( 5) 
Makes a straightforward recitation. ( 5) 
Does. not interrupt others needlessly. ( 6) 
Is quiet and orderly when the teacher is not in the 
room. (6) 
Is economical in the expenditure of money for lunch 
and other personal necessities, and refrains from 
extravagances. (6) 
Carries out directions of school and family physi-
cian. (6) 
s·ees· the amusing aide o:f a bad ai tuation. ( 6) 
Considers carefully the bearings of replies and 
suggestio~ made in answer to questions or prob-
lems. ( 6) 
Is. attentive when some one else is talking, whether 
it be a.nother pupil, a teacher, a visitor, or a 
speaker in a public place. (7) 
Is pleasant in a difficult situation, as, for in-
stance, when some one else is cross. (7) 
Does not let another pupil make wrong use of his 
work, such as copying from his examination or 
home-work papers. (7) 
Expresses a preference when he can support it with 
valid reasons, es.pecially when some issue is at 
stake. (7) 
Engages in free experimentation with a useful pur-
pose in mind. (7) 
Gives time and money to worthy causes. (8) 
Thinks, chooses, and acts independently; but realiz-
es when help from other sources. is desirable. ( 8) 
Has a high standard of workmanship and tries to 
measure up to it. (8) 
Approaches difficult tasks resolutely. (8) 
Respects those in authority, including parents and 
teachers, and is faithful to them. (9) 
Gives up his own preferences when they interfere 
with the good of the group. (9) 
Appreciates the priceless value of personality and 
tries to give opportunity for its highest att~in­
ment in others. \lo) 
2? 
3. :i!' indings An ex-periment was made under the direction 
and supervision of the authors of thes e Short Scales, with the 
cooperation of some fifty-three teachers, in which r a tings on 
the s e scale s of one t housand school children were secured. 
With t wo exc eptions, all of the teachers cooperating , marked 
t he puf.J ils on two of the scales. In one instance, all the 
eight scales were used, and in another clas s, but a single one 
was used. In both of the se groups, the children, in addition 
marked themselves on one scale, after the separate items had 
been a.iscussed and t h e method of marking explained in class. 
The pupils selected for all thece ratings are f rom very diff-
erent home and social c ondit ions and also from varying types 
of schools, - from private schools of very h i gh g rade, to un-
g raded clas ses in the public schools, and from low "o pportunity ~t 
classes wh ich included many dull and borderline chilc1ren down 
to c las ses for fe ebleminded children only. In some of t h e 
groups of children the average intelligence Qaotient is from 
110 to 120 or more, while in other s the intelligence quotient, 
with few exceptions, f alls below 75. The papers with their 
r atings were carefully examined by the inves tigators, all 
p ossible errors in scoring correct ed, and result s carefully 
tab alated. The median total score for eac:a. class on the sep-
arate scales was first determine d , then t h e median t otal score 
on the average of t il e scales used. , was found. 
rr he range of median total score i n the regular grades 
and op_po rtunity clas ses is from 80 to 359 , making the median 
score in per cent range from 21 t o 95. In t he ungraded and 
.B inet Clas ses the range of Total Tiledi Bl"l score i s f rom 4 (in the 
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very low grade t ype of f eeblemind.ednes s) to 27 0 (in a g roup 
of mi ddle-grade of fee blemindedness ), with the med ian Score 
· in Per Cent rang ing from 1 to 71 in t hese two g roups . In the 
various type s of gr oups there seems to be a wide variation b e-
t v1e en medians, not only within a g iven grade when re sults from 
di ffe rent schools are compared, but also f r om grade to grade 
in the same school. There doe s not appear t o be any single 
fac tor wh ich could be re spons ible for such variat i on , but it 
is quite probable t hat a large part of it i s due to the diff -
erence in standards among the tea chers using· the scale s a s to 
what constit ute s average attai lli-nent in these var i ous habits 
and a tt itudes which they are a t tempting to rate. So l ong as 
the s e conditions obtain it i s well-nigh i mp os sible to es tab-
li sh any norms ei ther for t he grade in s chool or f or t h e chron-
olog ic r.o. l age of the pup ils. rrhe re sults from t he groups of 
lower int elligence show some correlation between ment al age 
and. score on the scales, yet the variati on between medians 
here is also too gr eat t o at t ach any significance to the re-
sul ts as in any way es tabli shing norms, Still they sug gest 
t he possibility that eventually mental age norms of genuine 
signi f icance f or the lower ages a t l east, may be e s tablished.. 
It i s apparent, however, f r om the study of the se results 
that a t present t h e i mportant basis of compar i son for the 
pup ils in a g iven class is t he average, or median , o f t heir 
own group . It mi t;ht prove wort.!1 while, al s o, f or the teacher 
to check up her own ra t ings for her pu:p ils with t h ose g iven 
1 
in the tables f rom classes most comparable Yli th h er own. 
1. Detailed t ables and ex:p l anat-Lons of results are g -Lven in 
the Teacners College Record already re fe r red to. 
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A clo s e study of the comparison of re sult s secur e d. from 
the eight scales leads one to t wo cons lusi ons : first, that the 
scales are e quivalent in practical use, as we ll as i n me chan-
ical const r ucti on ; and. sec ond t hat the s electi on of t he part i-
cula r scales fo r use by a t e a cher may be l eft t o her own dis-
cretion , s ince t here is very strong evidence that t he use of 
any t wo scale s g ive res ults of practically as h i gh val ue, as 
does t h e use of all eight of them . In conclusion it may be 
well t o point out the advant ages and disadvant ages in the us e 
of t he Short Scales, which have be en so t ho ro ughly tr ied out • 
.A.'llong t h e dis ad. vantages to be noted are t .r1e ab s enc e of a 
uniform standard as to what c onstitutes ave r age attai11ruent in 
the given habit or at ·t itude; the more or le s s subjec t ive na-
t~r e of t h e judgmen t s ; t he inability of t ne average teacher 
to judge t ne status of every pup i l with regard to t he mruLy 
habits and att itudes i ncluded. in t he chart; and t he very 
great d i fficulty in e s tablish ing n orms of genuine signi f ican ce. 
\fu ile thes e d i s advant age s are present , still t he number 
of valuable f ea t ures to be noted is much larger: 
1. The uses to which t h e scale s may be put are as f ollows: 
a. They p rovide a convenient instrmuent f or measuring 
habit s and attitude s of good citizensh i p i n the 
school, and. to a certain ext ent i n the home as wel l. 
b . They i ndicate the relative importance of t11e s e 
habits and attitudes as determined by more than 
seventy judges . 
c. 'J:hey p oint out sp eci f ic habits which need. to be 
f ormed by t he individual child. . 
d. . An accurat e measur e of progre s s i s made possible 
through provis ion f or r e- r a t ing:;:; a f t e r an interval. 
e . Va l nable inf ormat ion a s to f i tne E;:s fo r p romotion 
i s obtained by their use. 
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f . TneY may s erve a s a c our se i n good citizenship. 
g . They also ~rovide a means of self-meas urement. 
2. The method of rating i s simple and. straigi1tfo rward.; 
p rovision being mad.e for chang ing scores in points 
into per cents of t he maximum score p ossible. 
3 . Each scale includes a representative sampling of de-
sirable responses. 
4 . The scales have already been used in making ratings 
of one thousand children in various types of schools, 
and the results of t hes e ratings are avai l able for 
purposes of comparison. 
5. Tile gos sibility of eventually s ecuring mental age no r ms , 
at least f or t h e lower ages, is appar ent. 
6. The scales are substantially equivalent both i n mechani-
cal constru.ction ancl in actual use . 
7. gatings made 'by teac:tle r s on t vvo separa te scale s are 
found to be in close agreement. 
8 . Tne r atings on two s cales are f ound t o g ive practically 
a s reliable re sul ts as ra t ings on a larger nw:n.ber. 
rl,hus it would seem that t he writers are justi f ied in 
their conclusion that these sh ort scales for measur ing the 
habits and att itude s desirable for good citizensh i p p r op osed 
by til em do g ive pror.11ise of large practical usefulne s s even in 
t h e hands of persons untrained in the technique of measurement . 
B. Voelker - Tests of Trustworthiness. 
Two series of te~ Tests each. 
1. General 
statement 
Earlier in our discussion we have mentioned 
the fact t hat mere knowl edge or inf ormation 
regarding t he right or wrong of an act will not insure the 
doing of t h e ri ght thing by the ind ividual. The ind.ividual 
must have formed the habit of choosing t o do t he right t h ing . 
1Vhile t h e ch ild is in school it i s very nece s sary t hat he be 
f orming t he right sort of habits, but even so, it is impossible 
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to provide h i m with sufficient habit s to meet creditably all 
the situations which may come to him during school days to s ay 
noth ing of t h ose which will come in later yeats . I f this be 
true, then it is es sential t hat s ometh ing more t han infol~a­
tion and even more t han habits of proper conduct in particular 
situations be g iven to the child. llany leade rs be li eve t hat 
this 's ome thing more' is t o be found in i deals ,- ide al s being 
understood t o mean a concept plus an appreciation of value 
attached to t hat conc ept. In this cas e t he ' plus' i s con-
s i dered to be of gr eater importance t h an the conce pt i tself. 
There has been a wide difference of opinion among educators 
as to whether or not ideals of a generalized nature can be 
made t o functi on in t h e control of c onduct. This quest ion 
is the subject wnich Dr. Paul F. Vo el ke r set out t o study both 
theoretecally and. ex-per i mentally. The res ult s of h is sc ien-
ti f ic s tudy of the pro.blem are g iven in the volume entitled, 
Tne Punction of Ideals and At titude s in Soc ial 3duc a tion. Dr. 
Voelker was c onvinced that an idea p l anted in the mind of a 
child and t hen highly emotionalized by means of c ontacts wi t h 
other individual s of his group doe s become a real dynamic 
f orce in the chi ld's life in t he c ontro ll ing of h is :pur p oses. 
The ex[J eriment , carried on uncler Dr . VoeD:er ' s cl ire ;:; ti on to 
d i scove1 wl ether his t heory would work in actual pract i ce or 
not; is br i efl y de s cribed below. 
~n tn bat one except ion , that of Group F , the e:x.--:pe ri:;nent 
was made with groups of boys; fir st , becaus e organi zation . 
rnnong groups of boys has been so much more . extensive than 
among groups of g irls , and s econd , because severa l groups of 
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Boy Sco ut troops were offered to Dr. Voelker for expe rimental 
purposes. 
For purposes of c.omparison , it was decided to use two 
experimental g roups in which special effort would be made to 
inculc ate the ideal to be te s ted, and two c ontrol g roups where 
no such special training would be given. Great care was exer-
cised in the selecting of t h ese g roups t o see t hat as nearly 
as p oss ible they should be of about the same intelligence and 
of abo ut the same home and neighborh ood environment . The 
intelligence te s ts g iven seemed to indicate t hat the first 
objective had been fairly well met, and s o far a s could be 
discovered it seemed t h at t h e four gr oups had ab out the srune 
home environment~ with t he exception of Group B which seeme d 
to l ive in a slightly superior environment . 
The id~al which was chosen as the objective of t he train-
ing g iven and therefore of t he te s t s devise d , was that of trust-
wo r t hiness , since the ideal of trus tworth iness is t h e f irst 
and one of t he most fundamental of those emphasized by t h e 
Boy Scout movement. Without doubt simi lar results ·wo ul d have 
been obtained if t h e Sco ut l eaders had us ed t he ideal o f 
loyalt y or of service as t he objective of their training. 
r_rhe me thods of training U8ed Wi t n the expe rimental g roups 
were such as are c ommonly used by t he leade rs of the Boy Scout 
troops, modified to fit certain principles of social education, 
and with special emphasis U}? On the ideal of trustwortniness. 
11h e t i me of training was abo llt three months, bat t he t i me 
elapsed between t he f irs t and sec ond serie s of test s was on ly 
about seven weeks, since the e x_f)eri rnente r did not deem i t \V ise 
t o g ive anjr t es t s until the bo;ys had come to be somewhat lmder 
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the control of t he leaders. However, it wa s felt tl1at the 
re s ults of the first series of tests would not have be en 
materially di f ferent even if they had been g iven a t t h e be-
ginning of the organizati on of the groups. 
Undoubtedly three months' time is not suf ficient to se-
cure the maximum results of such training, but t he i mportant 
point at issue was not how much i mprovement could be secured, 
but whether or not any improvement at all co uld be attained. 
The experimenter took every precaution to secure the proper 
test conditions, and the Scout leaders made every eff ort 
possibJ.e to carry out their part o f the program. 'Hhile the 
ex-pe ri rnenter had nothing to d.o with t he actual training of 
the two groups he held. a serie s of conference s with the leaders 
and. gave to each of them a co _py of the digest of the principles 
wh ich are assumed to hold true in social education. 
There is no place in this discussion for a detailed out-
line of the methods employed by the leaders, nor of t he tests 
t lmt were at first devised but for various reas ons later aban-
doned. Tho s e are given in Dr. Voelker's book, to which re-
fere nce has already been made. Onl;y t he two series of tests 
witn the more i mp ortant tables of results are herewith g iven. 
2. Copy of 
Test 
SEHIES 1 OJi' THE TBSTS 
l. THE OV.I£Ri3TATEM.EIIJIJ:l TEST 
Can the subject be trusted to refuse credit that is not 
due him? 
Directions: Some time durL.'lg the day, and if possible 
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just before the gro rrp test i s g iven, all persons to b e ex-
amined are called together by their teach er or leader and 
g iven marks in s ome subject. 
'i'lhen the student come s to the examiner for t h i s te s t, 
the f ollowing questi ons are put to h i m: 
1. What is your name'? Your a ge <? In what g rade are you? 
2. Do you l i ke school (or Scouting )? 
3 • Vf.IJ.a t s t udy d o you lik e be s t '? 
4 . I understand that yo u are g ood in geog raphy . (Or 
mention s 0me other subject in which he does h i s 
be s t work.) Is it easy f or you? 
5. Do I understand that you ar s above t he averag e in 
language '? or, Did yo u receive 95 in arithmetic 
i n y our last exami nation? 
( '.l:he mark sugge s ted is an overstatement. Car e snollld be t aken 
to ment i on on l y s ubje cts in which stucte nts h ave recently been 
marked , a l s o t o choo se s 1..l'oj e cts i n which no s t uc1ent i s pe r fe ct .) 
Sc or ing : The subject score s 0 if he nods , is silent, or 
say s yes . He scores 10 if he c ontrad i ct s the exruniner and 
g iv-es !1is correc t grades . I f he attemp t s to mod i f y t he over-
stat ement onl y s l i c;ht l y (as some s ub ject s do) he is g iv-en 
credit in proporti on to the amount of the mo c1 i ficati on , being 
rated bet·ween 0 and 10. 
2. TH:2J M AND N TEST OF SUGG~S TIB ILI'J:Y 
(An adaptat ion from I\li ss June Downey ' s 1Vill Profile.) 
Can the subject be trusted to stick to a p oint when he 
knows he is right? 
Directi ons: One of the examiners holds up two envelop es 
and says : "Here are t·wo envelop e s c onta i n ing instructions 
f or two different mental tests . One te s t i s v ery easy, the 
other is hard . You may choo s e which envelop e y ou wi ll op en.rr 
After g ivi ng instructions the examiner h ol d s t ne two envelopes 
labelled i n heavy print "M" and. " N" i n front of the subject, 
"N" always to t he ri gh t. When the subject has made hi s choice 
one o f the examiner s records on a slip of paper the le·tter on 
the envelop e that the subject di d not choose. 
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(Interval.) 
The examiner says, "Now we '~Nill take up t he te s t in the 
envelope. Vlhich one did you choose?" 
Suggestion A: "Are yo u sure?" . nwasn't it ----------" 
( Harne the ot her le t tel· . Record answer verbatim and manner.) 
Sugges tion B: "I ma de a record of your choice. I'll see 
what it says. It says --------" (Again name the le t ter not 
chosen. Record subject's answer and manner. Give p lenty of 
time, as the final reaction may be s omewhat di ffe rent f rom 
the i mmed iate one; or the subject may not say anything at all 
at f irs t.) 
Sugge s tion C: "Do y ou think I made a mistake?" (Record 
answer. All s ugbestions should be g iven in a s matter-of - f act 
way as possible. At close say, "Never mind, we'll omit this 
te s t. 11 ) 
A few subjects forget the chosen envelope and a :few others 
notice position to ri ,;ht or le f t rather t han letter. If so, 
contradiction of t h e rememb ered position or le t te r· can still 
be made. 
Scoring: Score the subject 1 to 10 point s as follow·s: 
10. Burden of ·p roof thrown on examiner. 
suggestion of examiner's error. 
susp icious reacti on . 
Sp ontaneous 
Or angry or 
9. Burden of proof thro vm on examiner. Examiner's error 
asserted positively. 
8. Logically positive; reasons cited for assurance; 
subject assumes the burden of proof; asserts ex-
aminer's error when aske d with, usually, a reitera-
tion of his reasons for confidence. 
7. Positive, but won't argue; mild reaction to C, either 
an ass ertion of h is own accuracy or gentle assertion 
of examiner's error. 
6. non-cormai ttal, typical remark at C: "I don't knmv, n 
or baf fled attitude at C. Can't reconcile the dis-
crepancy. Typical remark: "You ought to know if 
you made a record, but I h ave a g ood memory." 
5. Conciliatory: Exp lains how mistake was made . "You 
may have misunderstood me.n "I may have told you 
wrong ." 
4. Indifferent: Unconvinced but non-resistant. nwell, 
whichever y ou say.n "I won't contradict." · "It does 
not make any difference." Or an evasive reaction; 
when question is as.ked, examinee ch anges t he subject. 
P• A~~its doubt at C. 
2. Admits doubt at B. 
made a mistake.n 
Typical remarlcs: 
"That's q_ueer! 11 
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nr may have 
1. Gives in at suggestion :a. Typical remark: "That 
fooled me that time.rr Or g ive s in at suggestion A. 
Or envelope f orgotten. 
3. LET-Jvlli -liELP- YOU TEST 
Can the subject be trusted to refuse heln in the solution 
of a puzzle when he has been instructed to try to solve J.t J.n-
dependen tly? 
Directions: The subject is given two puzzles as follows: 
No. 1. The SQuare Puzzle. 
TI'ifteen toothpicks are placed on the table so as to 
form five eq_ual sq_uares, as in the figure. Remove t h ree 
toothpicks s o as to leave three such squares only . 
No. 2. The 1Jatch Puzzle 
1111 
111 111 111 
lll 111 
lll 111 111 
The l's represent matches. The problem is to keep the same 
number of groups of matches (8) in the figure, and to re-
distribute them in such a way that the 4 matches out s ide the 
fi gure may be added without adding t o the smn of matches (9) 
on each side of t he figure. 
If the subject cannot solve t he puzzles, give h i m a 
drawing of them an.d request him to -Jut the dravving in his 
pocket. Ask him to agree not to receive help from anyone. 
Give him three days' time t o v;ork: out the solutions, and 
p romise to give h i m credit if he brings in t h e co r r ect 
solutions within t hat time. 
One :puzzle is s~uff icient if none of the subjects are 
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familiar with it. Other puzzles may be add ed when t h is test 
is g iven to a group of advanced students, or where there is 
a li1::elihood that some of the puzzles may be kno·Nn to certain 
members of the group . 
(Interval.) 
When the subject appears for his individual tests, the 
second examiner (who was not pres ent at t he assi gnment of the 
puzzles) op ens a box of the Gilbert puzzles (c onsisting of 
the T' vi n IUngs Puzzle, r he Que s ti on Puzzle, r:L'he rrh r e e 
:2. i ngs Puzzle, The Shamrock Puz zl e , The Hail Puzzle, and the 
Con juring Rings Puzz le) and says: 
"I have s orne puzzles here f or you. Did };ir. ------------
(n~~ing the chief examiner) give you any puzzles? Could you 
do them? Vfna t were they? These are easy. Shall I show you.?'' 
The subject's replies are carefully recorded. 
The examiner leaves the subject alone f or a time.to give 
him opportunity to solve the Gilbert Puzzles. The object of 
this part of the test is to make t he te s t intere sting and make 
the offer of help appear to be casual. Incidentally, t he sub-
ject is given opportunity to app ropriate one of the puzzles if 
he des ires, and to nfindn a small pocketbook whic .h has been 
placed. under a chair. 
Scoring: The subjects who accept nelp are scored zero. 
Those who refuse help are scored ten. Those who part ially yield 
to the temptation to receive help are scored in prop ort ion 
to the amount of their yield.ihg. 
I f a subject finds the poc ketbook and fa ils to turn it 
over to the examiner or to t ne Lost a1n Found Denartment of 
the school, or if he appropriate s one or more o f~the puzzles, 
he is given a demerit. 
4:. BOiffi OWllifG BRHAirD TB:3 T 
Can the subject be trusted to return borrowed property 
according to promise? 
Direct ions: Request the subject to run an errand. He 
is to go to a designated addre s s and ask to borrow a pamphlet 
of Ivir. Blank (wh o i s one of t D.e exan1iner ' s a s si s tants} • ~~lb. en 
the subject arrives, Mr. :B lank says, ''Yes, I vrill l et you 
have t he paraphlet i:f you will promi se t o return it before 9 
o 'c loc'·: t omo1·row morning . '' Bac h :pamphl et i s ma:clmd wi th a key 
number so that the subj e cts who return t he l_) amphlet may receive 
:proper credit. 
~'rnen the subj ect retu rns wi th the pamphlet, the e xaminer 
t hanks him and place s the pamphlet on t he t able with0Ut other 
comr:u.ent. I f the subject says, rrr must return the pamphlet 
be f ore 9 o 'clocl{ tomorrow morning , 11 the examiner says , 11Very 
well; I will have it here for you; call f o:c it be f ore you 
leave. n 
Scoring : Score the subject 10 points if he returns the 
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pamphlet; score him zero if he fa ils to return it. 
5. :PUIWHASING BSRAND TEST 
Can the subject b e trusted not to accept overchange? 
Direct ions: The s llbject is handed a card on wh ich is 
wri t.ten his own name am the words, none copy o f OlJposi tes 
test, nine cents. n Tne ex ar.a.iner hands him a t wenty-f' i ve cent 
piece and req_uests hirn to g o to t he neighboring stationery 
store to purchase a copy of t h e te s t. 
When the subject arrives at t he store, t he exami ner 's 
c onfederate tak es t he card, ha n.D. s out an envelope containing 
the test and says rrHine cents, p lease. n Wn' en the subject 
hancls her the twenty-five cen t p iece, she careless ly h ands 
him t wo dimes, one nickel and one cent. 
If the subject i mmediateJ.:y returns the ten ce nt s over-
charge to t he clerk , she t h anks h i m and records t h e fact on 
t h e ca rd. If he brings t-vventy-six cents to the examine r, the 
la t ter says: "Did I not give you twenty- f ive cents?" If the 
subject says "y es 11 the examiner says: "Did yo <1 put some o:f 
y our own money in with t hi s ?" 
Scortng : If tl1.e subject returns t h e change t o t he clerk, 
or i f on returning all t he money to the examine r he insists 
that none of i t i s his own, he i s scored 10. If he keeps 
the overchange he i s scored zero. 
6. THE TIP TEST 
Can the s ubject be trusted not to accep t a tip f or a 
tri f ling co urtesy? 
Tipp ing is a debasing custom which either f la t ters or 
:protects t he vanity o f the g iver and debases t :L1e s elf-
respect of t he receiver. It i s c ontrary to t he r ule s of the 
Boy Scouts and t he Camp .B1 ir e Girls to receive t i lJ S. 
Directions: When the subject returns fr om one of h is 
errancls (care should be tak en that it is but a s hort distance) 
t he exami.ne r thankr3 h i m and offe[.S him a tip f or h i s c ourtesy. 
Scoring: ':rhe subject i s scored zero i f he ac cepts the 
tip ; he is scored 10 i f he refuse s it. 
7. TB:i;; PU.'3·H BUTT ON TEST 
Can the subject be trusted t o do a g iven tas k exactly 
as it was g iven to him t o do? 
Direct i ons: Thi s test require s two watches and an 
e lectric bell. The bell, which ring s in re sp onse t o :pressure 
on a push button, must be in a room sufficiently d istant so 
a s not to be heard by the subject. r he t wo wa tche s mu s t be 
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sync:i1ronized. 
The subject is seated in a cb.air near the push but ton. 
He is g iven a watch. and told to pus f'J. the button every two 
minutes , v,rhen the second hand i s exactly at 60, until told to 
sto}J . The examiner's assistant , \V i t h the other wat ch , keeps 
an exact record. of. the ring ing of the bell. r.rhe examine r 
leaves the sub ject to himself fo r ten minutes . 
Intere s t i ng and. diverting o1Jj ects are l e f t i n t h e room, 
s o that t h e subject, unless he i s qui t e trustworthy , may be 
tempted to leave t he a s signed taslc. 
This te s t mey be varied by having the subject turn light 
on and off, or off and on as directed, t he examiner observing 
t h e light through the transom in anothe r room. Or, an auto-
matic ti me recording device may be used. 
Scoring : If the subject records t he time accurately 
v,r i t n in t h ree s econds he is given t wo p oints f or t r1.at 11e riod. 
F ive pe rfect records during t he period of ten minute s will 
g ive h i m a score o f ten. Each one he mi sses will sub t ract 
t wo point s fro m t he ten. l!1ailure to push the button '.v i thin 
three seconds of the req_Qired time i s scored the same a s 
comp let e fa ilure f or t hat p eriod. 
8. "An TEST 
( Suggested by Dr . E . L. Thornd i ke) 
Can the subject be trusted to work faithfully at an 
a ss i gned task when t here are other interes ts to d istract him? 
Directions: 
t hat he can c aunt 
material in whic i1. 
the count. 
I nst ruct the sub ject to count all t he a's 
during a period o f 5 minutes. Dse p rinted 
h e is not likely to be intere s ted . Record 
Uext instruct him t o c ount all the a' s tha t he can count 
in an illustrated p icture book during t h e same leng t h of time. 
Agai n record the count. 
The test should disclos e the effect of t he distraction 
of t he p ictures. 
The print s h ould be of t he same size in both tasks . 
Scoring : Divide t he numb e r of a·'s marked during the 
sec ond exercise by t h e number of a' s marked during t he first . 
r.l'h e quotient will be tl:le per cent o f perfect i on . 1Iul tip l y by 
ten and. disc ard the decimal. The numbe r obtained i s the sub -
ject's crude score. 
9. 11£E PROPilli Ti~ST 
Can t he subject be trusted not to peep when he i s p laced 
on h is honor to keep hi s eye s closed? 
Directions : The Pintner Profile boards are u s e d f or this 
te s t . The boards vary from t h e s tandard only in t he detail 
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that the ears are painted and not carved. ~ach subject is 
given a board and instructed t o dump t h e profile on the table 
be f ore him, t o shuffle t he blocks, and to put t hem togeth er 
as rap idly as possible, The examiners watch h i m i n this pro-
cess and if he experience s any di f ficulty he i s helped. in 
putting t h e profile together. The object of this part o f the 
perf ormance is to make s ure t:O.at t he boy thoroughly under-
stands how t he profile should be put together. 
The boys are t hen reque s ted to repeat the test,- dump 
the blocks, shuffle them, and put them bac k in :p laoe; t his 
time with eyes closed. They are told t hat as soon as they 
think they h ave a pe rfe ct pro f ile ti.1ey are to open t heir eyes. 
If it is found t o be perfect t h e record i s to be made on a 
slip of paper,- nfirs t trial correctn; if t here is an error 
it is to be re corcle<i,- 11first tl~ial wrong . n The boys have 
t h ree t rials to complete the profile with closed ey e s . 
Th e examiner does not verify t h e comple t ed work. He 
merely accepts the boy's statement on the writ te n sli p . 
6cor i .ng : I f t he subject reports one succe s s f ul e ffort, 
he i s scored 7; i f he reports t wo success ful ef forts, ne i s 
scored 3; if h e report s three or more succe s sful e fforts , 
he i s s cor ed 0. The subject who reports com:plete failure is 
scored 10. 
T:O. i s method o f scoring i s somewhat a rbitrar y . It will 
be recalled that t h e ears in t hes e prof ile boards are not 
groove d as t hey are in tile standard Pintne r boards , but 
painted . I t . is not possible for a subject to tell the t op 
from t h e bot tom side of one of the blocks by t h e sense o f 
touch alone. However , there i s one chance in sixteen tha t 
all t he blocks \V ill appear in correct positi on; t he re i s one 
chance in 256 that a ll the blocks will appe ar in correct 
nosition in two c onsecutive trials ; and t here i s one chance 
ln 4096 t h at all t h e bloc ~s will appea r in cor r ec t posit i on 
in three oonsecutive trials. I f a subjec t , t h erefore, claims 
t o have been succes s ful i n one t rial, t here i s on e c hance in 
16 that he i s t elling t ne t ruth , an.d the s c ore of 7 i s g iven 
as a conce s sion to t he poss i bili ty t hat it i s the truth . I f 
t h e examiner co uld be s u r e tna t he i s not telli ng t he t r uth , 
the :3co r e s £10 ;1l cl be 0. \'!h en the subj ect clailJs tl1at h e h a s 
be en s uccessful in t wo consecutive t rials , the r e i s one cnance 
in 256 that h e i s t elling the truth , ancl a sco r e of 3 i s g iven 
i nstead o f a 0. 'i'he remot ene s s of the ch anc e t }m t an in-
d ividua l coul d be succe s sful i n t hree succe s s i ve trials 
vv i thout cheating ma lce s t h e score o f 0 s eem justi f i able u..YJ.der 
the s e circurns tance s . 
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1 0 . TEE TIU.C I NG .i\lw OPPO~J l'r:SS T:i~ST 
Can the subject be trusted not to cheat in an examination? 
Directions: ThiS test i s g ive n on a prepared four - p age 
folder, perforated a t t h e fold. :B'ollmving i s a reproduction 
of page 1: 
Opposites Tes t 
good ----------------------------
beg in ----------------------------
above ----------------------------
bottoQ ----------------------------
ancient ----------------------------
black ----------------------------
sharp ----------------------------
i f ----------------------------
cold ----------------------------
alive ----------------------------
alike ----------------------------
attack ----------------------------
clean ----------------------------
awake ----------------------------
ancestor ----------------------------
answer ----------------------------
pleasure ----------------------------
always ----------------------------
advance ----------------------------
g ladnes s ----------------------------
Your name 
\ 
; , 
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Pages 2 and 4 are blank . A p iece of transparent waxe d 
paper is fas tened with a clip at each corner upon page 3, in 
such manne r that the figure and the typed instructions are 
perfectly leg ible. Page 3 is as follows: 
TRACING TEST 
(Trace the figure as carefully as pos sible.) 
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T~e technique of this test is as fo l lows : A fo l der is 
p l ac ed before each subject witn face side (p age l) down, and 
page 4 (blank) up. At a g iven s i gnal, the folders are opened 
and t he subjects trace the figure on page 3 ac cording to in-
structions, one minute being g iven for this wo1~k . '::/h en t h e 
signal is g iven to stop, the folder is closed so that page 4 
is do\Vil and page 1 is up . The subjects are t hen inst ructed 
to write their nrunes at the bottom of the page, a nd t h en to 
write as many opp os ites as p os sible within the spac e of t wo 
minutes. 
Wnen the time i s called , one of the examiners asks for 
t h e Tracing Test f or t he purpose of correction. The exami ners 
t hen proceed to tear of f the Tracing Tel3t at the perforation 
(including the waxed. paper whi ch i s still attached by means 
of the clips), the f irst page being left wit !1 tile subject. 
The assistant examiners l eave th e room at t hi s point, 1N11 ile 
the chief examine r reads the correct opp osite s , g iving the 
subjects the opportunity to mark the i r own papers . Care is 
taken to create lax conditions during the proce ss of correction, 
t he subjects be ing encouraged to ask questions. The examiner 
g oes t o the window or arrange s to nave s ome one call him to 
t h e door. The subjects are t hus g iven amp l e opportunity to 
cheat. 
A comparison of pages 1 and 3 will reveal vvhether or not 
the subject attempted to cheat by adding vvords or making 
changes during the proce ss of corl~ect"l.ng h i s own paper. The 
waxed paper will show a perfect tracing of all t ile words 
which the subject wrote originally. The examiner , of course, 
had provided each of his subjects with a har d pencil. 
Scoring : The subject scores 10 i f he has made n o attempt 
t o cheat; he scores 0 if he cheats. 
THE AJ)].UNI STRATI ON OJI' THE TESTS 
The following plan of ope ration was gradually developed. 
The group tests were given first. ~hen t he class was left in 
charg e of a teacher or leader while its i nd ividual members 
vvere called out one by one for t he other tests. Bach in-
dividual was sent by one of t h e examiners to a nearby s tore 
on a purchas ing and borrowing errand, and on his return was 
offe red a tip. :a:e was then taken in charge by a nother ex-
aminer for tile Overstatement Test , t h e last part o f the IJL and 
N Test, t he Push ing-the-Button Test, t he l ast part of the 
A- Test , a nd t ~1e Let-IKe-Help-You Test. Some t i mes one examiner 
c ould keep t wo subjects at work, one of t hem i n a room by 
h i ms elf, count ing the A's i n a p icture bo ok or pushing the 
lever on a time-recording device, t he othe r in a r oom with 
the examiner answering his quest i ons . Vfnen t he i nd ivid ua l 
examiner had completed his work the subject was eithe r dis-
mi ssed fr om t h e builc'l i ng or taken in cha r ge by anothe r teac:O.er, 
apart from t il e s ubjects who had not yet rece ivecl the individual 
te s t s . '.i:he reason for t hes e precautions was t o obviat e the 
invalidat i on of the te sts by t h e intercommunication of t he 
subjects . The sch edule of activitie s vvi ll make t i:e p lan of 
ope ration clear. 
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GR01J1? TESTS 
1. The first part of t he A-te s t: The subj e ct counts A's 
on an unillustrated page of printed. mat t er for a cert ain period 
of time, in order t h at his be s t rate of s p eed in doing t h is 
may be de termined. · 
2 . r.rracing and Opposites Test: This should be g iven only 
as a g roup test. Wh en given sing ly, the subject's t emptation 
to cheat is inhibi t ed by h is fear of being detected. 
3. :P rofile Test. This should be g iven only as a g roup 
test . 
4. The f irst part o f the M and n Test: One examiner 
offe rs the ch oice to eac h member of t h e g roup ; anothe r ex -
aminer recorcls it. rl.'h is method o f pro c ecLu.r e s a v es time ; and , 
be cause of t J.1e i nc i dent c onfusion a nd t il e d ivision o f labor 
between t wo exarniners,tends to obviate t h e susp icion , when 
c omp arisons are ma de after the tests are ove r, that t h e ex-
aminers purposely made a mistake. 
5. The first part o f' the Let-Me-Help - You Tes t: Onl s' one 
examiner is present to di stribute t h e p roper puzzles. This · 
make s it poss ible for t h e ot~er exannners to offer he l p when 
l a te r they g ive their subject s t h e individual tests . 
Il'f.DIVIDUAL Tl!Sr.rs BY TH.l:.: CHIE :B' T<;X8Jvii N.2lR 
1. Purchasing Brrand. 
2. Borrowing Errand. 
3 • TiP· 
1. Overstatement Test. 
2. The las t part o f t he JYI and lT Test . 
3. The la s t p art of the A-Tes t. The subj act c a unts 
the A' s in a beautifully illustrated boo lt , in order that his 
r a te of speed under t h is distraction may be compared with the 
ra t e when t here was no distraction . 
4 . Push ing-t h e - Button Te s t . 
5. Let-He-Help-You Te s t. This is combine d with a test 
of the Subject's ability to solve the Gilbert Wire Puzzles. 
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S£~IES 11 OJJ' THl~ TESTS 
l• THE OVERSTATElvlENT TEST 
Can the subject be trusted. to make true statements in 
regard to his knowledg e? 
Directi ons : Give each subject t he f ol lowing blank, 
instructing him to writ e a grad e o f 1 0 whenever his ansvrer 
i s in th e af f irmative, and a g rade of 0 when his answer i s 
in the nega.ti ve. Instruct h i m also to add the g r a •ies to 
obta in the score . 
no . 1 
Grades 
1 . C an y o u Si71 i !n? • • , • • • • " ... 0 .. ~ ., _ =- ... ) ~ • • • • • • • • • • 
2. Can you skate on i ce s~ates? ••••••••••••• 
3 . Can you skate on roller slcates? •.•••••••• 
4 . Can you drive a c ar? ••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Can you ri de on hors e back? •••••••••••••• 
6 . Can you row a boat? •••••••••••••••••••••• 
7 . Can you walk on stilts? •••••••••••••••••• 
8 . Can you operate a t ypewrit e r ? •••••••••••• 
9 . Can y ou operate an adding machine? ••••••• 
10. Can you run an e l evato r? ••••••••••••••••• 
Score ••••••••••• 
The i ndiv i dual who reports th.e highest s core is awarde d. 
a pr iz e . The purpose of this q_ue s ti onnaire and. of the pr ize 
i s to cre ate a mot i ve f or ma k ing overstatements on the blru~k 
which follovJs. 
:No. 2 
(Grad. ing ru1.d. Scoring the same as in No. 1) 
Grades 
1. Do 
2. Do 
3 . Do 
4 . Do 
5. Do 
6. Do 
7. Do 
8 . Do 
you know all the letters of the alphabet in their 
order ? ••••.•.•.•......•......•.....• 
you know how to write any number up to ten 
rnillio11.? •••...••.••.••••••••..••.• ·• 
you know all of the multip lication tables up t o 
the tens '? • ........................... 
you know t:he name of the cap i tal of each state 
of the 1lrlion? ......••.....••••••••.• 
~,rou l\:now the name s of all of Vne Pres i dents of 
t he united States from 'Nashington to Wilson? ••• 
you knovv t h e name s of all o f tile oceans and the 
c ont i nen t s '? ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
you knovJ how to write decimals? ••••••• 
y ou know who i nvented t :ne steamboat, the cotton 
gin, the electric lig!1t , and the wire less 
tele g raph? .... .....................• 
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9. Do you. lrnow how many inche s in a foot, how many 
fe et in a yard, h ow many yards i n a rod, and 
how many feet in a mile? ••••••••••••••• 
10 . Do you know now to a dcL f racti ons? •••••.••••• 
Sco re •••••••••••••• 
WJ.1en t he scores are announced, the one re porting the 
highest score i s a gain awa rded a prize. In case of tie, th e 
prize is drawn by lot. 
Scoring : To obtain a score in t :1i s test, t :L1e rep lies 
are canpared with t he re p lies received f rom t i:le fo llowing 
quest ions g iven in the Quiz Test: 
2. .How much is 8 times 9? 
3. How many yards in a rod? 
4. 1/ri te six hundre d seventy thousand forty five, and 
ei ght thousandt hs . 
5 . Who invented the wire les s teleg raph? 
6 . Add one-half ru1d one-fifth. 
7. What is the seventh letter of t h e aJ:ohabet? 
8. Name all of the oceans . ·· 
9. lJame t ile t h ird President of t.il.e United States. 
( Que s tions l ancl 10 of t he Quiz 'r e s t ar e not cons idered 
becaus e t h ey are not :pertinent to thi s te s t.) 
Correct rep lies t o eac b of t h e que s ti ons in t h e Quiz 
Tes t li s t are va lue d. at l, ex cep t t b.e r e :ul y to quest i on 4 , 
which, when correct, is given a v a l ue of 3 1 oint s . After 
these valaes have been added, eac h subject i s g iven an 
additional credit of l p oint on each point of failu re in 
the Quiz Te s t, provided his re ply to the corre s p ond ing ques-
ti on in No.2 wa s zero. Th e sun~ o f t ~ e value s p lus the sum 
o f ·L1e credi t s i s t.i:le score. 
2. TEST OF TR lJrH:B.,ULlll:~S S. .AND SUGGES TIBIJjiTY 
Can t h e subject be trusted not to yield readily to sug -
gestion on matter s of fact ~vhen t~e facts are at hand, and 
can he be trus t ed to tell t .ne trut.i:l re gard ing h i mself even 
at the exp ense of h is o ricle? 
Directions: Give each subject t h e fo llowing set of 
que s ti ons, instructing him to writ e a grade o f f rom 0 to 10 
in reply to eac h question. 
No. 3 
Grades 
1. About what grade should be g iven t o you in school 
or scout s p irit? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2 • In c o 11d uc t ? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 
3 . In ind11Stry? .•.•.•.....••••••.......•......•...... 
4 . In 
5 . In 
6. In 
7 . In 
8. In 
9 . In 
10. In 
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reliability? ..............................•.... . 
obedienc e to you r parents? ••••••••••••••••••••••.. 
good manne1-ts ? • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
trutl1fuln.es s? .•..•.•..•••..•....... ............. 
honesty'? .... .•..... · •..........•...•.•........... 
c au rage? •.• ..•••••••.....•••...•••.•.•.......... 
willi ngness to h elp others? ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Score ••••••••••• 
'J:lh e subject i s then given anot her copy of t h e same blank 
and instructed to make a duplicat e. ':!: he examiner collects 
the orig i nals and requests each subject to put h is dup licate 
int o his p ocket . 
Interval (during whic h t he examine r' s a s si s tant t akes 
t he originals i nto anothe r roo m in order to refer to them 
whi le f_illing in part of quest ion 4 of No. 4.) 
No. 4 is then submitted t o the s ubject. Que s tion 4 
be ing t he only one pe rtinent to t :11is test, t h e others are here 
omitted. 
Q.ues ti on 4 : W"rt_y did y ou g ive yourself t :a.e following 
g rades? 
Two grades are mentioned , one being hi ghe r than t .i.'le sub -
ject gave hims elf and one being lower. It will be recalled 
tnat each subject has in his pocket a copy o f the gracles 
which he actually gave himself, so t hat it is possible f or 
him t o ve ri.fy the g rades ment i oned. oii the blank i f he wi shes 
to do so. 
Scoring : The first half o f t h is te s t counts 5 p oints, 
and the s ec oncl half coilllts 5 p oints. 
Add t h e gracles which t:a.e subject h as g iven hims e lf in 
reliability , truthfulness, and honesty . Tak e the smn of t he se 
a s tne nume rato r of a fraction, the denominator of wh ich is 
30 , t hen t ake th e s um of the grades whicn t h e s ubject earns 
in t he s ec ond half of t h is t est plus h is g r ade in Test 9 
plus b.is grade in Test 10 (counting 10 a s a pe rfect record in 
each ), an d us e t h is sum as the numerator of anot her fracti on 
t he denominator o f which is also 30 . Inve rt t h e first fraction, 
multiply it by the second f raction , and divide tne result by 
2 to obtain t he s core for the f irs t half of th e t est . 
~.rhe score for tne second h alf of thi s test is 5 i f the 
subject calls attention to the disc r ep ancy in the g rades . 
It i s 0 i f he f ails to do s o. 
Add t he re s ults of the f irst and sec ond halves to obt a in 
t h e score for th e entire test. 
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3 . RECEIVIIJG - ffi;LP T~ ST 
Can t h e subject be trusted t o work independently vvhen he 
has been instructed to d o so ? 
Dire cti ons : Th e subject is handed the Quiz Te s t, which 
i s t yped on a four-pag e i'older wit h the questi ons on pag e l 
and the a nswe rs on p age 4. Care i s taken to p lace t h e fo l der 
on t h e subject's desk wit i1 the f irst p a g e up . The subject is 
ins tructed not to loo k on page 4 o f the folder . He i s not 
told th a t t h e answe;rs are on page 4, but he i s led to i nfer 
that they a re, because of the f act t hat in t he Comp le t ion 
Test , wh ic h is g iven in:nnediatel.;y befor e th e uiz Test , he 
was requ ired to loo ~[ on page 4 when correc ti ng h is re]Jli es . 
( 11he s e tests are describe d. in a d i f'ferent o rd er from 
wh i ch they are given , sLap l y to facilitat e comparisons be -
t vveen t l1e results obta i ned. i n t he fir s t a nd s e cond. s eries of 
test s . Th e correct order o f g iving them wi ll be mentioned 
under the c a p tion nThe Admi nistrat i on o f· the Tests of ;3eries 11." . 
Durin g p art of t h e Quiz r_r: e s t t he exam i n er leaves the room 
so t hat t he subject may have op_p o r t uni ty to look on t he for -
bidden page 4 i f he choose s to do s o. Some of t he answers 
g ive n on page 4 are of course incorrect . 
Pollowing i s the Qlliz Test. It will be r e called tha t 
some of the questi ons were quoted i n t i.1 e desc rip tion o f t h e 
Overstatement Tes t. 
Quiz Tes t. (P age l) 
1. iih ic .h is correc t , rr5 and 7 are 14 rr or " 6 arr1 7 i s 14"? 
2 . Row much i s 8 times 9? •••• • --:-:-: • .• •••••••••••••• -;-: •• 
3 . Row many yards i n a rod? •••••••••••••••••••••.•• • •• 
4 . Wri te six hundre d seventy three t housand fort y five 
a nd e i ,~~ht thousandths •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5 . :;rno invented t h e 'IIV i r el e s s teleg rap!1'? ••••••••••.••.• 
6 . Add one-hal f a..YJ.d one- f i fth ••••••••••••.•.•••••••.•• 
7. 1Vhat i s t he seventh letter of t ile alpha be t'? •••••••• 
8 . 1~ arne a ll t he oceans ............................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
9 . Hame t.he third Pres i dent of the Uni ted. States •••••• 
10 . How do you make 100 out of four n ines? ••••••••••••• 
Quiz Test. (Pa g e 4 ) 
1. 6 a nd. 7 are 13 . 
2. 74 
3 . 6 and one-half. 
4 . 673 ,045.0008 . 
5 . Ed iso n . 
6. 8/10 . 
7. g . 
8 . Arctic, Ant a rctic, Atlant ic, Pac i f i c , 3outh Sea, and 
Indian. 
9 . Adams. 
10. 99 and 9/9 . 
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Sc orin g : Score the subject 10 i f there 
t hat he has cop ied any answers from p ag e 4 . 
there i s evid.ence t hat he h as copied. 
is n o evidence 
i::lcore him 0 if 
4. RELil~ILITY TEST 
Can t he sub ject be trusted. to deliver a letter and. to see 
t h at a re 1 is maile d. w it h in t'went -fo ur hours i f he p romises 
to do so? Can he be trusted no ~, to read. t il e etter if - t h e 
envelop e i s left unsealed? 
Dir ect ions: Hand the subject a la rg e envelope c·ontain ing 
( a) a v ery small envelope wit h a dime enclosed, (b ) Bl ank No . 
4 which is reproduced below, and (c) an envelop e (unsealed) 
co ntaini ng the exami ner 's se lf-addresseo_ stampe d enve lop e and 
a l etter addre ssed to t h e subject's parent, teacher , or 
guardian . 
Th e subject i s requeste d to op en t he l a r g e envelop e, t o 
read and fill out Blank No . 4 a ll...cl to return t he same t a the 
exami ner . 
'i he pur11ose a f q ues t i ons 2 a nd 3 i s to commi t t h e subject 
to a de f i n ite promi se. rl'he pus·pose of quest i on 4 has been s t ated. 
i n t 11e descri pt i on of the Test of Truthful ness an d Sugg e s ti 'b i-
li ty . The purp ose of the d i me wi ll be re veale cl in t :ne de s -
crip tion of t h e sixth te s t. 
Bl ank No. 4 reads as follows: 
No. 4 
P l eas e fill out t h is blank ancl put it back int o the l arg e 
envelope . Do not l ·et anyone kn ow what answers y ou wr it e . 
1. Your name ••.••••••••••••••• ......................... 
2. lf1 ill y ou hand t he enclosed letter to y our 
father , mo t her , guardian or teach er , and 
see t h at an an.swer is mailed to me with-
i n 24 hours? .••.•...... -. ......••• · ................ . 
3. Will y ou a g ree not to re ad t he l ette r wh ich 
I run sending, nor to read the answer? •••••••••••• 
4 . vV'ny did you g ive yourself t he following g rades? •.•• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Thank you f'o r answering these questi on s . In t he v e l~J .f3rnall 
envelop e enc losed herewith . is a dime, which I will ask you t o 
accept for yo trr trouble. 
The letter to the parent , guardian or tea.c.her r eads as 
follows: 
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To the ~arent, Guard ian, or Teacher: 
I wn making a study of boys. Will you h elp me by 
answering the following questions in regard to •••••••••••••• 
PleaBe do not let him know what answers you write. A prompt 
reply will be alJpreciated. ? lease use the enclosed stamped 
envelope f or your re _ply. 
1. Does h e ta..1.ce an intere s t in school or scout work? •• 
2. Is he good in his conduct? •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Is he industrious? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Is he reliable? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Does he obey h is teachers and parents? •••••••.•••••• 
6 . Does he use g ood. mariners? •••••••••••••••••••••••.••. •• 
7. Is he trllthftll? .......... ..............•....•.....• 
8. Is he hone s--0~? .•.•••. •.•. •.•.•.••. •. •••••.•••••••••••••••• 
9 . Is he courage ous? ••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••••••.•• 
10. Is he willing: to help others? •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Thanking you f or your help, I am 
Yours sincerely 
(Examiner's name.) 
Please sign yo ur narrB on t he line below. 
Scoring : Score the subject 10 if a reply is received 
from parent , guaroian or teacher within five days. Score 
h i m 0 if no rep l y is received, or if there is conclusive 
evidence, either that he has wr itten and signed. the letter 
himself or that he has influenced t he answer. 
5. HONESTY TEST 
Can the subject be trusted not to keep 25 cents wnich 
have been mailed to him by 'rmistake"? 
Dire ctions: On the s tati one ry of some vvell-l(nown busi-
ness house, mail to each subject t.ne f ollowL."lg le tte r, with 
a twenty-five cent piece enclosed in a coin card. 
Dear :B1 riend: 
Enclosed find twenty-five cents to balance o ctr account 
to date. You will be g la d. to learn t hat our Boys ' Advertis-
ing Campaign was a suc ce s s. Please sign the receip t at t he 
foot o f this page and return to us in the enclosed stamped 
envelope at your e arly convenience. 
Thanking you for your help, ru~d h op ing to have your co-
operati on at some fu.ture time, we a re, 
- Yours truly, 
(Firm's Name) 
(Per .Advertising Uanag er) 
Place and Date 
Received. of •••••••••••••••.•.. twenty-five cent s to balance 
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a c count to date. 
( S i gned} ..•......•........... 
;J co::cin g : Score the sub j ect 10 i f t ;le mone y i s return ed . 
Sc ore him 0 i f h e fails to return it. 
6. THB TI P T~S T 
Can the subject be trusted not to accep t a tip for a 
trifling courtesy? 
Directions: This test is a re petiti on o f the sixth t es t 
o f Series l, the only difference being t hat in this instance 
the tip is g i v en to t h e subject in a letter, while i n the 
former test it was handed to him perso..YJ.ally. The opp ortunity 
of of fering t h e su.bject a tip is furnished in t h e administra-
tion of the Reliability Test. 
Scoring : The Sllbj ect is scored. 0 i f he accepts t he tip; 
h e is scored 10 if he refuses it. 
This test is: exactly the same as the seventh test des-
cribed under Series 1. 
8. "A" TEST 
This test is t he same as the eighth te s t de s cribed under 
Series 1. 
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9. THE CARDBOARD TES T 
Can the subject be trusted not to peep when he is placed 
on his honor to keep his eyes closed? 
Directions: The principle and the method in t hi s test 
are the same as in the Profile Test described under Se ries 1. 
The appara tus only is different. 
Each s ubject i s handed a c a rd 12 inche s by 1 2 inches. 
On t he c a r d are f ive circles, each five-eight hs of an inch 
in diameter. The circles a re located at t he angles of a n 
i mag inar y e quila teral pentagon, the si d e s of \Yhi ch are s i x 
and. one :hal f i n ches long . 
l'ollowing i s a diag ram of t he a rrnngemen t of the circles, 
the dimens i ons of t l e i mac; i na r y p entag on being r educeo_ i n size. 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
The subject is instructed to loo k c a refully a t t h e circles 
and then with eyes closed to try to p l ac e a l"1encil mark in each 
of t h e f ive circle s as his hand swee ps a round the ci rcun.1ference 
of the pent agon. I f he p l a ces a mark in eac h circle a s h e g oes 
once around , he writes on a ca rd, "First tri a l, correctrr; if he 
fails, he writes, "First trial, wrong ." He i s g iven five trials. 
The ind ividua l r eporting the hi ghest number of successes is 
awa r cle d a p rize. 
Scoring : A subject who r e :ports one or more succe s ses in 
t h e f ive trial s i s scored o. A subject who rep orts onl y fail-
ure s i s scored 10. This feat is i mpossible o f acc omplishment 
as far as it has been p ossibl e to determi ne . The examiner 
hims elf, a f ter long p ractice and fift y succe ssive tri als, was 
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unable to score a single success. lJo trustvrorthy subject has 
been found who is able to accomplish the f eat. 
10 • COIJIPLBT I OH T~S T 
Can t h e subject be trusted not to cheat in an examination? 
This test is given on a prepared four-page folder, the 
sentences with the blanks being on pag e- one, and t he completed 
sentences being on page four. Pag e two is entirely blank . 
Pag e three has a coati.n g of paraffine. 'J.lhe paraff ine coating 
may be applied by heating a candle and rubbing it on the paper 
and then scraping off t h e hunps with a dull knife. 
Completion Test. (Pag e 1) 
IJ arne ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Write only one word on each blank. r.r i me Li mit: 6 Minutes 
1. Boys and •••••••• soon become •.•••••• and women. 
2. The •••••••• are often more contented •••••••• the rich. 
3. The rose is a favorite •••••••• because of •••••••• 
fragrance and •••••••• 
4. It is very •••••••• to become •••••••• acquainted •••••••• 
persons who •••••••• timid. 
5. Extremely old •••••••• sometimes •••••••• almost _ as 
•••••••• care as •••••••• 
6. The sta rs and the •••••••• will shine tonight •. 
7. Ti me •••••••• often more valuable •••••••• money. 
8. The poor baby •••••••• as if it were •••••••• sick. 
9 . She •••••••• if she will. 
10. Brothers a nd sisters •••••••• alvvays •••••••• to help 
•••••••• other and should. •••••••• quarrel. 
Completion Test. (Page 4) 
1. Boys and g irls soon become men and women. 
2. The poor are often more contented t han the rLcn. 
3. Th e rose is a favorite flower becaus e of i t s fragrance 
and be auty. 
4. It is very di f ficult to become well acqnainted with 
persons who are timid. 
5. bXtremely old. people sometimes neecl a l mos t a s much 
car e as infants. 
6. :rhe sta r s and the moon will s h ine toni ght . 
7. Time is often more valuable t han money . 
8. The poor ba by acts a s if it were very sick . 
9 . She ~an i f s he will. 
10. Brothers and s isters s h ould always try to help each 
oth er and. should not quarrel. 
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Directions: The method of giving this te s t is as follows; 
A folder is placed before each subject, face side up. The 
subject is told that t he comp lete d sentences are on page 4 and 
for that reason he i s not to look on page 4. The examine r re-
mains in the room to se e t:'la t t he E> e instruct i ons are obey ed . 
~'!hen ti1e tLne i s up , ·she subject i s reque s tecl to o:;,; en 
the folder and to place it on the desk before h i m in such 
manner that he can see pages 1 and 4 at t..~e same time. This 
procedure will lessen the chances of tne subject's discovery 
of the paraffined page on the inside of the folder, which con-
tains a record of his effort to complete th_e test. 'llfle subj-
ect is requested to score his own paper, using pag e 4 as his 
model. During this part of the work th e examiner absents 
himself to give the subject opportunity to cheat if he desires 
+ ' vO QO SO. 
A compar ison of the record made on t he waxed s u rface, 
with the record as handed in on page l will reveal whether 
the subject attemp ted. to cheat. 
Scoring : ~3core the subject 10 if he made no atte mpt to 
che at. Score him 0 i f he did • 
. AJJi\IT HI STR.ATI QN OF T.ii: STS OF S.i£~IT .b3 11 
The tests just described are much easier to administer 
than the tests of d eries 1. All but tlu:ee may be g iven as 
g roup tests. Two examiners can do a 11 o l' t h e vvorlc . In t wo 
ho u r s ' time it is possible f or t wo examiners to te s t twelve 
or f ifteen subjects. 
The second se r ies of tests has anot her a dvB.ntag e over 
t l1 -s first series in that eac h subject mat:ec i1i s own r ecords, 
the possibili ty of error on the part of the exa mine r lJelng 
thus reduced to a minimum. There is a second advantage pos-
se s sed by Se ries 11 in that the mass of materi a l v,rhich is 
p resented. makes it i mp ossible for any subject to remembe r all 
the details, in case he should attempt to de s cribe the tests 
to p rospective subjects. 
The g roup te s ts were g iven in the f ollowing order: 
1. Blank No. 1. 
2. Blank Ho. 2. 
3 . Blanlc No. 3. 
4. Cardboard Test. 
5. l-ila rking A's in bool{ containing no illustrations. 
6. Blank lio • .4. 
7. Completion Test. 
8. Quiz Test. 
r.rhe Honesty Test was given by mail. The Stamp Time Test 
and t he secpnd half' of the A-Test (counting A's in a beauti-
fully illustrated book:) were g iven individually by either the 
examiner or his assistant. 
If the examiners had had unlimited time at thei·r d.ispo.sal, 
a few of the tests given in the group would have been g iven 
individually. Among t h ese are the QQiZ Test, and perha ps also 
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t :te Card.b oard and. t he Completion r.r ests. The reason for this 
is that it is i mp ossible entirely to prevent comrnunication 
between subjects. A particularly shrewd subject, discovering 
that some of the answers ~iven on page 4 of the Quiz Test are 
not correct, can invalidate t he test by passing t he word dur-
ing the absence of the examiner from t he room. 
3 . :B, ind.ings 
secured 
through 
giving 
It will be noted. that in smnming up the sep-
arate grades earned by each subject to ge t 
the Tests his total score the same i mnortance was at-
-" . 
tached to all features of the series . It is pos sible that a 
fairer and more accurate way would. be to give double weight 
to Tests 5, 9~ and 10, which are designed to measure t he sub-
ject 's honesty. A subject \'lho is too easily mvayed by sug-
gestion, who is easily distracted from h is task by accidental 
circumstances , or who forgets to keep his promises, may be 
honest and not trustworthy. ]'or this reason the sa.llle values 
were attached to the results of each of the tests. The mea-
sure emp loyecL is doubtless crude, but it is the ·oe s t t !.1at 
could be secared wit h the limited means at the disposal of 
the inve s ti gator. 
Summary of the Results of the First Series of Tests 
Group Character .Amount Average Rank 
of Trainigg in Test 
A Private School None 59.5 7 
B Boy Scouts Just organized 60.5 6 
c Boy Scouts Just organized 58.1 8 
D Boy Scouts Six months 80.4 2 
E Private School .None 75.0 4 
F Camp ll' ire Girls Four months 62.2 5 
G Private School None 78.2 3 
H Boy Scouts Two years 82.3 1 
I Public School Hone 56.8 9 
J Boy Scouts Just organized 42.1 11 
K Boy Scouts Just organized. 53 . 4 10 
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It YiT ill be noted that Group H, which ave raged h i ghest in 
the · tests , is a BO;'l Sco i.lt troop wh i ch had bee n i n training for 
a pe rio d of t wo years . The leader of t h. i s troo p is the sarne 
marl who i s in charg e of Group C, which is one of the experi-
menta l g roups , and whi c/1 had just been organized when these 
tests were g iven. Group D which ranks second in the s e tests , 
had been in training under a Boy Scout leader for a period of 
six months . Groups G and E, which rank respectively third and 
fourth in the tests, see m to be made up of boys who come fr om 
rather goo d homes . Group J, which ranks lowest in the tests , 
i s made up of boys who do not seem to have the advantag es of 
go od home training, and whose public school training is not 
disposed to improve them in trustworthiness . 
Summa ry of results of Series II as compared with those 
of Se ries I in the exp erimental and c ontrol groups . 
Group B. ( Exeeri mental) Group c. (Experimental ) 
Sub ject Series I Seri es II Change 
r 
-
.21 r 
-
. 56 
1 •••••• 68 68 0 l • •• 23 55 32 
2 • • • • • • 66 48 -18 2 • • • 76 79 3 
3 • • • • • • 64 92 28 3 ••• 55 91 36 
4 • • • • • • 79 85 6 5 • • • 67 66 -1 
5 • • • • • • 56 67 11 6 ••• 84 88 4 
6 • • • • • • 60 81 21 9 ••• 72 73 1 
7 . . . . . . 57 77 20 11 ••• 75 69 - 6 
8 •••••• 52 70 18 Totals 452 521 
10 •••••• 77 89 12 Averages 64 .5 74.4 t9.9 
11 . . . . . . 56 93 37 
Totals 635 770 
.Averages 63.5 77 tl3 . 5 
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Summary of results of Series II as comp ared with those of 
Series I in the experimental and control groups. (continued) 
Group E. (Control) Group I. (Control) 
Subj ect Series I S~ries II Change 
r 
-
.63 r - . 85 
1 ••••••• 65 60 -5 1 . . . . . 53 29 -24 
2 • • • • • • • 43 47 4 2 ••••• 48 28 -20 
3 • • • • • • • 80 85 5 3 . •· ... 52 61 9 
4 • • • • • • • 67 61 -6 4 ••••• 41 43 2 
5 ••••••• 77 69 -8 6 • •••• 33 28 -5 
6 ••••••• 67 78 ll 7 • •••• 95 79 -16 
7 • • • • • • • 78 62 -16 8 ••••• 86 68 -18 
8 ••••••• 100 90 -10 Totals 408 336 
9 ••••••• 88 75 -13 Averages 58.2 48 -10.2 
10 • • • • • • • 75 44 - 31 
11 ••••••• 63 59 -4 
12 . . . . . . . 88 65 -23 
13 ••••••• 79 63 -13 
14 ••••••• 80 86 6 
Totals 1050 944 
Averages 75 67.4 - 7.6 
There are several facts brought out in this 4. Analysis 
and cri-
ticism 
of Tests 
experiment ·w'hich seem to warrant the assump-
tion that ideals and attitudes play an irnpor-
tant part in the control of hmnan conduct. ] irst, the troops 
which had the longest period of Scout training rank higher in 
trustworthiness than other groups. Second, tfue experimental 
groups, those to whom special training was g iven, show a very 
marked i mprovement in the trait of trustworthiness betv.,reen the 
first and second series of tests. Since the sec ond series is 
more difficult, it is not to be thought that the fact that 
the control groups ave rage so much lower in the second series 
is due to deterioration, but rat her that it is due to the 
difference in degree of difficulty. Because this is true, 
the experimental groups should be credited with as much higher 
averag e in the second series as the control groups average 
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less in that series. Third, it is seen t ha t the correlation 
between the scores in t h e first and second serie s is very 
much higher in the con trol groups than in t h e ex peri men tal 
g roup s. This is merely evidence that t he training did affect 
t h e members of fu e er.f>erirnental g ro ups so as to caus e a g en-
eral shifting in their rank in trustworthiness. 1::1urt hernwre, 
the fact t hat t he re is a higher correlation between t n e scores 
made i n t:ae two s e ries in the control g r oups is evidence t hat 
t ne t wo series of tests measure t h e same til ing . 
On e intere s tin g feature of t ~'l e result s o f tn i s ex11eri raent 
is that the "g p od" boys show t he l eas t i 1:1p rovement. It is 
p robably true that these boys had already ap:p rox i matecl t heir 
limi t of L'll:p rovement in the p articular virtue of trus t worth i-
ness or e l se t h eir capacity for i mprovement i n this particular 
line was not s o g reat as t hat of other membe r s of the g roup . 
It woul d seem, however, that the tenden cy o f the g r oups is to 
level u p the lo~ p laces. 
There was evidenc e o f much imp rovement o f t he two experi-
menta l g roups -vvhich do not show in the fig ures as g iven in 
the s ummaries, such as imp rovement in manners, in cleanliness, 
i n neatness, and in their general de portment. One vis itor 
who saw one of the groups shortly a ft er its org anization, and 
a ga in after two months of such training , could. scarcely be-
lieve they were the same group o f boys,- so marl\:e d was t heir 
i mp rovement. 
The most valv..able conclusion wh ich may be a ttached to 
this experiment is, without doubt, that moral princip les, or 
ideals may be p lan ted in the mind s of our yout h and t hen 
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reinforced by means of emotional experiences so that the in-
dividual will be able to inhibit the res pons e of habits t hat 
are contrary to their purpose, and to regulate t h e resp onse 
of habits which are in harmony with their purpo se. 
c. Chassell-Chassell - A Test and Teac hing Device. 
1. General 
statement 
Realizing t he i mp ortance o f te a ch i n g citizen-
ship in the public schools, two o f the ed-
ucators connected with the Horace Hann School set about to de-
vis e a te s t using the p roject approach as a means of incul-
eat ing habits and atti t udes of good citizenship. Although 
the test is. designed p rimarily for use Vli th Juni or Hi g h 
Sc ho ol pupils, it will be fOllnd o f values with older pupils, 
or even with adults to a certain extent. Ita constructi on as 
a test not only make s it a means of measuring certain a s pe cts 
of charact e r development , brrt also lend s itself re adily to use 
in the clas sroom d iscussions o f t he problems wh ich it raises,-
p roblems wh ic h are vital in the life of every citizen. 
The stories included in this test a re bu ilt upon items 
selected from the Chart of Habits and Attitudes De s irable for 
Good Citizensh il? in the Elementary School, which has been des-
cri bed above. Items f ro m the Chart wh ic h vvere especially 
significant for such use and which were well-adapted i or 
development into story situations were chosen after care f ul 
thoug ht. The items which might easily be incorporat ed into 
a sing le st ory were combined., an d an ori g i nal story sugg e s ting 
one or more p roblems of c ond.uct v1as evolved . Th·e stories thus 
de s i gned were then g iven to the p up il and he was called upon 
to solve the p roblems in the li ght o f possible consequences 
of the act under consideration, five de sira·ble and five un-
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desirable consequences inherent in the story itself, h aving 
been s ugg es ted to him. 
The complete test as g iven below, wa s g ive n to 86 pupils 
in the Horace 1Iann School, in the spring of 19 22. The results 
for t h is group, toget hex with the k ey for scoring the te s t 
are presented item by item along with the te s t. The bas ic 
item, from the Good Citizensh i p Chart, are for the sake of 
clarity inserted here, though they wer·e not g iven to the 
pupils takin g the test. 
2. Copy of 
test 
A Test in Citizenship 
ExPLANATION 
9 
This test includes a number of stories about people, each one of which involves 
one or more decisions that had to be made. Following each story, a problem that 
-- some one in the story had to solve is given; and after it, the possible consequences 
that might be expected to result from the act in question. In each of these cases 
you are to put yourself in the person's place and decide what would have been the 
right thing to do. The necessary steps are illustrated in the following sample. 
You are to read the story and the instructions silently as the Examiner reads them 
aloud. 
THE SILVER PENCIL 
Basic ltem.-Is honest and truthful: Endeavors to restore lost property to 
the rightful owner. 
Betty was strolling along the street in front of the school one afternoon at 
dismissal time when she suddenly noticed a silver pencil lying on the sidewalk. 
She picked it up in delight and looked anxiously to see whether there was any mark 
of identification on it. What good luck! She found none, and so with a perfectly 
clear conscience she felt that she could keep it for her very own. She lived in a 
more or less ecstatic state the rest of the day, for things seldom "came her way," 
and a silver pencil was to her a symbol of the luxury she had missed all her life. 
She meant to take the pencil to school on the next day, but overslept, and in her 
fear that she would receive another black mark and the censure of the teacher, 
forgot for the moment even the pencil. 
Strangely enough, it had never occurred to her that the pencil might belong 
to some one in the school. Imagine her disappointment that morning, then, when 
at assembly time the announcement was made that one of the children in another 
grads- bed Jgst a sjlypf pppcjJ QD t.be afterDQQD Qf the preceding day, probably near 
The test is intimately related to the Horace Mann School Chart 
of Habits and Attitudes Desirable for Good Citizenship in the Elementary 
School, 3 in that the stories which it includes are all built upon selected 
1 The writers wish to thank Dr. Laura M. Chassell for material assistance 
in the preparation of this article and critical comments on the accompanying 
test; Professor H. Hartshorne and Mr. J. 0. Chassell for helpful suggestions; and 
the sixth-grade teachers of the Horace Mann School for criticism of the test. 
1 This use of the test is emphasized in a forthcoming article, entitled "A Test 
of Ability to Weigh Foreseen Consequences," which is to appear in the Teachers 
College Record for January, 1924. This article includes also a detailed account of 
the construction of the test and a report of its reliability and its correlation with 
other measures. 
3 Designed as a guide to teachers and as a basis for marking school reports on 
- habits and attitudes. During the past five years it has been introduced in a 
number of schools, at least one high school being among the number, and has been 
found useful in the church school and as a guide to parents, as well. For an 
account of its preparation and suggestions for its use, see "A Scale for Measuring 
the Importance of Habits of Good Citizenship," by Siegried M. Upton and Clara 
F. Chassell, in Teachers College Record, Vol. XX, 1919, pp. 36-65 (reprinted with 
supplement as Teachers College Bulletin, Twelfth Series, No. 9, January 1, 1921). 
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A Test in Citizenship 9 
ExPLANATION 
This test includes a number of stories about people, each one of which involves 
one or more decisions that had to be made. Following each story, a problem that 
,-----~ some one in the story had to solve is given; and after it, the possible consequences 
that might be expected to result from the act in question. In each of these cases 
you are to put yourself in the person's place and decide what would have been the 
right thing to do. The necessary steps are illustrated in the following sample. 
You are to read the story and the instructions silently as the Examiner reads them 
aloud. 
THE SILVER PENCIL 
Basic Item.-Is honest and truthful: Endeavors to restore lost property to 
the rightful owner. 
Betty was strolling along the street in front of the school one afternoon at 
dismissal time when she suddenly noticed a silver pencil lying on the sidewalk. 
She picked it up in delight and looked anxiously to see whether there was any mark 
of identification on it. What good luck! She found none, and so with a perfectly 
clear conscience she felt that she could keep it for her very own. She lived in a 
more or less ecstatic state the rest of the day, for things seldom "came her way," 
and a silver pencil was to her a symbol of the luxury she had missed all her life. 
She meant to take the pencil to school on the next day, but overslept, and in her 
fear that she would receive another black mark and the censure of the teacher, 
forgot for the moment even the pencil. 
Strangely enough, it had never occurred to her that the pencil might belong 
to some one in the school. Imagine her disappointment that morning, then, when 
at assembly time the announcement was made that one of the children in another 
grade had lost a silver pencil on the afternoon of the preceding day, probably near 
the schoolhouse, and that he was especially anxious to regain it, since it was a 
gift which he greatly prized. 
So much her own did the pencil seem that Betty was actually indignant that 
any one else would think of claiming it. She felt almost as though the other child 
wanted to !M;eal it when he suggested that it be returned to him. Then the thought 
came, Why return it? She had found it fairly enough. Then didn't it belong to 
her? And yet it had been the other child's first. She debated the question for a 
week before deciding what to do, taking the pencil out of its secret hiding place 
each night after she reached home, and caressing it lovingly 
Problem.-If you had been in Betty's place, do you think that it would have 
been right to keep the pencil? 
Before deciding the answer to this question you are to weigh the various conse-
quences that might follow if you were to keep the pencil. First read over the list 
of possible consequences given below. If you think of others that should be 
considered, add them on the dotted lines. Then mark with a plus sign ( +) all 
those that seem to you desirable, that is to say, all those that you would wish to 
result from your act; and mark with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable, that is, those that you would not wish to result from your act. Thus 
consider, for example, the first consequence that is given: "The other child would 
miss the pencil very much." If you had been in Betty's place you could see in 
advance that this is something which you would not wish to result from your 
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act, and so you would mark it minus. On the other ~and, the_second co_nsequen~! 
"You could prepare neater home work with this pencil than With an ordinary one,_ 
is one that you would wish to result from your act, and hence you would mark It 
plus. All the other consequences are to be considered in the same way, and marked 
either plus or minus. 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign ( +) all the consequences that 
seem to you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 1 
K:mT + o• 
0 81 2 *The other child would miss the pencil very much. 
+ 80 2 1 You could prepare neater home work with this pencil than with 
an ordinary one. 
+ 68 14 1 You probably would never be found out. really belonged to 10 72 1 You would be keeping something which 
some one else. 
+ 80 ,2 1 You would greatly enjoy using the pencil. . 
+ 79 3 1 You would have something that you really wanted for once m ~m~ . 
8 73 2 You would not dare to take the pencil to school for a long time. 
+ 78 3 2 You would save money by not having to buy so many new 
pencils. 
9 72 2 Your conscience would be sure to trouble you. 
9 73 1 Your pleasure in using the pencil would be lessened by your 
thinking about the other child's disappointment. 
Now compare the consequences marked plus with th~se marked minus, and 
decide whether it would have been right to keep the pencil. If the co~sequences 
marked plus seem to you to outweigh in importan.ce those marked n:unus, your 
answer to the problem is yes, and you are to underline. the word YES m the place 
below provided for your decision; if those marked mmus seem to you the more 
important you are to underline the word NO. D~.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem~ you the 
more important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more Important. 
Key NO 16 YES 67 NO 0 Omitted' 
Now turn to the next story, read it carefully, and determine your answer to the 
problem after you have marked and compared the consequences. Then proceed 
with the remaining stories in the same way. 
*Shows unanimous agreement with the key on the part of all m.arkin~ the item. 
1 In the test as given, a short black line on which the plus or mmus Sign was to 
be placed, preceded ea~h consequence. . 
2 Includes all items marked neither plus nor mmus for whatever. caus~. The 
increased number of omissions in the stories Booklearning under Dijficultt.es, T?e 
Girls' Club Play, and Two Brothers (the last two problems), is. undoubtedly due. m 
large measure to the imposition of a time limit for each test penod, and the resultmg 
failure to complete the test on the part of poor readers. 
A Test in Citizenship 11 
THE FAMINE FuND 
Basic /tems.-Exercises thrift: Is economical in the expenditure of money for 
lunch and other personal necessities, and refrains from extravagances. 
Is generous: Gives time and money to worthy causes. 
Is loyal: Takes pride in his group and in the school, and tries to foster the right 
kind of spirit. 
The annual swimming meet with the Bellevue Academy was dangerously near 
at hand. For the past month many of the Brighton High School girls had been 
complacently regarding any time spent on their studies as a. sort of gift to the 
teachers. Within the past few days, however, the final try-outs had been held, and 
the school was beginning to get back to "normalcy." Just as every one expected, 
Mildred, a. member of the senior class, had won the medal for individual honors in 
the local meet, and it was on her that the entire school was counting to win back the 
banner which they had ignominiously surrendered to Bellevue the preceding year. 
As for Mildred, she was neither beautiful nor brilliant. Every one admitted 
that. She was, notwithstanding, one of the most popular girls in school, and in 
addition to her prowess in swimming possessed one other talent in extraordinary 
measure. That was executive ability. No other girl could compare with her in 
ability to get things done. Consequently she had been made chairman of the 
committee on arrangements for the swimming meet. 
Under her enthusiastic direction the girls were planning to buy gorgeous new 
pennants for their own high school and to provide an elaborate banquet for the 
visitors. Moreover, they had persuaded Mr. Knight, one of the local business 
men, to give the money for a. loving cup to be awarded to the members of the 
winning team. 
About two weeks before the swimming meet, however, Mildred chanced to see 
in a magazine the reproduction of a poster for the Russian Famine Fund which 
strangely gripped her. It had been drawn by the artist, himself a famine refugee, 
from life, and showed the tall, gaunt figme of a. woman standing on the banks of the 
Volga River, her eyes fixed in despairing misery upon the skeleton-like form of the 
baby lying in her bony arms, and by her side a wasted little girl looking up with 
hungry, patient eyes. Underneath the picture was a quotation from the letter of 
a Volga peasant: "Hunger is here; people moan The waves of the Volga 
break up with their groans Bring help, and soon!" Then Mildred learned 
that in a region as large as all the states of the Atlantic seaboard-the granary of 
Russia-the crops had failed, and fifteen millions of people were facing starvation 
within two months. Ten dollars would save a life until August. The terrible 
Russian winter was upon them. Every day's delay meant death to thousands. 
"Bring help, and soon!" These words rang in Mildred's ears. Somehow her 
enthusiasm for the swimming meet was gone. But what could she do to help the 
poor Russians, anyway? Then suddenly a plan occurred to her. Why not organ-
ize the girls in a drive to raise money for the famine fund? Surely they would all 
want to contribute something even if it meant a little self-denial on their part. 
She herself could give the money for the new dress which she had been 
planning to have for the banquet. And what about the banquet itself? Wouldn't 
the girls be willing to give up their well-meant attempt to outdo the hospitality of 
their rivals? The Bellevue girls weren't starving! A simple supper would be all 
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they needed. And as for the pennants, the old faded ones certainly were a dis-
grace, and yet the letters on them could still be. made out. Giving to the famine 
fund at this time undoubtedly would show a better school spirit than the arranging 
for an expensive banquet or the buying of new pennants, and would set a good 
example for other schools as well. Then, too, what about the loving cup, which 
the Brighton girls were eagerly hoping to win? Couldn't Mr. Knight be persuaded 
to turn the money over to the famine fund? In fact, if they only could present the 
terrible conditions as they really were, wouldn't many of the business men of the 
city contribute gladly? Indeed, might not the girls even be able to stimulate the 
visiting team to undertake a similar drive? 
But to raise a large amount of money would take many hours, and the girls 
needed all the available time to prepare for the meet. Further, Mildred herself 
could be spared least of all, since she was unquestionably the best swimmer. 
Defeat for the second year in succession would be a rather serious matter to the 
school. And yet when people were dying every day, how dare they delay to do 
their part? Moreover, a drive following the meet could not be thought of on 
account of the Christmas festival, an annual affair in which every one took part, 
the proceeds of which this year were to go for Near East relief. And after the 
vacation there was always the rush of semester examinations. The time to act 
was now. 
At a meeting of the girls that very afternoon Mildred told of the terrible con-
ditions about which she had just read, and urged the launching of an immediate 
drive for Russian relief even at the risk of losing the swimming meet. She showed 
how the expenses of the meet could be cut down and the money thus saved be 
turned over to the relief fund. She also spoke of other plans of raising money, 
and offered to assume the chief responsibility if the girls would undertake the drive. 
Problem 1.-If you had been in Mildred's place, do you think that you should 
have proposed the drive for Russian relief? 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign ( +) all the consequences that 
seem to you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 
KEY + 0 
+ 64 2 0 Even if the drive were undertaken there would still be a chance 
of winning the swimming meet. 
12 53 1 If the girls undertook the drive they would run the risk of 
losing the swimming meet. 
11 55 0 If you took charge of the drive you would have little time 
to practice for the coming meet. 
+ 63 3 0 The making of this drive might even stimulate the Bellevue 
Academy students to undertake a similar one. 
+ 66 0 0 *The money raised in the drive would save the lives of people 
who were starving to death. 
7 59 0 You would be partially responsible for lowering the school's 
standing in athletics in case the meet should be lost. 
• Shows unanimous agreement with the key on the part of all marking the item. 
I 
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KEY + 0 
+ 64 2 0 * You would call the attention of the business men of the city 
to a great need. 
+ 66 0 0 You .would feel that you were helping in a very worthy enter-
priSe. 
27 38 1 You would need to give a large amount of your own time to 
make the drive a success. 
17 49 0 You w~uld probably have to go without your new dress in order 
to give money to the fund. 
D~n.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more Important, and NO If those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
Key YES 60 YES 3 NO 3 Omitted 
Problem 2.-If you had been in the Brighton girls' place, do you think that you 
should have cut down the expenses of the swimming meet in the ways Mildred 
suggested? 
Possible Cons~uences.-M~rk with. a plus sign ( +) all the consequences that 
seem ~ you desirable, and With a mmus sign -) all those that seem to 
undesirable. you 
K~:r + 0 
8 58 0 The w~ing team would have to do without a loving cup. 6 60 0 You llllght be thought rather stingy by your visitors. 
+ 56 9 1 You would be fostering a finer type of school spirit by unselfish 
+ 66 0 
economy than by gaudy display 
0 *You would "be setting a good example for other schools 
follow. to 
6 60 0 You would feel a little ashamed to have planned such simpie 
+ 47 
fare for your guests. 
18 1 You would feel that you had acted unselfishly in cutting down 
+ 65 
expenses for the sake of the fund. 
1 0 You woul.d give Mr. Knight a chance to contribute the cost of 
13 53 0 
the lovmg cup to a very needy cause. 
You would have to use the shabby old pennants once more. 26 39 1 You would not be outdoing the Bellevue girls in hospitality. + 65 1 0 You ~ould save money that could be turned over to the 
famme fund. 
D~cision.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more Important, and NO If those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
-----
Key YES 59 YES 5 NO 2 Omitted 
* Shows unanimous agreement with the key on the part of all marking the item. 
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AFTER THE DEBATE 
Basic Items.-Exercises self-control: Dotls not indulge in injurious or debasing 
practices. 
Has a sense of civic responsibility: Holds to what he thinks is right, unmindful 
of ridicule or other unpleasant consequences to himself. 
Arthur was a sturdy, fun-loving boy of thirteen who had entered high school as a 
freshman the preceding fall. Though not abnormally fond of study, in connection 
with the course in hygiene he had recently become greatly interested in looking 
up the harmful effects of tobacco. Two very real situations had contributed not a 
little to this interest. The first was the presence in his home of an uncle who was 
slowly dying of cancer of the mouth, brought on, the doctors thought, by constant 
smoking; the second was the almost universal use of tobacco by the soldiers of 
the neighboring cantonment. In fact, the example set by the latter had made the 
problem of smoking among the high school boys an exceedingly vital one for the 
entire community. In the high school itself the interest had been so great that 
with the cooperation of the hygiene and the English teachers a debate on the 
subject, "Resolved that smoking should be prohibited in the Broadview High 
School," had been successfully held a short time before. Because of the frequent 
references to the subject in his own home and from his previous study Arthur 
scarcely needed his careful preparation as a member of the affirmative team to 
confirm his belief in the glowing words with which he closed the debate, "Smoking 
has been, is, and forever will be, harmful to the growing boy." 
On this particular afternoon, however, Arthur was ignoring the adviqe of his 
mother to keep out of bad company, and started out for a hike into the country 
with several of the rougher high school boys. Scarcely had they gone beyond the 
outskirts of the village when the leader of the group drew from his pocket a packae:e 
of cigarettes and passed them around. With the exception of Arthur they all 
took them gleefully, and were soon puffing away in high feather, like "real soldier 
boys." 
"Here, Arthur, have one," urged Henry, who had provided the cigarettes. 
"Oh no, he can't," taunted one of the boys, really voicing what was in Arthur's 
own mind at the moment. "Don't you recall that thrilling climax of his that won 
the debate for the wrong side, 'Smoking has been, is, and forever will be' -some-
thing or other. Arthur smoke? Why, it's against his principles!" 
"0 come on, Arthur," Henry persisted. "When you're out with a crowd 
can't you be a good sport? Goodness knows, smoking this once won't hurt you. 
Anyway, we aren't going to tell." 
"Not on you or on ourselves, either," volunteered another. 
Seldom before had Arthur felt so uncomfortable. They expected him to play 
the game. For the first time in his life he really wanted to smoke. 
Problem.-H you had been in Arthur's place, do you think that you would have 
been justified in smoking on this particular occasion? 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign ( +) all the consequences that 
seem to you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 
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Ku + 0 
+ 63 19 1 H the boys kept their word you would never be found out. 
+ 48 30 5 Smoking a time or two would make you all the surer that it is 
wrong. 
+ 73 9 1 The boys would think you were a good sport. 
13 69 1 You would be indulging in a harmful practice. 
15 66 2 You would be more likely to yield to a similar temptation at 
another time. 
9 73 1 You would be setting a bad example. 
12 69 2 You would not be holding to what you believed to be right. 
+ 57 25 1 You would not form the habit of smoking by a single indulgence. 
9 72 2 Your mother would be distressed if she knew. 
+ 61 20 2 Your smoking would keep the other boys from feeling uncom-
fortable. 
Decision.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
Key NO 15 YES 68 NO 0 Omitted 
ON THEm HoNoR 
Ba8ic Items.-8tands for fair play: Does not let another pupil make wrong use 
of his work, such as copying from his examination or home-work papers. 
Is honest and truthful: Does not copy another person's work. 
Has a sense of civic responsibility: Assumes responsibility to report wrongdoing 
through authorized channels, if a friendly protest; to the offender has not resulted 
in effort to rectify the wrong; but distinguishes carefully between tattling and 
Toicing an honest protest against dishonesty, unfairness, cruelty, and the like. 
Westfall was a small river town with many rough elements in its population. 
In the management of the schools great wisdom and patience were necessary to 
maintain even a fair standard of honor and discipline among the pupils. Dishon-
esty in examinations was one of the greatest evils. After a long struggle against 
cheating the honor system had finally been inaugurated in the high school. The 
new plan had been worked out by the students, who agreed not only to refrain from 
cheating in examination themselves, but also to report to a joint committee of 
teachers and students any violation of the rules. 
Louise was a member of the senior class in the high school. She had to work 
hard for her living, and as a result had very little time for study. H all went well 
in the spring examinations she was hoping to get through her work "by the skin 
of her teeth," and to graduate with her class. She would then be able to secure a. 
good position with work better suited to her liking. French was her hardest school 
subject, and French verbs her "Waterloo." Unfortunately, a few days before the 
French examination her mother was taken ill, and the added duties left Louise 
almost no time for study. Hence she had no opportunity to master the principal 
parts of the French verbs, on which her safety in the final examination depended. 
Louise had been accustomed to cheat more or less throughout her high school 
course, however, as had the majority of the pupils, and she knew that if she could 
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only catch a glimpse of some one else's paper long enough to take down the princi-
pal parts of the verbs, she would be able to complete most of the conjugations. 
At length her opportunity came. Mter setting the examination the teacher left 
the room, as the honor system required, and Margaret, who sat in front of her and 
was one of the best students in the class, pushed over to the side of her desk a sheet 
of paper on which she had written the principal part.s of several of the necessary 
verbs. Louise leaned forward and began copying them industriously, when 
suddenly and quite unexpectedly Margaret turned around. Louise's all-too-
evident confusion and the blush of shame which mounted to her temples left no 
question in Margaret's mind as to her guilt. Involuntarily Margaret put out her 
hand to remove the papers, and then checked herself, and left them still lying in plain 
sight. Mter a little hesitation Louise continued copying as before. 
The little drama, however, had not gone unobserved. Alice, a chum of Mar-
garet's, one of the strongest advocates of the honor system, was sitting just across 
the aisle and had noticed that Louise was copying from Margaret's paper. She 
was having a struggle to decide what she ought to do about it, and was greatly 
relieved when Margaret herself turned around and discovered what was going on. 
Imagine Alice's distress when Margaret showed plainly enough by her actions that 
she was planning neither to report Louise's previous cheating nor to prevent its 
continuance. Still, she could guess the reason, for both girls knew well the struggle 
that Louise was having to get through school at all, and had heard of her mother's 
recent illness. At last she leaned over and whispered to Louise, "We are under 
the honor system now, you know." Louise turned crimson, but without a word 
continued to take down the necessary items from Margaret's paper. 
Problem 1.-If you had been in Louise's place, dQ you think that you would have 
been justified in cheating in the examination? 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign +) all the consequences that 
seem to you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 
KEY + 0 
5 77 1 Even if you passed you would never feel that you really deserved 
a diploma. 
+ 74 7 2 If you could complete your course you would be sure to secure 
a better position. 
8 71 4 Under the honor system you would sureiy embarrass any one 
who saw you cheating. 
7 75 1 You might be reported and suspended from school. 
+ 49 32 2 You would be doing nothing worse than you had often done 
before. 
10 71 2 You would be making use of information which you obtained 
dishonestly 
13 69 1 You would deceive the teacher by appearing to have a better 
knowledge of French than you really have. 
+ 66 16 1 You would not have to study French any more. 
+ 76 6 1 You would probably pass the examination satisfactorily. 
+ 78 4 1 Your mother would be greatly relieved by your graduation at 
this time. 
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Decision.-Underline YES if the conse 
important, and NO if those marked min quences marked plus seem to you the more 
K us seem to you the more important 
ey NO 22 YES 59 NO 2 0 "t . 
Problem 2.-If you had been in Ma ' . rm ted 
have been right to let Louis f rgaret s place, do you thmk that it would 
. e copy rom your paper? 
PosS'tble Consequences -Mark with a 1 . 
seem to you desirable ~nd with . P ~ sign ( +) all the consequences that 
undesirable. ' a mmus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
KIIIT + 0 
+ 75 7 1 
5 77 1 
7 74 2 
+ 75 7 1 
+ 60221 
~~~ :!P :::v~~rom your paper ~ig~t enable her to graduate. 
y g t e reported for V!Olatmg the honor system 
ou would be a party to her dishonesty. . 
You would be helping her in a time of need 
y :~ wFrouldhbe sharing the advantages of yo~ greater knowledge 
enc . 
+ 
+ 
. 7 
6 
42 
65 
12 
75 
76 1 ~ou would encourage her in the habit of cheating 1 ~ ou would fail to do y rt · . · 3 You would t our pa m upholdmg the honor system. 38 
17 
70 1 
1 y no appear to be too "goody-goody" to help o t 
ou would not hurt her feelings. u · 
You would violate your own sense of honor. 
Decision.-Underline YES if the conse 
tnore important, and NO if those marked q~ences marked plus seem ~ you the 
K NO mmus seem to you the more nnportant 
ey 22 YES 59 NO 2 0 . . 
Problem 3.-If you had been in Alice' I . rmtted 
:'eported the violation of the honor systes ptoaceth' do you ~hmk that you should have 
p sible rr m e comrmttee? 08 
'-onsequences -Mark with a I · ( 
leem to you desirable ~d with . P U.: Sign +) all the consequences that 
mdesirable. ' a mmus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
feET + 0 
+ 72 9 2 
+ 79 2 2 
12 70 1 
10 72 1 
+ 77 5 1 
+ 76 6 1 
+ 61 19 3 
10 72 1 
9 73 1 
16 65 2 
The teachers would · te y uld CI you as a good example to others 
ou wo at least have tried to do your duty · 
You would be accused of interfering in other. I ' . 
You would be called a "tattle-tale." peop e s affairs. 
You ~oult dhbe ~elping the school authorities in their struggle 
&g8lllS c eatmg. 
You would help to uphold the honor system which you had 
strongly advocated. so 
You would make it easier for some one else to report 'mil 
occurrence. a s1 ar 
You would make trouble for a girl who was aire d h . 
hard time. a Y avmg a 
You would probably lose the friendship of the two m•ls d f 
other people as well. ..~ an o 
You would involve your chum in difficulty. 
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Decision.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
Key YES 55 Yes 26NO 2 Omitted 
BoOKLEARNING UNDER DIFFICULTIES 
Basic Items.-Is courageous : Perseveres in spite of failure. 
Is courageous: Tries to do his best even when the task is disagreeable or 
praise is not forthcoming. 
Early in March Earl's father, a well-to-do farmer, had left his property in the 
hands of renters and moved into town. The change had been made imperative 
by the serious illness of his wife, who was suffering from a nervous breakdown, 
supposedly brought on by overwork and the loneliness of long years in a rather 
isolated country home. 
Although as a boy Mr. Brown had but little schooling, he was a shrewd man, 
and had succeeded unusually well in a business way. Hence he showed little 
sympathy with his son's desire to secure an education. For the past few years 
it was only during the winter months when the pressure of farm work was lessened 
that he had been willing for Earl to attend school at all. By the time he was six-
teen, in spite of his long periods of enforced absence and the disadvantages of a 
one-room country school, through sheer pluck and perseverance Earl had suc-
ceeded in working up to the eighth grade level in everything but arithmetic. 
As soon as possible after coming to town Earl entered the eighth grade of the 
public school. Here he found the work exceedingly difficult, and when school 
closed in June to his chagrin his report card showed that he had been conditioned 
in penmanship and grammar, and had failed in arithmetic. The only way in 
which he could possibly hope to enter high school in the fall would be to spend the 
summer in a dismal grind on these three studies, a prospect which was far from 
pleasing. Moreover, he knew that he could expect no encouragement from his 
father, who had a thoroughly ingrained conviction that boys who took to "book-
larnin' " seldom came to any good end. 
Neverthele~, after a week's vacation he bravely undertook his task, working 
under the direction of the high school principal, who had taken an interest in the 
boy. By the end of the month he had made excellent progress in the two easier 
subjects, but as for arithmetic, there seemed to be nothing to do but turn to the 
first of the book and see whether a thorough review would set him on his feet. 
Alas for Earl! He found even the simple problems involving merely the four 
fundamental operations puzzling, and as for the long-forgotten sections on decimal 
fractions and denominate numbers, to which he had been "exposed" in the fifth 
and sixth grades, they were impossible. 
In the midst of his discouragement one day, when the right answers to the 
problems obstinately refused to come, Charlie, a chum on rather brief acquaintance, 
came to tell Earl of a proposed camping trip and to ask him whether he would take 
his place as the driver of a local grocery wagon. Charlie expected to be gone for 
the summer, if, indeed, he could get away at all, which would depend on his being 
able to persuade some other boy to undertake his work. Earl's father overheard 
the conversation, and did not hesitate to urge his son to accept the offer, for he 
considered that it was high time for Earl to quit his nonsense anyway, and begin 
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ear~g his "keep." ~oreover, work as a delivery boy was not to be despised, 
for It was the first rung m the ladder by which more than one business man in the 
town had climbed to honored heights, and Charlie had intimated to Earl that in 
case he "made a hit with the boss" by fall he would probably be standing behind 
the counter. 
One great. reason why Earl was continuing his school work was his desire to 
be~ome a busmess man, and for the moment Charlie's glowing account seemed to 
P?mt out a roya! road to .success in his chosen field. Then be began to think of 
his scant educat10~l eq';llp~ent, and his promise to himself, whatever it might 
cost, to ma~e up his deficiencies and enter high school in the fall. He remembered, 
too, how h~ mother, although unable to help him much in his work, had always 
stayed by him, and how glad she was that he was planning to continue in school. 
. Problem.-H you had been in Earl's place, do you think that you should have 
given up your studies to go to work? 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign ( +) all the consequences· that 
seem ~ you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 
KEY + 0 
5 73 5 H you gave up studying at this time you probably would never 
enter High School. 
+ 75 2 6 If you made good you would soon secure a better position. 
+ 68 8 7 This might easily be the first step in your chosen career. 
14 63 6 You. could not rise very high even in the grocery business 
without more knowledge of arithmetic. 
14 62 7 You would be disappointed in yourself for leaving a disagree-
able task unfinished. 
11 66 6 You would be giving up in your studies without having "made 
good" after failure. 
+ 71 6 6 You would begin earning money at once. 
+ 50 26 7 You would have a good excuse to stop studying. 
+ 70 6 7 You would please your father by going to work. 
9 67 7 Your mother would be disappointed if you did not continue in 
school. 
D~.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more Important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more important 
Key NO 18 Yes 57 NO 8 Omitted 
Two BROTHERs 
. B~ lte~·-:-Is ?onest and truthful: Tells the truth without flinching or com-
prormse, trymg to give a correct impression. 
Is broadminded: Respects all forms of religion and belief. 
Is ~road~d~d: Is sympathetic with the opinions of others, including those 
who differ With him. 
Is loyal: Is unswerving in devotion and faithful in service to his country but 
does not render blind allegiance. ' 
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The Thomas family had been Quakers for generations. They were devout 
people, and almost without exception had kept the faith. Naturally during times 
of peace the attitude toward war held by the Quakers made little difference to their 
neighbors. When America declared war in 1917, however, even people who had 
religious scruples against war found it necessary to re-examine their beliefs. 
James and William were the only two sons in the George Thomas family. 
James, though but little past seventeen, was rather mature in appearance for his 
age and of a practical turn of mind. His brother, who was four years older, was 
something of a dreamer and philosopher, with a deep interest in the social problems 
of the day. Both of the boys were leaders in school affairs, James as a senior in the 
local high school, and William as a student in a small college of their own denomina-
tion in a neighboring city. 
The wave of enthusiasm that swept the country when American boys were being 
called to the colors as the champions of democracy reached the schools in which 
these boys were enrolled early in the fall. Religious convictions of any particular 
kind had never been James' chief concern, and when many of his friends in the high 
school were volunteering he, too, longed to show his patriotism. He knew that his 
parents had not thought of his going to war because he was under age their anxiety 
being centered upon the attitude that the older boy would take. He knew also that 
they would be broken-hearted if William gave up the convictions against war which 
he so definitely shared with his people. James was so sure, however, that his 
brother would never engage in war, that he felt a certain responsibility to right the 
family in the eyes of the community, many of whom considered the Quakers 
unpatriotic. Moreover, the love of adventure possessed him, and the appeal of the 
navy could not be withstood. About Thanksgiving time, without a word to any 
member of the family, in company with two kindred spirits "in the senior class, he 
went to the nearest navy recruiting office, intending to volunteer. 
Carried away by his enthusiasm, he had not stopped to consider particularly 
the fact that he was still under eighteen years of age. He felt fully grown up, and 
had a birthday coming within a few months. He had been brought up to tell the 
truth under all circumstances, however, and when he realized in the recruiting office 
that the moment he gave his real age he would be rejected, he was temporarily 
·abashed. On the other hand, he had never been in a position before in which a 
falsehood on his part would be considered patriotic. Moreover, he knew that none 
of his classmates would hesitate if he was in his place. He was eighteen to all 
intents and purposes, anyway. Mter all, what constituted truth? His turn in 
line came ne:1.:t. He had to make his decision. He would be a slacker to give up 
now .. Still, Uncle Sam must have some good reason for setting an age limit, and if 
he wruted until he was eighteen he could finish High School before enlisting. 
Problem 1.-H you had been in James' place do you think that you ought to 
have told the truth about your age? 
Pos8ible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign ( +) all the consequences that 
seem to you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 
K:n + 0 
9 57 0 It would look as though you really had not wanted to go to 
war after all. 
+ 60 5 1 You would be able to finish high school before enlisting. 
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KI!IY + 0 
16 46 4 You would be putting a relatively unimportant moral question 
above patriotism. 
+ 55 10 1 You would be respecting the regulation of the government as 
to age. 
4 62 0 You would be the laughing stock of your friends if you failed 
to enlist now. 
+ 57 9 0 You would make a better sailor if you waited until you were 
older. 
9 55 2 You would not be admitted into the navy until later, when the 
need for men might be less. 
11 52 3 You would postpone the opportunity of righting your family 
in the eyes of the community. 
+ 61 5 0 You would show that you could be depended upon to tell the 
truth. 
+ 63 3 0 Your parents would be glad that you had stayed by their teach-
ing to tell the truth under all circumstances. 
Decision.-Undcrline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
Key YES 53 YES 11 NO 2 Omitted 
William, on the other hand, was a Quaker to the core. He carefully considered 
the claims of war as a method of settling international disputes and found nothing 
on intellectual as well as on religious and humanitarian grounds to commend it. 
He was a thoroughgoing pacifist, and he could not help it. He, too, was carried 
away by enthusiasm to do his part in the great conflict for democracy, and when 
the Friends' Reconstruction Unit was organized was the first one in the college to 
volunteer his services. Before his papers had been passed upon, however, he was 
drafted. William knew that he probably could obtain exemption on religious 
grounds. But would it be fair to do so? His country needed him, and through 
no fault of his own he had been called to serve in a way that did not seem right to 
him. And even if be did not take part in the actual fighting he would be under the 
protection of a government that was at war, and would be benefiting from the 
sacrifice of those who did. Indeed, if he were exempted another man would have 
to go in his place and might even lose his life. Then, too, people would doubt his 
patriotism, and it was impossible anyway to avoid all participation. And how 
much easier it would be to go with the crowd and avoid criticism and ridicule. 
Moreover, in a democracy isn't it one's duty to abide by the will of the majority and 
help to carry out whatever plans they decide upon? True, he was already planning 
to engage in relief work with the Reconstruction Unit, some of which might be 
fully as dangerous as fighting in the trenches. The country needed people who 
were willing to look after wounded soldiers as well as people who were willing to 
fight. But who would not rather die, if need be, to save life than to destroy it? 
Wasn't it selfish to leave all of the destructive part of war to others? And yet he 
could not bring himself to believe that war was justifiable. When would it ever 
be stopped unless people were willing to be misunderstood in order to protest 
against it? His parents, too, should be thought of. He well knew that they would 
rather lay him in his grave than have him go to war. 
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Before he reached a decision he was confronted by another problem. A letter 
came from his brother, telling of his attempt to enlist and his rejection on account 
of his age. In the letter James plainly said that he thought the attitude of the 
Quakers on the war was all wrong, and he at least would like to prove that there 
were patriots among them. In fact, he felt it was his duty to enlist as soon as he 
was old enough, and he asked William's advice in the matter. 
The letter shocked William beyond words. To think that his brother could 
really feel that the war was right!. What a tragedy after his years of Quaker train-
ing. And yet, young though he was, he had a right to his beliefs. If James thought 
he should go to war, wouldn't it be wrong to try to keep him from it? Sincehis 
parents felt as they did his brother could not hope to be understood at home. It 
would mean much to him if he found his older brother sympathetic, and would make 
him more likely to sympathize with William in turn. What greater virtue is there 
than tolerance, anyway? And yet how selfish and inconsistent it would seem not to 
go to war yourself and to encourage some one else to enlist, especially when it was 
your own brother who had also been brought up a Quaker. What would the 
local draft board think if they hear<;~ of it? Apparently, too, it was his own feeling 
that he could not go to war that was partly responsible for his brother's determina-
tion, and that decision might cost his life. Further, James might change his mind 
if he only waited until the present unthinking enthusiasm had waned. Still, he 
was a resolute chap and would be inclined to stick to his decision. 
Problem 2.-tlf you had been in William's place do you think you should have 
sked for exemption? 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign ( +) all the consequences that 
seem to you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 
KEY + 0 
6 57 3 People would doubt your patriotism. 
+ 12 50 4 tYou could not be true to the re~gious faith of your parents, 
as well as your own, and still engage in war. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
59 5 2 You could serve your country just as well in another way that 
would not go against your conscience. 
59 4 3 You could show yourself just as willing to face danger as if you 
were in the regular army. 
25 33 8 tYou would be entering a protest against war as a method of 
settling disputes. 
11 53 2 You would be failing to cooperate with your country in a 
method which it thought was right. 
50 8 8 You would be free to engage in constructive rather than 
destructive war work if exemption were granted. 
5 57 4 You would subject yourself to criticism and ridicule. 
13 47 6 Your brother would feel more as though he had to go to war 
if you did not. 
8 53 5 Your refusal to fight might mean the death of some other man 
in your place. 
t Shows disagreement with the key on the part of a majority of those marking 
the item. 
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D~sion.-Underline ~ES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more Important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
Key YES 29 YES 30 NO 7 Omitted 
Problem 3.-If you had been in William's place, do you think you should have 
encouraged James to enlist? 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign ( +) all the consequences that 
seem ~ you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesuable. 
KEY + 0 
8 51 7 His enlisting mig~t easily lead to his death, for which you 
would feel partially responsible. 
8 50 8 If any one knew that you had encouraged him to go to war it 
would lessen your chance of securing exemption on religious 
grounds. 
16 42 8 If you tried you probably could not get him to change his 
mind anyway. 
9 47 10 People would not be able to understand how you could think 
that war was wrong and yet encourage some one else to 
engage in it. 
+ 49 6 11 To sym~athize with him in what he thought was right might 
+ 22 30 
lead him to sympathize with you in turn. 
14 tYou would be respecting a belief that was altogether different 
from your own. 
+ 51 4 11 You would make it easier for him to do what he felt to be his 
duty. 
+ 51 5 10 You would show your brother that you were sympathetic with 
44 12 
him in spite of a difference in opinion. 
10 tYour ~rother might change his mind if he would only wait 
+ 51 5 
untd the present wave of enthusiasm had passed. 
10 ' Your brother would feel better about going to war if he felt 
that he had at least one member of the family in sympathy 
with him. 
D~n.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more Important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
Key YES 32 YES 21 NO 13 Omitted 
THE GIRLS' CLUB PLAY 
Basic Items:-Is t~ustworthy: Keeps appointments and other agreements. 
Is cooperative: Gives up his own preferences when they interfere with the 
good of the group. 
Th? play to be given. by the Girls' Club of the Goodwin High School was 
advertized for Monday rught. On the preceding Friday matters were in a pre-
~ Shows disagreement with the key on the part of a majority of those marking 
the Item. 
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carious condition. Costumes were yet to be made, the stage settings were unfin-
ished, and, worse than all, so few tickets had been sold that even the girls taking 
part in the play were being drafted for a house to house canvass. Although early 
in the fall the girls had enthusiastically voted to undertake the play as a means of 
raising funds to continue the support of a French orphan whom they had" adopted" 
two years before, during the last few weeks everything connected with the play 
seemed to go wrong. In the first place, under the influence of an address given 
in the high school during the Disarmament Conference, in which the attitude of 
the French delegation was severely criticized, a decided reaction against the 
French people as a whole had set in among the pupils. Hence the cause which 
first inspired the project was becoming unpopular. In the second place, the play 
selected proved to be a decided bore, and as a result the girls who had agreed to 
take part were hopelessly uninterested and could hardly be dragged to rehearsals. 
The last practice had been most disheartening, and unless the dress rehearsal, 
planned for Saturday night, could save the day, the entertainment would have to 
be postponed or abandoned altogether. 
So great were the difficulties that the teacher who was directing the play almost 
would have given up in despair if it had not been for the loyal cooperation of the girl 
who was to take the leading part. Marian could always be depended upon for 
rehearsals and had known her lines for days. It was largely her faithfulness and 
enthusiasm which aroused in the other girls the little interest they occasionally 
showed. In arranging for the dress rehearsal the teacher had taken unusual pains 
that the time set should be convenient for Marian, and was depending on her 
leadership to improve the morale of the other girls, and make the performance on 
Monday night a possibility. 
Just as school was closing on Friday afternoon the altogether unforeseen 
happened. Esther, a close friend of Marian's, whose father was the Congressman 
for that District, drove through the town in company with her father, and stopped 
for a brief visit. They were en route to the state capital, where the inauguration 
of the governor was to take place on the following day. To her surprise, they 
invited Marian to spend the week-end with them in the city and take in the 
festivities, which included an elaborate reception to be given by the governor on 
Saturday evening. Largely owing to the great inconvenience in train connections, 
Marian had made only one previous visit to the city, and never before had she had 
an opportunity like this. But who could have chosen a more inconvenient time! 
Esther's father could not leave the city until after a committee meeting early 
Monday afternoon, and although they had promised to bring her back in good 
time to take part in the play, she would be too late to help in looking after any of 
the final details. Moreover, she would have to miss the dress rehearsal on Satur-
day evening, and would be unable to do her part in the immense amount of work 
which still remained to be done. She was perfectly aware of how much depended 
on that rehearsal, and knew, too, that the girls were counting on her to direct the 
completion of the stage settings and to help in the sale of tickets. 
Problem.-If you had been in Marian's place, do you think that it would have 
been right to accept your friend's invitation? 
Possible Consequences.-Mark with a plus sign(+) all the consequences that 
seem to you desirable, and with a minus sign (-) all those that seem to you 
undesirable. 
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KEY + 0 
11 55 17 Unless a large number of tickets were sold there would not 
4 62 
be enough money to support the French orphan. 
17 You could not hope to do your best in the play in case you 
missed the final practice. 
5 61 17 You would be putting your own selfish pleasure ahead of 
helping out in a group enterprise. 
+ 43 22 18 You would escape the hard work which still remained to be 
done. 
+ 62 3 18 You would get a needed rest and change. 
+ 59 5 19 You would have a rare opportunity to see the life of the 
capital from the inside. 
6 58 19 You would have to miss the dress rehearsal on which so much 
depended. 
+ 48 16 19 You would not disappoint your friend. 
+ 63 1 19 You would of course have a wonderfully good time. 
6 58 19 Your absence would endanger the success of the whole under-
taking. 
D~cision.-Underline YES if the consequences marked plus seem to you the 
more Important, and NO if those marked minus seem to you the more important. 
Key NO 11 YES 53 NO 19 Omitted 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE TEST 
As is apparent from the foregoing pages, the test of ability to weigh 
foreseen consequences consists of 7 stories (the first serving both as a 
sample and as a part of the test proper), and 12 accompanying 
problems, each problem being followed by ten possible consequences 
of the course of action under consideration and space for indicating 
the decision to the problem. 
The instructions for administering the test are to be found on the 
test blank, and state that a consequence is to be marked as desirable 
or undesirable, and a decision as Yes or No. A total of not more than 
60 minutes, excluding the time required for the instructions, should 
be allowed for the test, one or two test periods being utilized as 
preferred. 
METHOD OF SCORING 
. The key for scoring has been presented opposite the individual 
Items of the test. It was prepared by the writers on the basis of their 
combined judgment, before the test was given. 
According to the instructions for the test, a choice of one of only 
two responses is possible in the case of any given consequence or any 
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If the results for the seven stories are compared, it is apparent that 
The Famine Fund was by far the easiest for the children, the percentage 
voting with the key for the two decisions being 95 and 92, respectively 
This story thus proved easier than The Silver Pencil, used as the sample, 
in which case 81 per cent voted with the key The most difficult 
story was Two Brothers. This result would naturally be expected, 
for two of the problems raised are difficult even for adults; the percent-
-- - -'-'-'- <-1-.- 1.--. J-",...~ +ha +h>•aa rlat>lQlf\Tl<l '""" S<~ £1Q <>-nrl ~'\() 
refers to the total score on incorrect items, the same weights being used.• 
When all the items of the test are marked correctly, a score of 
154 (which includes 118 points for the 118 consequences-the two 
marked for practice under the direction of the examiner being excluded 
-and 36 points for the 12 decisions) is possible. 
DISTRIBUTION OF FINAL ScoREs FOR HoRACE MANN ScitooL PuPILs 
Complete results are available for 61 of the group of sixth grade 
pupils to whom the test was given. The distribution of final scores for 
these pupils is as follows: 
DisTRmUTION oF FINAL ScoREs 
ScoRE 
Q--9 
1Q--19 
2Q--29 
3Q--39 
4Q--49 
5Q--59 
6Q--69 
7Q--79 
SQ--89 
90-99 
10Q--109 
11Q--119 
12Q--129 
13Q--139 
14Q--149 
FBIIlQ'Oit:NCY 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
8 
11 
4 
11 
7 
3 
The lowest score made by any pupil in this group is 4, and the 
highest, 146. Such a wide range is surprising in view of the fact that 
these results are for a single grade and for pupils who with but few 
exceptions are above average in intelligence. 2 
1 Omissions are not counted as wrong. 
2 The intelligence quotients for all but 12 of the 61 pupils were above 100. 
I 
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3. Findings 
secured 
through 
giving 
the test 
Two test periods were used for g iving this 
test in the Horace :nann Schoo l,- all the 
stories except The Famine ]1 1.1lld and Two Brothers 
being given during the first period and. these t wo, g ive n about 
six weelcs later. Due largely to an ep idemic at the time of 
the giving of the second group of stories, c cmp le t e re s u~ts 
are available for only sixty-one of the pupi ls. The lowest 
score made is 4, and the highest one, 146. It is indeed sur-
prising to find such a wide rang e, especially when it is re-
membered that these pupils are from a single grade , and with 
only tvfelve in t he group whose Intelligence Quotient is be-
low 1 00. 
The arithmetic mean is 97.6, \ilh.li le the mid-score is 106. 
These two figures but reflect the laclc of symmetry in the 
distribution of scores, yet, at t he same time, t h e fact that 
they correspond re spectively to 7l problems right and a little 
more than 8 pr oblems right out of a possible twelve in the en-
tire test, it would seem to indicate t hat these pupils did 
discriminate between consequences and cours es of act ion with 
more than a fair degree of success. 
The reliability coefficient of tl1e test as obtained for 
the Horace Hann pupils is • 91. 
C0 r relat ion Between Test Score and Other l-!Ieasures 
Intelligence Quotient 
IJental Age - : Hanford Revision of 
Simon-Binet Tests 
Chronolog ical Age 
Accomplishment Quotient 
Conduct Scor.e 
r • .J.. • 
• 43 (.62} .07 
.49 
.05 
.10 
.17 
( • 6 9) .07 
.09 
.09 
.08 
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(The A. Q. wa s derived from IJ • .A . and score s in educa-
tional tests: Thorndike-McCall l1.eading Scale , Form 7, g iven 
double weight; Woody-iEcCall, Mixed JJ1undamentals, . Form II; 
and a list o f 60 words from Ayres' Spelling Scale. The Con-
duct Score was based on ratings o f pupils by t hree sixth 
g r a de teachers on the Chassell-Upt on Citizen Scales . The 
score s obtainecl on the Short Scale s C, G, ancl H, a d i ffere nt 
3c ale having b een ma rked. by eac.: h of the teache rs .) 
The correlation between the Te s t Score an d I Q, and T.s. 
and LI . A. is not far from the correlation ·between morality and 
intellect of' approximately .50, found b y one of the writers 
in an extens ive investigation (Chas sell, Clara F ., Relation 
Betv;een Ho rali t y and Intellect} and be aring out the commonsense 
assumption that intelli~ence and mental maturity are imp or-
tant elements in the ab1.li ty to weigh foreseen consequences 
(or whatever ability is measured by the test). 
The correlations between T .s . and C . A., ancl T . s . and A. Q. 
are nearly zero. 
The re lat i onshi l') between the Test Score and the Conduct 
Sco re is of g reatest interest, for it a f fords a clue to the 
wort J:1 whic h we may expect o:f t h i s te s t in the f ield of c11a r-
acter measurement. r.rhe correlati on obtained indicate s that 
a pupil's evaluation of a given consequence a s d esirable 
or unde s irabl e ancl h i s decision i n t he light of t h e various 
poss ible consequences as to Vhlich of two c ourses of acti on is 
the right on e, corresponds, in some measure, at leas t, to h is 
actual c onduc t i n t h e citizenship situati on s of the school. 
Since moral action is dependent upon ability to foresee con -
sequences and upon abili t ~l to act i n accordance with tile con-
sequences foreseen to be for the c anmon g ood. a s v;ell as u pon 
ability t o weigh t hem , it is worth- while to be able to predict 
so comnlex a trait fr om one of its elements v7i th e ven t .!.1 is 
a mount "·of certainty . Purt hermore , until numerous standardized 
life s ituati ons for tes ting c onduct (Vo e l ker's) hav e been 
provided , t i1e J)upi ls 1 react ions t o these st ory si t u.ati ons, 
vh ich embod.;/ . a s nearly as p ossib l e actual li fe s it ua t i ':ms , 
.1ay be taken as t..lJ.e be s t available indicati ons o f h is future 
cond uct i n s i milar s ituations in real li fe . 
4. Analysis 
and crit-
ici sm of 
t he t est 
There is, in rny op inion, one fa c tor wh ich 
may have influenced to a very l a r g e ex tent, 
the :pu pils 1 react i ans to the 11 oss i b le con-
sequences as indic ated in the test ,- namely the fact t ~JB.t in 
th e samp l e story the correct answer to the f irst and second 
pos sib le consequences are g iven, ins tead of' l eaving it to the 
discretion o:f the pu pil as to ~vhether or not he would con-
side r that a desirable consequence , or an undesirab l e one. 
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It \v ould be only natural, it seems to me, for the majority 
of the pupi ls to consider all the remaini ng co nsequences in 
the light of t i1e answer whic:O. these two suggested one s would 
seem to indicate are er_f) ected of him, rather than in tfue light 
of his own op i nions . A more accurat e measure of the child's 
honest op inion might have been obtained if the explanation 
had been something lilce this: nThus consider, for e xample, 
the f irst consequence that is given: 'The other child would 
miss t he pe ncil very much'. I f you had been i n Betty 's p lace 
would you have wanted this to have resulted from yoUr act? 
If so, mark it plus; if not,mark it minus. 
And the second consequence, 'You co uld prepare neater 
home work with t h is pencil than. wi t.'l a n ordinary one',- if 
t h i s is something that you would 'llvish to res ult f ro m your 
act, mar k it p lus; if not, mark it minus," etc . I.1ost child..., 
ren have a desire to stand well in the 011 ini on of adults an.d 
might very easily h ave their whole react i on to this te s t 
colored by what they thought the exar.n iner wanted t hem to s ay , 
both in t he matter of possible consequences and possib l e de-
ci s ions . 
Perhaps the g re atest value o f such a d evice lieB not in 
it s ability to measure the habits and attitudes o f citizen-
shi p , as in it s u s e in stimulating class discussion of vital 
moral p rob lems. Cons ideration o f problems rai sed in the t es t 
will almost inevitably lead. to a discussion of the princip les 
involved , and su ch discussions may easily resul t in t he form-
a tion of judgments w:O.ich will be an i mportant f'actor in de-
te rwini ng the future conduct of the pupils . 
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Another significant value of t..~e test lies in its illus-
tration of a me thad which is capable of wid.e a pplication, not 
only in the field of citizenship, but in any other field as 
well, in wnich moral discriminations and carefully weig hed 
decisions are required. Not only will literature, history, 
current magazines, and newspapers serve to increas e the range 
of stories to cover situations and p roblems o f an infinite 
variety, but the pu pils' ovm experiences a n:l p roble ms, once 
their cooperat ion is secured, will furnish an invaluable 
supply of material for class discuss ion, an d analy zing the 
po s sible consequences of a g iven course o f action. Thus 
p u pils may be trained to make their own decisions i n th e 
light of carefully selected ends, an d al so to te s t t he ir 
skill in foreseeing ru1d evaluating the con s equen ce s o f pa r-
ticular acts and, i n the light o f such kno v1leclge , the i r 
ability to make \7 i se cl eci s i on s as to t he c o~u.·se o f c o.nd:.wt 
1.711 i ch they should p ursue. 
Clli:J?TER I I I 
CHARACT.i1R EDUCATI ON METHODS - IOW.b. PLAI.'I 
CRAP TER I I I 
CHARACT~R EDUCil.TI ON MET HODS - IOWA PLAN 
A. General Statement 
In the field. of Character Education Method s p erhaps the 
mos t familiar one is that known as the Iowa Plan, since it is 
the plan, ·which in 1922, won tre $ 20,000. award. This awa1~d. 
was offere d. by a business man of vncle experience and. thought-
ful attitude towards the need.s of our nat i on because he had. 
a d.eep-seated conviction that there i s wid.espread and funda-
mental need. for the ri ght sort of moral education for every 
c hi ld. Seek ing to stimulate the interes t and. to call out 
t he bes t eff orts of our dee pest t h inkers along e ducational 
lines, he offered t h is prize which should. be given to the 
collaborator s in any State in the Union wh ich, in t h e opinion 
of competent judges, would present the bes t methods, or ways 
and means, of producing the proper character development and 
for winning a genuine appreciati on on the pa l.~t of all child-
ren of the nation's highest ideals in conduct. 
The co l laborators on the Iowa State Cownittee have d one 
a valuable :p iece of work , so far as technique, theory, and. 
:p l ans are c oncerned . It i s yet too early to pred ict to what 
extent the s e methods suggested will function in a ctual prac-
tice, but it is undoubtedly true t hat the ex tent to which 
t h ose who u se the methods proposed are able t o r e a ch or even 
to approx i mate the true g oal o f all educ a ti on will de pen d. as 
much on the earnestness and faithfulness of the ind ividual 
teach er, as on any merit or value which the methods of them-
selves p ossess. 
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It m~- be well to note in p assing what i s , in the op inion 
of these collaborators, t be s ort of person at wh ich t he s chool 
aims. It i s a. rrperson with p owe rs p ro:p orti onately develop ed., 
Vii th mental cliscrimina.t ion, ae s thetic appreciation, and mora l 
discr i mi nat i on ; one aware of h is social r e lati onshi ps and hap-
pily active in the discharge of all obligations; one c apable 
of leisure, loving nature, revering human beings , their asp i-
r a t ions and achievements; one observant of fac t , respectful 
of l aw and orcle r, devoted to truth and just ice; one who v1hile 
loyal to the be s t tracl itions of h is p eop le, dreams and works 
toward better t hings ; and. one in whom i s tliD.e allure of t h e 
1 
ideal, and whos e life iiYi ll not be f a ith les s thereto . JT Th is 
i s but an expans i on of the i d e a already expressed earli er in 
the discussion that the moral person is the one who intelli-
gently ch ooses to make habitual, suc h actions as a re for the 
good of the group . 
These writers dwell at s ome length on ways and means of 
attaini ng our des ired g o~l thro ugh the org anizat i on and co n -
trol of the school; of developing t he conscious, pur p os e ful 
self-activity of the chi ld. i n the direction of a.n appreciation 
of mo ral value s ,- thro ugh th e making f or himse l f a book of 
Golden Deeds as g leaned from literature , h i story and current 
p erio dicals;- through the socialized recitation; ancl thro ugh 
t he pr ob l em- p roject me t hod, a ll t he while being c a reful to 
mcik.e the meth o ds and. the materials used. fit into the c ilild ' s 
own de v e lopment . Our chief c oncern, h owever, s."lall be wi th 
1. The Iovv a P l an , p ag e 6. 
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the l;~oral Curr iculum, Yi ith it s p ro g ressi ve p lan, a drive, ancl 
2. goe.. l , t he CurrictU.um by Yem·s, and th e Eeasur ernent ~3 of .P ro-
oTe ss ani Atta inr.nent • D . 
B. An Analysis of the Plan 
1. ll. moral 
curri-
cu l m11 
It is the J?Urpos e of the writers to show how 
the regular curr iculum of the ~fiublic school 
may be so utilized_ as to make it a }.J O'Itverful agency in this 
character development. Many teachers have labore d. under t he 
delusion that moral training is something that h as t o be add-
ed to an alreacly over-crowded co urse of study, that it can only 
be g ive n by turning aside from t l~ re gular school subjects and 
ordinary school activities and seeking by other means to g ive 
the moral training that the child needs. Those responsible 
for the Iowa Plan contend that 11Idorali ty is not a preachment 
p lus an emotional response but a way of acting a self-reali-
zation, of entering into tro life o f others, of moving tovvard 
better adjustments. Instead of tall;:: ing about moral q_uali ties 
it is the business of the teacher to see that the spirit of 
1 
morality dominates tbe entire life of the school. rf Too, it 
i s recognized t hat all school subjects, have, to a g r eate r or 
less de gree, a certain runount of moral c ontent. If the teacher 
seeks consciously and definitely to keep the school moving in 
the direction of true moral objectives, she \Vill , throug h all 
her teaching , either consciously or unconsciously, be doing 
that wh ich will tend to bring her nearer the desired g oal. 
The accompanying illust ration pictures graphically how 
1. Iowa Plan, page 2 9. 
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almost all of t h e school subjects o f t he f ourth g r a de may con-
t r i but e to a ny on e pha s e of li fe prepar at i on , s u ch a s vocation, 
and furt :rwr, to t h e inquiry a s to what moral objec t ives a re 
contributed to by such a subject a s geography , t ne a nswer is, 
t ha t p rac t ically all of t hem are serv ed by it. To the thought-
ful enquirer it is qu ite evident that eve ry school subject has 
some contribution to make to moral ends. It is t he ch ief bus-
iness of moral, or character educati on, to give mora l p oint, 
mean ing , pur:p o se, and. c on tent to the e duc a t i ona.l mate r i al avail-
ab le. 
SCHOOL SUBJECTS FOURTH GRADE 
Reading, 
' 
' 
' Composition ' , 
Grammar~ 
Nature Study, 
Arithmetic:_ 
Writing 
' 
' 
Physical Education-- _ _ 
Physiology 
Arts--------
---
---
MORAL OBJECTIVE:, 
Health and Happiness 
Initiative 
Reverence 
Leisure Time 
Civic: Relations 
---
---
---
---
Economic: Relations 
----
Family Relations 
· CHART II.SHOWING RELATIONS OF SCHOOL SUBJECTS AND MORAL OBJECTIVES 
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The moral curriculillil is not paricularly concerned with 
teaching about virtues, just because they are virtues, but it is 
tremendously concerned with training the children to meet actual 
situations, and with teaching t :C..ern how to live together \vell . 
No amount of knowledge or skill in talking about the virtues 
will insure the right response on the part of the ch ild when 
the temptation comes to him to do otherwise; only muscles train-
ed habitually to malte the right respohse, can do so . The pro-
g ram outlined in the Iowa Plan seeks to train the child in such 
a way that in later years the earlier work will not need to 
be undone. The me tho d. by which thi s may be ace omp lished is 
well-express ed by Hal~tshorne when he says: nKee;p the child's 
attention upon enterprises, rather than upon ' motives '; or 
upon social consequences rather than upon his own states of 
mind ; and b y engaging him in activities that will call into 
exercise his own potentialities and th.at vvill lead. into the 
g reat human enterprises which are themselves the end to be 
achieved b;y men. Teach the children to s.eek firs.t the Kingd.orn , 
a...YJ.d to find their satisfaction, not in the "add..ed 11 things , but 
1 
in the life of the Kingdom itself! 
The accompanying chart is offered f or the sake of clear-
ness an:l brevity, as being suggestive o:E problems and projects 
for the enriching of the school curriculum. It makes no claims 
to being com1Jl ete, but realiz.ing its limitations and lack of 
vitality, whi.ch only the judicious teacher can suppl~l, it aims 
to be a tool in the hands of the wise teacher, who in i magina-
tion, can supply the moral value that is not in evidence here. 
1. Childho od and Characte:r, page 181. 
----
OBJECtllJ:S 
HEALTH 
LIFE II THE GROUP 
CIVIC Ril.AfiOIS 
ECOIO~IC RELATIONS 
AID VOCATIOII 
FAiliLY AIID' 
PARENTllOOD 
UIDEilGJJ!n:l 
ll&lting a. bit of 
F&iryla.n4 
Health F&ir iea 
Health chorea 
Dram&t ize the cl&y 's 
he&lth program 
Games for getting 
acquainted 
Doll p&rty &eting 
out courtesies of 
a group 
GRAIE 011 GJWE no 
Games requiring Prepare &D4 act a group movement e scene which teaches llalti~ pla.ns a.n4 ' neatness 
epeci icatione for A Health J'&U7 
something to be Pageant built by Grade VI 
Winter fee41ng of Jf&ting a b1r4 res-
birde taurant and support 
Courtesy ganes show ing it collectively 
ing customs ·in Act1Dg story to 
other le.nde enterta.in other 
Acting home &n4 gr&dea 
street scenes to two groupe act out 
show courtesy settlement of a 
Proper 4istribution quarrel 
of pkg of varied Present story in 
k1n4s of coD!eot1oll.! sce<~es, tabla~Wa 
Stories of llashin2- Rules for our new 
ton's and J.incoin'~s game Ch1l4 patriots of rra.noe boyhoo4 
Songs and stories ot 
American patriots ~e1~~s2~o wear 
Design 4ecoraticns 
for the table for 
p&rty Feb. 22 
Xinderga.rton store 
for learning value 
of coins 
Bird houses 
llal<e a 4oll house 
Doll • s tea. party 
etc. 
Dralll&tize house, 
mother and helpful 
ch1l4ren 
llate o e.n4lo to 
atu4y by St&rt1ng a group 
ac~ount Collection of see4a Starting a savlngs 
!rom the ha.rveat · e.ccount 
Jla.ke an Indian Plan entertaiDment 
Corn Buslt 4oll to ra.iee money tor 
Cooperative pur- group account 
chase of b1r4 houses Coopere.tiwe buil4-
from Gra4o VII 1ng of b1r4 houses · 
IIOthering an orpha.n 
animal 
Observation trip 
to locate 1Dseot 
homes 
Bu1l4 an Eskimo I 
house 
Booklet of anl.m&l i 
families oomp1le4 
by clus 
Locate a.nd observe 
anilllal houses 
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CHART Ill 
8tJQOJ:STIOIS Of JIROJICTS AID JIRCIIL£118 tO EIIUCB A CIIARAC!ER tJIAIIIIQ CUJIRICULIIIl 
this ouUI.Jis preii\II)J)Osee tbat all nbjeoh be taught ill the U&ht of \heU 
contribution to lite 
GIWlE 1'1111Ei: 
Clean-up clubs 
Plan ieola.t1on 
ot cue of iD!eo- · 
t1oua 41eease 
at home 
Pageant emphasis-
~ proper eat111g 
sleeping 
SUnshine club to 
promote happiness 
in on group 
Playing tee.cher 
in settlill@: a 
quarrel 
Pla.n a ThanksgiY-
ing 4inner feZ' 
newsboys 
Jf&te mo4el of a 
plantation h01118 
Bow manr people 
help bring tha 
brea4 to the 
table 
Organ1se4 barto 
Est illl&te the 
work 9f a pair 
of bir4a in one 
4a.y • a tea41~ of 
you~ 
llake & winter 
homo for pets 
Bow to eet a tabla 
GIWE J'OIJil 
Garden Club 
Plan a. sursr1ee 
puty for ra4e v 
Report to Boar4 of 
Health bree4i~ 
pl&OGS of fi18S 
an4 aosqui tos 
Claee ia a party 
of explorers e.g. 
De Soto'a 
Organize to ao-
oomplioh thoU 
purpo ae an4 to 
live togethezo 
Claoe l&n4 aa a 
colony - group 
solution of prob• 
lems 
Hake booklet of 
hi&tory of fUat 
settlers in ·your 
COIIII!Alnity 
Origin of the nas 
Bow 4o fUeJMn 
save tiM 
Plan an4 earn 
money for 41nnar 
for &dopte4 fam1lr 
A 4&7 properly 
d1 vide4 for work 
a.n4 play 
Collect pictur~s 
of homeo &D4 
oh1l4ren in other 
l a nds 
Estima.te moth~ '• 
-..orlt in homw 
Book of bir4 
fami lies 
GRADE FIVE GlWl£ SIX 
~aspaign tor est~- Form a moaquno 
~ication of flies brisa4e 
Committees plan a Blue a trail 
~-~~~n4 01111111 to ---- with-
out inlur~ true 
Protectio of bo4y 
llaks ioelses :refrtg- lll&inet 4iaaua 
orator tor care of s•rme (an eshibU 
milt or a 11lay) 
Li YiJIS with In4iane 
as neighbors 
Soln thoU 
~foblea - &Yoi4 
their miat&ke 
Fora e.D4 In41&n 
tribe &D4 lu4 an 
English colony &D4 
liYe together 
rom two In41a.n 
councils 
!unite illto a fo4~­
at1on for protoct1o1 
A at&mp collec"uon 
latim&te profi ta 
on homo t:ar4on 
Construct a aodel 
kitchen 
nowors, win4s, &D4 
bees, working to-
gether 1D fertil-
ization 
Scouts or •Cuba • 
Bu114ing aomethin& 
for Grade I ia 
..ccor4 with their 
apecif1oat1ons 
Journey Geography 
Chriatm&S 1D other 
lan4a 
"A Keaeage to Gar-
c1~" 
Washington 1 s journey to tho 
Ohio 
Construct a olaaa flag . 
When Lincoln • 8 
humor aavo4 'the 
clay 
lstabl1eh a sohool 
b&Dit 
Plan a picnic or 
camp 4inner to 
come within aet 
¥~~~t enemies of 
trees, a collect-
ion 
Observations · on 
heredity in atoot 
a.n4 poultry broe4-
ing 
Design & ball 
clock 
A atu4r of lla4onna.e 
IndianBoaoa 
GIWlE BEVEl 
Jf&the ... uoa of tbe 
sporting page 
Cone tr110t a lliD-
1&ture stage an4 
aot out a aoene 
wi til paper figures 
Sculpture projeot 
·Scout u4 Cu,pt1ro 
orsanise a Roun4 
Table for seek-
ing •questa • 
Adopting a famil7 
fozo ChriatD>u or 
ThentagiYiiiS 
latabliah a post-
oft1os 
Jh"aw up an oath 
of allesianoe 
Draw plane &D4 
lll&lte -relief map 
of Valley Forse 
A school expon4i-
ture oar4 to 4et~.,. 
mille waste 1n 
eohool ... torials 
CC~~PUte waste 1D 
your 4ietrict from 
.weather 1ng of 
;:i~~!Yin 4ota1l 
the cost of some 
pro4uo t - labor • s 
sh&re - oa.pi tal's 
&bare 
Trace the eyolu-
t1on of homes, 
an4 make mo4ola 
of eDOush e"a.mplos 
to forD> a aeries 
lh"amat1Ze Xing 
Arthllr stories 
'GIWli IIGB! 
Writ.e a .school 
oree4 
Bol4 a tournament 
-Tra.1ning t&b·le 
menu 
IIanas• measur 1J1S 
an4 weighing of 
school ch1-l4rea 
Stu4y physical 
uoellence of 
Greeka 
Scout &D4 oupfire 
Plan u4 carrr out 
a leaeoa for 4r1ll 
an4 rowiee which 
will interest &D4 
help the olass 
Publiah a school 
paper 
fort out tho atcr y 
of the builders of 
your oo1111111nity or 
city 
. 
Construct a govern-
mont on a 4eeert 
iel&D4, lll&lto laws , 
build a conetitu-
tion,creato cour t s 
an4 oat&bl1ah 
aoo1&l cuatoma an4 
rulea of oon4uct 
GRADE III& 
btertaiDII8nt of 
Yiait1q tea 
Co~· 
I4eal Aotua.l 
plan use ot 
tor a time 
claJ ill clay 
Collllli t tea ~aport o 
"Self Culture 
thr~ the Vaoa.. 
tioa. Griggs 
Scout an4 Caap!ire 
lot out tha 
oourteeioa of a 
Roman &D4 a Hebrew 
hoae 
Select a 4olegate 
ozo officer b7 the 
election aetho4o 
of 1789 
Project a plan of 
atudent sover11111ent 
--
GIWlE tJ:I 
Heroes of aoience 
PutOIU', an4 others 
Athletic a 
Commit tee repori 
on aoae artrrs 
an4 heroes of 
science 
Rewrite several of 
Aesop 1 s fables to 
.fit present social 
con4it1ons 
forma of salutation 
in all countries 
GRADE ELEVJ:I 
Athletic a 
•eeu Reliance • 
Eaereon, Carlyle 
an4 others 
Onrooming obsta.-
cles - a group 
of ex.amplea 
Rooaevel t eto. 
llr&m&t1se •the 
Melting Pot • 
Junior-Senior 
banquet ae mo4ol 
Of SOCial for IllS 
•Tile Culti-
v&to4 Jla.n • iliot 
Class stu4y 
Friendehip, Emer-
aon, Tennyson 
an4 others 
The Yow of oitizen-
all.ip 
Dr&m&tise "The 11&1,! Catalogue the 
Witbout a Counrty .orsanizationa in 
llalte a bibliographJ ·your neighbor-
and card catalogue :hoo4. "Acler-
ot tho civics ioa.nization• 
library &essll and la4e 
Dr&lll&tize a seas ion . "The Soul of 
of Lincoln's cab- Democracy• Griggs 
1Det , DistingUish be-
tween a 4amooracr 
and a republic 
GlWlE twELVE 
Athletic a 
-wbat Ken Li'I'B By" 
Cabot. wort, plar 
len, worahip 
Uee of Leieure 
Scott and other 
cl&saics on -
til-
Impersonate claaaea 
~.American life 
·:-•n duties cluh 
whatt "Loyalty to 
Loyalty• Royce 
~aft a oonstit•tio~ 
for the f&milJ of 
~~!~~an I4oala yet, 
o be Attaine4• 
Cabot 
Plan a.n4 oarrr out 
a •cooperative 1lho lll&ltea our . :~:i:n~~!~ do~:• Self llea.aurement Bee Hy4e atore• for the ourrenoy? 
school Bow MDJ a1lea of 
Coneerwat1on of tur~ae will one 
trees 4rea4Jlausht buil4 
Shop Yiaitation ID41Yidu&l 1nYsn-
Orsan1u an ••- tion (a) camp 
ployer 'a council uteneU (b) auto 
an4 labor union or &grioul tural 
~~~;!!~e .. 4!~re!:t appliance 
of tax tor rove1111e 
Design from pla.sti 
,...teriala & home 
an4 onY1ronment 
Sonice to hu~~~ 
fro• plant breed.w 
Burbank 
Controlle4 oxper-
iaent in croaa 
fert1lintion 
Cormni ttoo report 
on •Tho lleaning 
of ID!&ney• Fiske 
the 4ebtor pay 
Get a merchant to 
help class eatim&te 
•ovorhea4 • in a 
store. Specific 
atu4ieo on value 
of system in bus-
iness. The value 
of truth in adver-
tising. Tho money 
value of courtoar 
•Improvement of 
tho !Iuman Plant • 
Burbank 
•ca.rrying on" the 
present race prob-
lem 
V1oi t an4 stUily 
bank 
Vocatlonal self 
measurement -
use a st&n4ar4 
so ale 
Forming vocation 
clubs. See ll&vis 
•llut&t ion" 4o 
Vries 
•The Bloo4 of 
A 4iapla.y of 
vocations - &eo 
lluena terberg 
Visiting vocations 
aa4 olaasifying 
them 
Part 1&l &ppront1oe-o 
ship ia vocation 
&a p&rt o( aohool 
work 
tho l&t1on • J!)r4all llalte aenral fam1lr 
Co111111ittee report 
on race illlpron-
rnont 
"Call of the 
Twent1eth Century• 
Jor4a.n 
):>u4gets 
Collect 4osoript1o~ 
f home lifo of 
reat Americana 
•Genetics• Walter 
----~------------+----------------1~--------------~----------------~----------------+-----------------~--------------~-----,-----------t----------------1----------------1f----------------1-----------------f-The •O.ezoaoul• 
Pick out an4 4raw Origin an4 moa.ning Emersoa - oolleot 
APPREC IATIOI OF 
BEAUTY 
Fin4ing ll&ture •e•. 
favorite colora 
a.nd combina.tiona 
of color 
Feeding birds 
Arranging floeera 
in a va.ae 
Fin4 ~he qt ot a. 
tree 
Collect ion of 
seede for spring 
.planting 
Chart locating 
most be~Wtiful 
aha4e trees in 
OOIIII!Ilnit)' 
F1n4 oondi tiona 
of strength an4 
weakness in 
plants 
Planting for the 
future, • Apple 
Tree John• 
Carefull7 reoorde4 
obse;va,~9,Pa of 
the bU1141JJg of 
one bir4' s nest 
Find a wint~ 
ecsne - re&rrange 
IJO &a to put in a 
roa4 
ll&lte a model of a 
church interior 
llake collections of 
ahelle an4 atones 
Herbarium 
Chango a nmmer 
aeons into a winter 
scene 
&.l.Tlng for & west 
•in tra.ining • 
CoUoot picture• 
of Greet Beroea 
1D sculpture 
Create beauUf\11 
deaigDS 
A P"'O&Dt Of 
Xnighthoo4 
Collection of 
pioturea of 
knights 
• Golden Doe4o Boo 
e~is upon ser-
wioa, 11\nntion et 
Make a. plan for a 
part 
three beat pieoee of forme of civil- s11111lar senti-
of arohitootuzot in ity menta . Wzoite 
the neigh borh.,o4 Compa.ro music, a comp&.ll1on piece 
Deeise, f1n&noe poetry a.nd archi- to & winter poem 
an4 carry out a tecture Collect pieces 
plan tor the year~J A stu4y of •Tile of lllllaio and 
parcheee of a work Art of Truth pointing wi til 
of art Spe&king • theme of •Over-
Sow to treat an soul" llalte e. 
"fhrougb llat)ae to 
Go4" Fiske 
Devise plan for the 
art illlproYOment of 
your aohoclhcuae 
lh".am&tile 11Tbe 
Christiii&S Carol 
enea:r · - collect Bicsraphies of mo4el or deeign 
-------------------1------------------t------------------~----------------~-----------------+------------------~----------------+------------------+----------------~r----------------i+-es--amp_:_le_s __________ -r~G=r=•=a=t_:AIII:•:r:i:c:an::s~-1robserving laws of structure ,_ ______________ ___ 
Leaf forma &D4 
colors (a col-
lection) 
IIASTERY Of 
fRADITIOK 
Jh"amat1&at1on of 
Christm&s etories 
eto. 
Repreaantation of 
Santa Cl~We &D4 
his home 
n111 ceremonies 
In4ian projeots 
ll&ke an Indian 
canoe eto 
Mate furniture 
like that in Lin-
coln'S home 
Book ot Xmas songs 
Devise a g&IIIS to 
be playe4 wi til 
choice aa.yinga 
of Lincoln 
Collect storiea 
&bout protect1D& 
the colors 
.Plan &D4 sin a 
Xmaa program ff# 
Gr&da I 
lh"a.ma.t1ze incidents. Collect stories 
in li na of lash- fro• Gran4 Army aen Gi va an exhibi t1on 
ingtcn and LiDOoln Pilgr 1m pageants of Spartan gJliDU• 
Pioneer life projoct111 tic tr&inillg ll&lto mo4el of Ia4ian woo4oratt 
Cabin allowing the 
lfirst Thantegieing in taoe ot h&r4-ahipa 
L1Yilll pictures 
of tnighte, 
Raleigh eto 
. A boot of In41an 
tra4i tiona of 
! JO\IZ etate . 
Journor geosrapll '1 
Biatory of Christ m. 
ouatome 
P&Atomiae of horoe 
of the CiYil W&r 
Modele an4 picture 
of pra.irios schooL 
ere, etas• ooe.choe 
etc. ll&Aohing a.nd 
lloaoetea41Jl& 
ProJects 
"The Soul of 
America• Stanton 
Co it 
related to tho tradition contained in 
various suijects l 
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The princip le underlying these hints or sugge s tions in 
the Chal~t i s that "Conduct is becoming circumsp ec t , and t h e 
moral i m1mlses being made fine and strong , whenever p u pils a re 
1 
busy in mind and mus cle with a VlOrthy enterprise. 11 This p l an 
outlined moves with cumulative force in such a manner as to 
throw all its energ ies towa rd the attainment of th.e des ired 
objectives. To sh ow how the entire curricu l ur.n may b e direct -
ed towa r d t he realization of the essential occupations and at-
titudes tlmt make up the g ood person , two charts are p resented 
as being t ypi cal of charts that mi ght be devis ed for each of 
tile va ri ous objectives toward whic l:1 mo st educat ors are a g reed 
we snoul d. ·be moving . r.rhe f irst of these detailed charts to 
be presented is t hat one called Prepara tion f or Civic Relations, 
since it i s one of the least dif±'icult objectives, arrcl the 
other is, Preparation for Li f e i n the Family T perhaps one of t h e 
mos t d i ff ic ult. 
Sugges tions for using t ~1e f irst are s c a rcely necessary , 
since the teac her ne eds only look about her vnth t he opportu-
nities to acquaint the pupils with the city , munic i pal, and 
State machinery and i n t :O..is vvay to help t hem use t h ei r i rnag i-
nation enoug h to p ict m~e themselves at a f uture time as an in-
tegral part of that life. A lesson in appreciation o f the re-
s p onsibilit y of citizensh i p g iven here, wi ll do much to p re-
vent an indifference-to suc h resp onsibili t y on t he part o f the s e 
same individuals later on. 
As to means for carryin g out the prop osed p l an for Pre-
parati on for Li f e in the :&'a mi ly, t he most baffling , p erhaps, 
1. Iowa. Plan p ag e 31. 
-'----· 
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Kindergarten VIII 
Rules of living together Case civics Civics aa schools study Elementary sociology 
Study of civics 
\ 
Clean'!'up club Moacluito brigades 
. . ' y '\ 
Clubs and'SC?cieties ',, 
' ' A doll society Indian Life A aettler'~'c:~bin Cooperative buying ~~~~==:=~------------~====~~~--------------~,,~----------~~ ' 
' ' 
' ', Proj~b', 
... ' ' 
' ' ' America Star Spangled'Jlanner ', ', ~~~------------------------~~~ 
....._ Play societies . Scouts 
with parliament law 
A desert island society 
Dramatization of 
"The Man without a Country " 
"The Sower" 
Lincoln Pasteur Franklin ., ., ' , Edison 1 / / 
"' , ,' ,' Literature , ' , ' 
/ . 1 I 
"Ant and Grasshopper" 
"Mail with a Hoe" ' 1 1 I I 
1 I I 
' Visits a~d'excursiona 
/ I 
"Hats Off" Gettysburg Address C ~I of the Twentieth Century ' 
, 
"Raggy-Lug" Animal societies 
. 
City Hall 
I 
Court House 
I All occupations Factories Examination of records 
Barter Roads Canals 
Study of unifying agencies 
Language Commerce Press '-----~~~----~,----------------------~~~~~~--~----~~~----------------" 
lnstit\ttions 
I 
In story and legend Animal societies Homes 
I Neighborhood clubs Church State League of Nations ' 
Chart IV. Showing the Progressive Movement of School Studies and Activities in the Direction of Preparation for Civic Relations 
- --. 
Grade Kindergarten 
' 
Drama 
Music 
Poetry 
Sculpture 
Paintings 
Fiction 
Dance 
Care of 
doll clothes 
Observes family 
kinships 
Dolls and 
doll familiea 
Care of pets 
I II 
"The Lost Sheep" 
"Sweet and Low" 
"Rock-a-by Baby" 
III 
I 
IV vf 
: 
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VI VII VIII IX X 
"Her Son" Adapted to the various gradea,continue thru-out curriculum 
"Two Famiiiea" 
"Romeo and ., uliet" 
''Dedication" 
"Celestial Lov " 
Venus of Milo 
"Beatrice" 
"Snow-white and Rose-red" 
Folk Dance 
Garden 
projects 
Plant fertilization 
The Love me in Art 
Preparing foods 
\ 
\ 
Croaa~ing 
I I 
I I 
I . I 
Homes an'd F, iliea 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
"Adam Bede" 
Spanish Dance 
Cooperative buying 
Kallikak 
XI 
Drama 
Music 
Poetry 
Sculpture 
Paintings 
Fiction 
Dance 
XII 
Family budgets 
Race improvement 
Bird homes Homes around 
the world 
I 
I 
I 
Plan a house Evolution of Families and homes 
Courteaies Order I I 
I 
' I 
' I 
I 
' 
' I 
Life in t~e croup 
Knight-errantry 
Moth~n' Da1 
I 
Brother-Sister 
,.,.,,.rt v. Showing the Progressive Movement of School Stuclles and Activities in the Direction of Preparation for F1 mily Relation1 
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of all the objectives, the follo~nng suggesti ons are g iven: 
1. s ecure the service of a womru1 either inside or out -
side t h e school wh o will be a wis e counselor for the 
girls, and discover an expert among t ne men a s an ad-
visor for the boys. 
2. Have occasionally intimate assembly talks with t h e 
boys as a g roup , and other talks t o g irls as a g roup 
by advisors or by teachers who are e quipped in mind 
and heart for so i mp ortant and delic a te a task. 
3. Call in occasionally a great interpreter of li f e from 
the outs ide who will lift the students out of them-
selves into a higher level of interes t and outlook . 
It is t he gift of great, noble souls to be able to 
lift the level of spiritual living o f tho r:3e wl:10 some-
times live in the nooks and crannies and blind a lleys 
of experience. 
4. Arrange for confidential t a l ks n i t !1 LndividUEl s tu-
dents as occasion de mands. The ulischief' c onnected 
with sex i ns truct i on usually a tt aches to who le sale 
me t hods , g iving to the majority of students the ad-
vice and informati on for which they are leas t adapted 
or prepared. As i mportant guides in t h i s delicate 
undertaking the following precepts are offered: 
a. Approach the q_uesti on of sex usually from above 
rather than from be low, i.e., from ideal con-
siderations rather t h an practical or f actual ones. 
The appeal may be from the standpoint of art, 
science, or in connecti on wit h t h e problems of 
race i nprovement ,- but in any case the instruc-
tion must have a spirit, a momentu.Til , a drive, 
an atmosphere that i mpels life in the ri ght 
direction. 
b. Avoid filling the minds wit h imag ecy that is 
wholly apart from a vigorous aesthetic or moral 
appeal. 
a. Respect t he f eelings of delicacy and mode s ty of 
all refined personalities. Modesty is one of 
the finest products of human culture and s hould 
not be brushed away with ruthless s pe ec h . 
d. Let knowledge do its p ro per workl Vlhen, in con-
nection with the profound insights i nto biolo-
gical progress, one is able t o p icture possible 
race i mprovement thro ugh right breeding , it be-
co mes as i mpossible for the young man to desp oil 
the human breed thro ug!1 foolishness as it would 
be for him to destroy a h i ghl;y- deveioped breed 
of animals or variety of plan ts. 
e. Approac h t he question on t h e positive, rat her 
than on t h e negative side. Only dwa rfed , bent, 
and. deformed souls need anyth ing otb.er t han the 
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stimulation which comes thr ov.gh the p ull 
of loves and admirations. 
f. The strongest appeal is thro ugh the arts. 
Indeed tfie arts are essentially the ex-
pression of t he idealized love relations. 
The arts ex ist a s the idealizing a g encies 
of the life t h at i s in danger of g roveling. 
Every hi.gh school sho uld have a course in 
the History of Art and Art Apprecia tion. 
g. Show how ideal love has come only t h ro 1.1g h 
self-control. With t h e Arturian leg ends . 
and with the vigorous a ppeal of literature 
and science, the p upil's mind can be filled 
wit h the ideals of chivalry involving the 
dignity of perfect control. 
~1i th the fourth one of t h ese r truisms' so-called, I wou ld 
take vigorous exception, if the writers mean t o infer that 
k nowledge alone will save the young man from doing anything 
which would despoil the human breed. It takes a deal more than 
knowledg e, though that is essential, too. It takes feelings 
and emotions that have become "set 11 in the direction o f acting 
in harmony with the knowledg e which he possesses. Still, much 
may be done with such a device a s this chart for a guide, to 
discover in t h e studies of th.e regular aurri cul um , and t h e 
activities of the school life, that whic.h will help lead the 
boys and girls in the direction of prep aration for true ideals 
of love . and marriage, a..'1.d for right participation in t h e family, 
wh ic i1 has been, but which is in danger of losing t h at hi g h 
position,- t h e garde n in whic.h. t h e finer virtues f lourish. 
2. Curriculum 
b y years 
If the schools are to know whither they are 
g oing and by what steps they will a rrive, 
it is· necessary that there be mapped out f or t h em a cha r a cter 
p rogram by years a.."ld in detail for the work of the separate 
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grades. The educators who submitted the Iowa Plan undertook 
such a task . However, they found t he task to be too monumental 
to be complet ed in time for the report. They fe lt, neverthe-
less, that t..h.ey have made dis.tinct progress toward th e building 
of such a program. 
The work of the Committee has involved: (a) an inquiry 
into all t he essential types of courses of study to learn what 
shall be the subject matter each year that needs enr i c :i1i ng in 
a character educati on program. (b) To discover such proj ects 
and materials as are consistent both wi t h t he prevailing curri-
c ula and vvi"th the ob jectives of character training . (c) To 
accwnulate and judge a s to i ts worth essent ially all of the 
available publications th .. at promise as sis tance . (d) To set up 
an inquir y among t:r.~.ous ands of school p eop le i n t o the mate rials 
and a ids that h:ave practically p roven useful i n such concrete 
instances that ~che results of its use can be spe ci fically de-
s cribed. ( e) To classify t he tested and tried. materi als ancl 
p l ace them i n a form for convenient refe r e:.1c e .-co.:c ths use of 
teachers . 
The a ccomp anying c h a rt i s prepared after t he f ore going 
method for use in the ]10 urth Grade . The :pur:90 s e is to s upp ly 
a class i fied. bibliography o :f su:pplernentary mater i al for each 
g racle . The first numbe r of each reference in the chart indi-
cates the nurae r ica l p l ace of tha t reference in the bibli og raphy 
for t hat year , arr1 the second num.ber , the page on wh. i ch the 
citation occurs. Tne chart e r~hasizes p rojects, p rimari ly, 
and , incidentally, the mora l att it ude s i n volved . The bib-
liog raphy o f materi a l for class room use which was submitted 
as a part o f the Iowa :Plan may be ·b or rowed - for two ·~vee ks ' 
study - from the Character Education Inst itution , by anyone 
wish i ng to u se i t for the development of ch ara cter education 
work in the public schools. 
7a 
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GRADE IV 
Suggested Materials for the Enrichment of the Regular Cu rriculum [Beginning Americ1 ~ History] 
Chart Iuued in 1922 by the CHA CTER EDUCATION INSTITUTION 3770 McKinley St., Washington, D. C. 
Key-Numbers = Book and Page in Accompanying Bibliography. Bracketed Numbers Show Th at Same Reference Occurs in Two or More Bookll. C = Comic Selection 
-
Literature and History and Geography Nature Study, Plays and Biography Biography Physiology and Civici 
Hygiene Games 
Situation 
References for "Opening Exercises," "Assembly" and Entertainments 
Moral or Attitude Recitations Dialogues and Selections for Problems and Music Art Project and Readings Dramatizations Memorizing Forum Discuuion Appreciation 
~ tn c 
.... OQ 
,. 
": 0 • ,. 
i91.27 :111.423 13.4 :12 .190: 10.6:14.212 309.125 :60.200: 
[16 .4 :21 • 70) [12 .s :9 .120] 10.14: 53 .211 11 .3 :152 .42 5.16:29.63 [91 .25 :13 .40] 
[12 .3 :43 • 72] 16.2 :132 .412 43 .6 :551 .970 24.10:65.320 
[15 .3:43 .71) 131 .50 :22 .60 [19 .31 :140 .542)' [12 .4 .9 .22] [13 .7:26 .72] [19 .41 :37 .210] 
12 .5 :27 .201 : 111.15:29.661: 9 .20 :133 .421 : 
19 .3 :23 .95: [151 .49 :29 :811 12.14:22.60: [10 .4 :165 .3911 [12 .25 :19 .30] .JO .5 :172 .830' 
[15 .4 :10 .60) [4 .9 :11 .390] 
14.5:43.80 11 .6 :121 .950 12.17:43.75 [42 .20:13.521 :] 13 .25 :141.424: 9.30:25.312: 
12.2:26.47 [13 .2 :120 .49] [12 .9 :25 .360] [9 .4:10 .24] (14 .4 :2 .219] 
[51.8 :231.575 :) 36 .41 :19 .371 : 12 • 7 :490 .500 : [17 .3:15.24 :] 10.4:25.360 
[19.8:28.61) [4 .2 :10 .74] [11 .8 :30 ;251 1 19.5:120.30 9.3:26.49 [11.7 :112 .413] 
[161.83 :48.207 :] [137 .2 :47 .201] [113 .71 :41.75] [12 .4 :152 •. 130 :] 13.5:20.250 (912 .403 :12 .27) 
14.9:16.72 [19.5 :121.394) 10.7:121.462 19.16:130.30 
[13 .4:121.175 :) [131.74 :95 .110] 19.7 :12 .251 : 14.4 :19.360: [62 .74:123 .241] 
[13 .10 :23 .91) 42.30:101.750 14.2:36.5 [5 .2 :212 .650 :] [5 .4 :10 .14] 
10.3:9.96 
15.3:33.95 (42 .10 :36 .52:] [116 .50 :41.3 1] [16 .41 :122.35 :) 
[112 .101 :22.73 :) [16 .9 :311.791] 15.7:4.19 [5.3:919.741] 9.4:13.120 
10.9:12.35 [21 .9 :39 .5011 
[10 .5 :47.201 :) 14 .36 :21 .92 : 313 .59 :42 .97 : 16.4 :20.266: [9 .3 :120 .25] 
[16 .3 :22 .60] [92 .8:37 .491] [15 .3 :316 .990] [IS .3 :7 .24] [190.132 :21.34) 
33.15:48.205: [14 .30:57.92 :) [12 .11 :23 .92 :) 
14 .2 :48 .212 [17 .4 :30 .42] (42 .9 :360 • 792] [3 .1 :22 .60) 10.7:140.651 [41.27 :52. 73) 
Opening Days 20.6 :47 .201 : 48.12 :13 .90: 62 .20 :14 .93 : "Current Events" 113.30 47.201 
(Work) [16 .3 :22 .60] [10 .3 :131.17] [10 .3 :92 .103) Local. Situations 
(Cooperation) 14.3 :29.230: 14 .3 :27 .91 : "'Current Events" 15.4: 48.327: 
[12 .9 :10 .30] 12.161 :4.18 [52 .25 :14 .54] Local Situations 12.3 22.60 
91.101:16.26 "Current Events" 29.7: 38.400: 
Health 15.20:4.60 [9,117 :C44.10) [20 .37 :3 .42) Local Situations 52.20 19.30 
Early Settlers [19 .30:140.19 :] [371.69 :123.10 :) 13 .27 :19 .87 "Current Events" 12.9 43.163 
(1) (Adventure) [10 .8 :23 .48] [14 .42 :19 .60] Local Situations 
29.132 :121.12: 42 .31 :15 .35: "Current Events" 29.4: 83.212: 
(2) Fortitude 9 .30 :C120 .9 30 .127 :19 .40: [19 .4 :(22. 75) Local Situations 13.2 26.46 
10.3:21.80 
Changing Seasons 90.500:43.51: 19.27:12.30: 13 .27 :19.64: "Current Events" 
Admiration [12 .3:29 .4) [143 .800:1. 7) 10.3:21.49 Local Situations 12.7 14.290 
(3) Thrift 
18.7:41.190: 13 .94 :10.161 121 .91 :364 .211 : "'Current Events" 
(4) Neighborliness [8 .2 :C116 .311 [12 .4 :91 .32] (19 .3 :41.60) Local Situations . 19.5 26.309 
Armistice Day 14 .9 :33 .24 : [11 .41 :47.201 :] "Current Events" 130.50 41.95: 
(a) Service [10 .8 :11.16] 101.461:49.302 [12 .5:43 .71) Local Situations 21.12 13.61 
(5) Bravery 
(b) 19 .56 :131 .58 : "'Current Events" 25.9: 47.211: 
(6) 41.5:121.10 [12 .3 :22 .60) [10 .5 :42 .302] Local Situations 19.3 22.51 
Thanksgiving [37 .9 :128 .43 :] 91 .3 :14 .69: 112 .46 :15 .92 : "CUrrent Events" 11.4: 41.20: 
5.2: 12.95: 
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/ Chart VI. Index to Supplementa ry Charact 
3. Measurements 
of progress 
and attainment 
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It is not su.fficient f or the schools to 
be very clear in their thought of the 
ends to be achieved. and of s p eci f ic ways of reaching those 
desired ends, they must face eq_ually a s fearlessly the p roblem 
of est iinating the successes and failures on the par t of pupils 
to reach the desired objectives. The scheme -by whi ch those 
responsible for the Iowa Plan have endeavored to do t h is thing, 
is t h rough the Self- Measurement Scale. rrhe first Scale pre -
sented herewith, is designed for use with Hi gh School pupils, 
and it is on this scale that rno st effort has been expende d . 
It h as been found to be of practical value both to teachers 
and pupils, but its authors do not feel that it i s yet in its 
final form.. Perhaps the most i mportant step in a dvance of 
other scales for self-measurement lies in its allowing pu pils 
more t han one judgment concerning each of t h e thirty qualities 
of character, in distributing 10 points among the gradations 
of eac h . 
Vf'nile it has not yet been possible to establish norms or 
standards for the estimate of character th e rating s are accurate 
eno ugi:l to be useful. There are several evidences whi ch tes-
tify t o their usefulness: ( a) The me an variation of the p lus 
and minus ave rages is small , s howing they are not haphazard. 
fb) Ratin gs by g r oups o£ students at intervals of time, show 
a hi g h correlation between th_ e first and second rati ngs , pro-
viding the studen t s have been reasonably conscientious in the 
markings . (c) The correlation betvreen the p u pil's rating of 
himself and the teacher's ratin g of' him is reasonably high . 
A SELF-MEASUREMENT SCALE FOR CHILDREN, 
GRADES V TO VIII 
There are twenty-two qualities listed in the center of the scale 
with three gradations on each side. On the right side the grada-
tions are plus or favorable for the development of the right 
kind of character and on the left side they are minus or unfavor-
able-hindrances to the right development of character. Most 
of us find that we have both favorable and hindering conditions 
in our lives. 
To rate yourself, take up the qualities one at a time. Allow 
yourself ten points for each one. Examine the six gradations 
and find which ones seem to describe you as you know yourself, 
then distribute the ten points among those gradations, placing 
the largest number of points where the description seems to fit 
you best and a smaller number for the other gradations until 
you have distributed the ten points. If only one gradation 
seems to fit you place the whole ten points there, but if several 
gradations seem to fit your case distribute the ten points among 
them. 
Take up each of the twenty-two qualities in the same way and 
when you have finished add up the number in each of the six 
gradations and place the totals at the bottom of the scale. Then 
take the totals in the second gradations and multiply them by 
two and the totals in the third gradations and multiply them by 
three and add the products to the totals in the first gradations 
and you have your total score, those on the left your total minus 
score, and those on the right your total plus score. 
In rating yourself be honest and mark yourself as you know 
yourself or the rating will be practically useless. 
Name .. 
City .. 
School. 
. Age .. 
Date. 
Grade .. 
Sex .. 
Number of children in family ..•.... No. older than you. 
Occupation of Father. • .. . . .. . • . .. .. .. .. 
What do you expect to do when you get through school? 
Who is the best person you have ever known or read about? 
Why do you think this person is good. 
80 
I 
SELF-MEASUREMENT SCALE 
Where do you stand in the human scale, as compared with 
your fellows? Are you average, above average, or below? 
What are your weaknesses and what are your points of strength? 
Suppose you take yourself in hand and try to find out. 
We have learned to rate or judge our livestock and our 
crops and we find that it pays. The business man rates every 
article he handles, he knows what stock he has on hand and 
what it is worth. He finds that it pays. Teachers are learning 
to test out the various "skills" of the pupils in spelling, number 
work, reading, etc., and they find that it pays. 
All this rating is in the right direction. A little clearhead-
edness and thoughtfulness can do wonders in individual and 
group progress. The most important of all rating is self-rating 
in matters of character. That rests with you. You and you 
alone can estimate your own traits of character for you know 
them as no one else does. 
The Self-Measurement Scale is intended to help you rate 
yourself that you may find in what points you are strong and 
in what points you may be weak. Examine it carefully and you 
will find it suggestive and helpful in getting a correct view of 
yourself. It will pay. 
You will notice that the Scale is divided into thirty sections 
called Qualities, each one being essential in character formation. 
Toward the right, each Quality is divided into four gradations 
that denote the desirable characteristics of the Quality, ranging 
from "fair," through "good," "excellent" to "best possible." 
Toward the left there are also four gradations, but these 
denote the undesirable characteristics of the Quality, ranging 
from "lacking," through "poor,'' "very poor," to "worst pos· 
sible." These gradations are intended to move by even steps 
from the center toward the right and toward the left. Words 
and phrases are used to describe what each gradation stands 
for. The fourth gradations are supposed to be the limit each 
way and will therefore be used very sparingly if at all. 
Notice this interesting fact: as you glance over the grada-
tions of a Quality, several of them will seem to describe your 
character. Some will seem to fit your case distinctly and clearly 
while others will be faint and barely recognized. To meet this 
situation you are given ten points to be distributed among 
the eight gradations. Where the gradation fits you most dis-
tinctly, place there the largest number of the ten points, where 
it is not so distinct, place a smaller number, etc., until the ten 
points are all used. Use all of the ten points but use only tna. 
For instance let us suppose that Deportment were one of 
the Qualities on which you were going to grade yourself. Your 
school grades perhaps have been good and you would think that 
you deserve 4 points in "plus two." Occasionally you may have 
been very agreeable and obedient and would give yourself 1 in 
"plus three." Your general behaviour at home may be average 
and you think 1 point in "plus one" would be about right. On 
the other hand suppose that sometimes you have a tendency 
to be disobedient and in justice deserve 1 point in "minus one." 
Again, let us suppose when you are out with the "crowd" or with 
"the gang" you are likely to "turn loose" and think that you 
ought to have two points in "minus two" and sometimes you 
have a strong inclination to "be bad" and deserve 1 point in 
"minus three." Your record might appear about as follows: 
1 2 1 DEPORTMENT 1 4 1 
Another person might grade himself 7 points in "plus two" 
and 3 in "minus one" or vice versa. 
You would not want the photographer to make a distorted 
picture of you. In rating yourself try to make the picture as 
true as possible. You will then be able to locate the weak 
spots and can begin to correct and strengthen them. You will 
also locate your strong traits of character and can use them in 
making your life what you would like to have it be. You will 
find that it will pay. 
Use ten and only ten points. When you have finished add 
the number of points under each gradation and the sum of the 
eight gradations should be 300. 
Name •••• ••• Age •••. Sex ••••• 
.. 
City. • . . Street Address ... 
School.... Year 
Nationality of Father . of Mother •• 
Occupation of Father .Age of Father •. Mother 
Number of children in family. . .No. older than you. 
Church connection or preference. 
. .Member. 
Your favorite games and pastimes .. 
Your favorite books .. 
Your supreme ambition if any 
Your choice of occupation if any 
Address communications to : 
SELF-MEASUREMENT SCALE 
-4 -3 -2 
Sickly, ailina all Complaininl! Often lncapaci· 
the tune meet of the time tated by illneae 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Helplessly inef· Sluggish, tan· Liatleae, unin· 
ficient, impu- auid,( sllleepy tereste<i, half. 
aive ) hearted ( ) 
-1 
Some alight 
physical weak· 
neae ( 
Drags, alona 
through daily Plrnrc.u. 
tasb VITALITY ( 
l 
Fairly free from 
bodily or organ. 
icweakneu ( ) 
Does work in 
matter· of • fact 
way ( 
2 
Good, need give 
little or no 
thought to 
health 
( ) 
Interested, a-
wake to oppor-
tunities ( ) 
3 4 
Strong1 robust, Joy in abound-
never 11ck ina health ( ) ( ) 
Alert, enthuai- Exuberant over· 
astic ftowinK , vi talitv ( "Pull of pep'~ 
( ) 
Slovenly, un· Slouchy, ~ Ungainly cum-
bereome 
Listless, or af. 
fected, unnatur-
Fairly natural 
in bodily actions 
Pleasing in Graceful and At perfect ease 
and graceful uno 
der all circum· 
stances 
couth, utterly lese 
indifferent ( ) al BODILY 
CAIUliAGB 
( ) :.= in m':t~ easy ( 
( ) 
A regular blun· 
derer ( 
Lazy, 
work ( 
resents 
Helpless in _pre!!-
ence of difficul-
ties 
A slave to ap-
petite, glutton· 
OUI 
Unsteady, irreg· 
ular, cannot de-
pend on ( ) 
Shuns work and 
complai1111 when 
asked to do any· 
thin& ( 
.. x.- head •• in 
~easily 
( ) 
Often eats and 
drinks immod· 
eratcly ( 
Awkward, often Occasionally 
makes blunders clu~ and Mvscut.All ( ) bungling CoNTROL 
( 
Given to loaf· Inclined to 
ina waste time ( ( ) 
liard to see way Impractical 
around di11icul· ( ) 
ties ( ) 
Hard to control 
desire for 
Cravina appe-
tite for 
WORK 
FACILITY 
Has nonnalUH 
of muscles ( ) 
Usually busy at 
10me task ( ) 
nera ( ) 
Has steady and 
regular bodily 
movements ( ) 
Faithful in do-
ina work ( 
Meets difficul- Unravels diffi· 
ties half way culties with ease ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( 
Able to curb ap- Has a natural 
petite for that and healthy de-
FooD AND which is harm· sire for 
DRINit ful ( 
Able to control 
and direct ac-
curately ( ) 
Welcomes op-
portunity to 
work1 resource-ful ID findina 
tasks ( J 
Has remedy for 
every trouble ( ) 
( ) 
Specially gifted in 
muscular activ· 
ity 
Accompliahel 
meet poaible, 
makes moat of 
opportunities ( ) 
Always master of 
the situation ( ) 
Chooses that Enjoyed and uaed 
which is nutri· properly 
~~and bene- ( 
( ' 
Uncontrolled, Perverted use of Misdirected de- Undue lltrength Able to with- Able to control 
aenauoua ( ) aires, actl, and of MATING IN- atand undue im· ( ) 
Healthy minded 
attitude toward 
Able to direct 
towards "ideal 
( thoughtl, etc. STINCTS AND DB- pulses of 
( ) SIRES ( ) 
( ) love," home malt-
ina, children, etc. 
Easily satisfied, 
anything will do 
( ) 
'Muddlehead," 
wholly depen• 
dent on thought 
of others ( 
Biased. warped, 
Impractical, dis-
torted ( 
Fcngetful, unre-
liable, mind a 
"leatraiT" 
Unable to orig-
inate or invent 
anything- even 
a thought ( ) 
"Pigheaded," 
arbittll!J', "im· 
pesjous • , Kai-
aeristic ( ) 
An egoist, no 
one els~ quite so 
Kood ( 
A mental "shut 
in", goee it 
blindly 
( 
Cowardly will 
"show white 
feather" in a 
pinch ( 
Irresolute, vaa-
cillating, never 
know where you 
tand ( ) 
Perverted,lacka 
power to ap-
preciate beauty 
( ) 
Unscrupulous 
and unprinci· 
pl•d in word 
and deed 
( 
Insubordinate, 
quarrelsome, 
overbearing, 
mean ( ) 
Vutp.r and sur-
ly. fusulting ( ) 
Inclined to look 
on .. b~gh""t .;si!"d,._e - -""'-"", 
Uaually careful Methodical and 
in perfonnance orderly in work 
( ) 
Slipshod and Inclined to "let Indifferent u to 
caielea of how well enough a- quality of work 
work is done lone" done TBOROVGIINESS of work ( ) 
Never con tent 
until work is cor-
rect ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( 
Works without Slow to make Slow to "catch 
definite plan or use of know!- on" 
Fairly quick in Quick to "see 
MENTAL Ar:nv- work and under- the point" and 
ITY, APPREREN• atandiq make moat of it 
Has real i1111ig h t 
creative ( end in vtew ed(l6 pined 
( ) ( ) SIOM, ACUIIEN ( ) ( ) 
Unreliable in Inc I in e d to Often make er-
choice and eati- "jump at COD- rors in 
mates elusions" ( ( ( 
Hard to retain Pacts atie from Inclined to be 
[.":: esaential min~ ...ur forge(ful 
( 
Dull, never 
makes plans to 
use talents and 
possessiona ( ) 
Ineffective, nev· 
er uoed to any 
advantage 
( ) 
Hard to "see 
anything" not 
stated in plain. 
est tenna ( 
]UDGIIENT 
MEMORY 
IMAGINAnOX 
Able to keep in 
mind reaiOD&-
bly well ( ) 
Easy to supply 
detail from facti 
at hand ( 
Able to make 
fittina and ap-
propriate 
choices ( ) 
Memorizes fair-
ly well 
( 
Steady and re- Aocurate, depend 
liable able, sound ( ( ) 
Fixes esaential Able to recall facti 
facti eaai1 and eventl in· 
( ~ definitely ( ) 
Active and use- Productive of Poetic, inventive, 
ful, formulates ideala and plana original, creative 
projects in life ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Resentful to-
ward those who 
disagree TOLIIRANCE 
Not inaistent on Can see and ap- WUling to adopt 
own waya and pr~ciate good viewa of others 
ideu points in othen if better 
Open minded, 
glad to take beat 
view from any 
IOurC6 ( ( ) ( ) ( 
Inclined to be 
assertive, no 
room for im· 
Conceited, over-
estimates own 
~owera and in· 
lluence 
Has "too ¥,ood Real.iz8 own 
an opinion ' of SIILP· p owe ra a n d 
aelf EITDIAnoN shortcomings 
prov(en\ ( ) ( ) 
Hu a small cir-
cumscribed hor-
izon ( 
( ) 
Takes narrow 
view of life and 
of events ( 
Cannot see re-
lationships eaai- BRBADTR, Vt• 
ly SION, GRASP 
Will com pro- Will "give up" Inclined to mag-
mise on any rather than pay nify difficulties 
subject price of aucceaa ( ) CoVRAGE ( ( ) 
Wavering, dou· 
b!e-minded in 
matter• of 
princif'e ) 
Indulges in 
cheap and len• 
IUOUI in art 
and life ( ) 
Dishonest, will 
cheat, steal or 
deceive 
( 
Inclined to aide Uncertain 1 
with the crowd changes mina 
( ) easily( STABWTY 
Does not resent Indilferent how 
cheap, ugly and "thinaa look" 
uncomely ( ) T ASTBS ( ) 
TriCkY, cannot 
be relied on ( ) 
Not COIUicien. 
tioua, not al-
ways "on the HoNOR 
square" 
( ) 
Able to see con-
nection in 
things and 
events ( 
Does not com-
plain at hard 
tasks and hard· 
ships 
( 
Takes definite 
stand when ia-
sue is und61'o 
stood 
{ ) 
Fairly tasteful 
in dress, home, 
the arts nature, 
appreciation ( ) 
Has fairly clear 
convictions of 
right and wrong 
( ) 
Recognizes pos-
sibilities of 
growth and de-
velopment 
( ) 
Can see cause 
and effect in 
events and in 
science ( 
Expends 
strength freely 
•n performance 
of duty ( ) 
Retains convic-
tions even when 
alone ( 
Enjoys the ar-
tistiC and beau· 
tiful ( 
Conaiden self 
as =•ted for 
h~hest and beat 
thrngs ( ) 
Able to tnink 
things out in 
wide relations ( ) 
( ) 
Realizes highest 
self, better self 
predominant ( ) 
Able to take a 
world wide view 
of thinas ( 
Loyal to convio- Heroic in sup-
tiollll, perseveres port of jud~entl 
in spite of fail· and conviction 
ure ( ) 
) 
Stands firm in 
matten of prin· 
ciple ( ) 
Able to chooae 
and appreciate 
beautiful in art 
and life ( 
Determined, un• 
yieldina in atand 
for truth and 
right ( 
Devoted to and 
productive of 
most beautiful in 
art and life ( ) 
Honest and up- .Pair and just, Your word as good 
rif!:ht in deallitg acruputou.r as ~ your bond, 
With others keeping prom- faithful and true 
( l ises ( ) 
Has due regard 
for, glad to 
yield to their 
wishes ( 
Devoted to, finds 
greatest satisfac-
tion in serving ( ) 
Impolite, boor- Ill-mannered, Indifferent, Usually well be- Obliging, polite Winning, alia- Courteous, re-
·ish, rude discourteous careless in treat- ATTITUDE haved, m&nn61'o and genteel ble, gracious spectful, consider-
( ( ) ment of others TowARD ly ( ) ( ) ate 
( ) 0TRBRS ( 
Resists IOcial Opposes plana Places own wei· Indifferent to W i 11 f o r e go 
measures, teara for community fare above that social demands ATTITUDE To- plans and de-
down when pa.- betterment of others ( ) WARD SoctBTY airel for benefit 
Gives time wil-
lingly to de-
mands of 
Thinks and 
plana for com-
munity as well 
as self 
Devoted to wel-
fare of othen 
aible ( ) ( of ( ) ( ) 
Defiant, rebel-
lious belliKerent, 
a .. Red" 
Unruly, impa- Finds their lawa 
tient of control and rules irk· ( ) some ( ( 
Profane, ungod· 
ly, atheistic, a 
reviler ( ) 
A dependent, Always "broke'' 
does not know and tn debt, a 
value of money spendthrift ( ) ( ) 
An idler, enjoyt Procraatina tea, 
the company of ~ never ready for 
ldlera and loaf· taab 
era ( ) 
Skeptical, be-
littles religioua 
teachings 
( ) 
A squanderer, 
spenda freely u 
long as have 
any ( 
Always tardy, 
never enou(lh 
time ( 
Inclined to 
alight and ig. ATTITilDE Te-
nore them WARD 0JITICIALS ( ) 
Inclined to dis-
regard and ATTITUDE To-
alight WARD RJiuGION ( ) 
Wasteful in use 
of, often spends ATTITUDE To-
foolishly WARD MoNBY 
( ) 
WUlinK to aub-
~:.C:aj,y;t and 
( ) 
Usually tolerant 
and respectful ( ) 
Plana to make 
"both end a 
meet". objecta 
to going in debt ( ) 
Does not know Realizes value of 
how to UH ATTITUDE To- proper UH of 
time WARDTDm time ( ( 
u- profanity, 
enjoys coarse 
and vutpr !an· 
Not collllcienti· Careleaa and Uses •lana and 
oua about UH unguarded in by-words fre-
of ~an1y .... 11anreae quenlty L.u«roAGB 
Careful in 
choice of lan· 
lUll( ) 
u 1611 to diaai· 
pate time ~ 
energy or an 
aenBUOUI enjoy• 
ment ( ) 
Total 
u- harmfully u- wastefully u- to satisfy ( ) ( ) the -vhim of the PASTIMB 
moment LEt!IUJlB 
( 
Total ) Total Total 
gu""( 
u- for relaxa-
AND tion ( 
Total 
( 
Loyal and help-
ful, treats with 
~) 
( ) 
( 
Devoted to, re- Enthusiastic sup. 
aponaive to porter, nota blind 
wishes of follower ( ) ( ) 
Reverent and Believes and Devoted to idea1a 
worshipful practices teach· and principles uf 
( ) mgs of ( ) 
Thrifty. has 
savings account 
and tries to add 
to it ( ) 
Uses time prof. 
itably ( ) 
Chaste and pure 
in speech, coarse 
:'fur dis-
( ) 
Uses for health-
ful recreation ( ) 
Total 
( ) 
Earns as much 
as posaible and 
uses to beat ad· 
vantage 
( 
Realizes value 
!'-nd responsibility 
muse of ( ) 
Putun' e~ual, "on Uses conacien• 
tiously to best ad· 
( vantage 
Uses good tan. r:age habitual· 
y ( ) 
u- 10 .. to 
strengthen the 
higher impulses 
and desires ( ) 
Total ( 
( 
Uses for aelf im-
provement, ~ 
research, · 
well beina ( ) 
Total ( 
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Furthermore, character-rating is a ch allent, e t o teachers 
to treat : the pupi ls as individuals, to take a more discrimina-
ting attitude tOW8.rd t h e individual pu pil, and to make it nis 
ch ie f' concern to see that the p up il is develo ping t :C1o se habits 
and attitudes of mind an.d of action \V.aich lead to t he full a nd 
comp lete realization of the personality or self-hood . Just a s 
the schools have ace ept·ed the re sponsib ility of knowing whether 
or no t the pupils are acquiring the ri gh t intellectual skills , 
so, a lso, they must accept tb.at g reater resp onsibilit y of de-
te r mini ng whether or not the pupils are acquiring the s ort of 
moral s k ills a...YJ.d discriminations which will ena·ble them to 
make, not a living , but a li fe . 
The widespread interest on the part of t eachers everywhere 
in the matter of ch aracter educati on that shall be c orne effec-
tive i n t he live s of their pupils is one o f the most h op e ful 
sign s of the times. Suc h intere s t is evidenced b;y the fact 
t hat in all larg e centers definite and cons tructive l; rograms 
o f character educ a tion have been ad op ted, similar to t he ones 
st udie d or to ot hers equally useful. Teachers are also send-
ing home wit l.1 t.h.e pupi l s rep orts not only of the work they a re 
doing in the re gular school subjects, but also in habits and 
atti tudes o f c haracter development . Thes e re por t s are s i milar 
to the on es i n use at t he Horace Idann School wh icr1 has a lre ady 
been me nt i oned . J!lurtner, in many places , th e schools a r e using 
a sort of r eport card on vmich parent s are re quested to mark 
the behavior qualities and c ha racterist ic s of t he ir ch ildren. 
All o f the s e facts are but s ymptomatic o f the dee p c oncern and 
the ver.J g rea t i n tere s t which is being shovvn b:;w teachers and 
parents throughout the land in this mo st i mp ortant problem 
in the educational fie:W. to-day. Only time will reveal what 
all, wor king together, may be able to accomplish in the days 
and years ahead. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE REAL PROBLE.i\1 
CHAPTER IV 
THE RE.AL PRO BLE1I 
A. Reasons for Failure of Programs of M:oral Education 
Originally the writer purposed. to conduct a bit of orig inal 
research along the lines of measuring character, u:s ing particu-
larly the conduct tests of tr tlli tworth iness as worked. out by 
Dr. Voelker and. which we have con side red. earlier in this paper. 
Circumstances over which t h e writer had. no c ontrol not only 
invalidated the testing clone but also made further te s ting 
i mpossible, hence the material used. as the basis for the pre-
sent d.iscussi on has been secured. e ntirely from secondary sources. 
1. Lack of 
proper 
ideals 
In Chapter I we noted. t h e i mportance of ideals 
in the control of conduct and were lead. to the 
conclusi on that it is not so much clue to lac k of ideals of some 
sort as to t he lack of the highest ideals in t h e lives of our 
youth tmt 11rograms of moral educati on have fa iled i n the :past. 
Our study of the tests devise e~ for :m.easurin ::r chara ct e r , a n(l 
of p l ans for mo:ca l d.e ve lo:pmen t of t he right sort, onl;;,r s trengthen 
our conviction that t his is true. Tracy feels that the so-called. 
"crimesn of c hildren and. youth are done wholly or partially in 
i gnorance of their real nature and. effects , and tha t they are 
no indication of a depraved. characte r, eithe r wholly or in part. 
Th e y are in larg e measur e, he fe els, merely the"outcome o .f 
suggestion, i mag i nation , the tendency to imitate (hen ce the 
moral d.ange r of "yell own literature, and of the drar-natic re-
p resent ati ons of criminal acts}, t h e impulse to vig orous action, 
and. the love of t he adventurous, the Sl)ectac ula r , and the 
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1 
startling ." It is very seldom t ha t t he child or youth can 
give any adequate motive for his O \~ act, partly because, un-
doubtedly, he does not know what h is real motive is. This is 
as it should be, if we are to train t h e chi ld to center h is 
attention upon ente rprises , rather than upon his own stat es 
of mind , as wa s suggested in the preceding chapter. Turning 
from the faults or crimes of yout h to its virtue s or mer i ts , 
Tracy further contends that t h e most characterist ic feature 
of this period o f development is t hat element to which may be 
given the name of asp iration. "The minds of youths and maid-
ens are full of yearnings, to do great t h ings , to achieve fame, 
to wield influence, to benefit otb. e .rs, to advance science, or 
art, or music , or morals, or relig ion. Or perhaps the yearning 
has no object tha t can be clearly defined, but the whole being 
seems fairly lifted up and inspired with the enthusiasm of life, 
and t m desire after some greatest , noblest , and best , but as 
2 
yet undefined. end. If If th is be true, and most p sych ologists 
are ggreed that it is, then all t he more blame attache s to us 
as educators and teachers, for failing to utiliz.e t his rich 
foundation on whic h to build up our programs of moral education 
and culture. 
It mi ght be well worth our while to pause here long enough 
to ask ours e lves whether or not our failure may not be due in 
part, at least, to the fact that teachers as a whole have n ot 
yet learned that idealism is, or shou l d be , t :·1e heart an.d soul 
of all 'our training of the youth of our land. Todd, in his 
1. The Psychology of Adolescence, page 173 
2 • op • c i t • p ~ 17 8 
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Theories of Soc..ial Progress, is lead. to the conclusion that 
from the standpoint of social polity it is true "that in so 
f a r as economic influences have dominated human life harm-
fully in its upward struggle, it has been largely because of 
a laclc of proper standards of real value, and of a con scious 
1 
aim anl a coherent plan for improvement." .And W. W. Campbell 
in his Presidential address to the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science said, "That which is purely prac-
tical,- contains no element of idealism- may sustain exis-
tence and to that extent be valuable, but it does not civilize. 
I believe it is the idealism of pure knowledg e, the idealism 
in applied knowledg e, the idealism in indu stry a n d c cramerce, 
tre idealism in literature and art, t ;1e ideali sm in personal 
relig ion, v1lhi ch leavens the life of the world and p ushes for-
2 
wa rd t h e boundaries of civilization". 
2. :B1ailure to 
realize the 
imp ortance 
of imita-
tion as a 
character 
agent 
All educators, both secular and relig ious, 
are coming to see that merely traini ng the 
intellect, whether in moral or relig ious 
facts, wit h out training in an equally effi-
cient way the emotions and ~e will results only in mora l or 
s piritual illite racy. Too much emphasis~ cannot be pl a c ed up on 
the i mportant part that imitation ancl emoti ons play in the life 
of any individual. rve need not tak e tune here to do more than 
refresh our minds on this point. Thorndik e says , ''Psych ologi-
cal environment decides Vlhat man will see and hear, while soc-
ial environment decides in large measure what he s hall do and 
1. op. cit. p . 235 
2. Science,42:238, Quoted by Todd, op. cit. p. 463 
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1 
feel.n Horne g oes so far a s to as sert t hat imitation in the 
larger sense account s for all civilization, excep t that added 
2 
by invention. Klappe r gives a very helpful discussion of the 
function of i mitation in educati on in his book on The J?rinci-
3 
ples of Educational Practice, under tl~ee headings: first, 
as a socializing a gent, second, a s a n intellectual ag ent, and 
third and most fundamental, as a character a gent. 17e are chief-
ly coo.cerned wit h the third of these, or imitati on as a char-
acter a gent. In the first place there i s no i mitation which 
is an exact re prod uction, for in selecting models .for i mita-
tion, the ch ild. uses his own initiative, and in the c a rrying 
out the i !nitation the child's own nature ente rs into t h e copy 
so that it has t h e stamp of h is individuality upon it, and to 
that extent t he act is ori ginal. ~nile it i s true th a t each 
individual i mit a tive act colored by all h is pas t experience, 
yet Klal)Jl er is justified in t he Wi::;. rnin g he g ive s t hat we mu s t 
not however, think t b.at imitation is of nece ssit y· t he mother 
--· 
of all initiative and originality , for it i s pos sible f or 
work to become too i mitative anc1 so k ill t h oug ht. 
I n t h:B sec on d p lace, the functi on o:f i mitation as a char-
acte r ag ent is founded up on a realiz ati on of t he fact t ha t 
nmorality is based upon the recognition o f the s anctity of 
the rights of ot he rs. n Firs t t he c hild i mit ates t:O.e con d uct 
o f wh ic h h is p arents a :p-p rove in others, and later when he g oes 
to sch ool h is teac hers. p ut ·befor e him for imit a tion models of 
c ondu ct as fo und in ot h er persons. 1.1orality made concrete 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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through incarnation in individuals will be very much surer 
of imitation than any abstract ideals of conduct could possi-
bly be. It is thus t ~~t literature and biography furn ish 
such rich materials or examples of p ersons who p oss ess in 
their lives the qualities which the c h ild should build into 
his own character. Here is where the teacher, if h e be o f the 
ri ght sort, becomes a vital moral force in the life o f the ch ild. 
The vas t power of personality of the t eacher ove r the c l:l ild is 
striking ly illustrated by the s tu.dy made and pul) lished b y Prof. 
King in his The High School Age . , The h i gh school students 
were asked by Prof. King to s t ate t he t h ings tha t i mp ressed 
them most, or b y which they were mo s t deeply influenced dur-
ing their high scho ol course. Natura lly a variet y of t h ings 
are mentioned by them such as b oo t :s, studies , fellm•1 - _p upils, 
and surroundings, but one thing is mentioned by all, namely 
the personal influence of the teacner. 1f uethe r t he inf luence 
of t he teacher on the pu pil was gooi or bad , the fact of t hat 
influence was dwelt up on and accent uated to a uch an ex t ent 
as virtually to eclipse and ove r shadow not only every othe r 
sing le factor, but in some cases, all othe r factors c omb i ned. 
The mo st significant thing about Prof. Ki ng 's study i s the 
convict ion which comes Vl i t h t he study of his findings th.a t 
though much has been v;ritten about personality as a fac to r 
in education, s till it has not yet p enetrated dee p ly enoug h 
into our think ing to get ov.er i n to our living . It is a lmost 
a s if tlJ.e one edu.c a tional problem th a t towers above all others 
is t ne p roblem o.f making it p os sible t Y..a t t he inf luence of 
pe r sonality u pon t he individual ch ild sh ould ·be only tha t of 
the very h i ghe s t and bes t tyy e p ossibl e , at everJ s t age of 
the ch ild's development. 
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Valuabl e as t h i s fa ctor is, i t , too, has it s limi tat i on s 
and dangers . fJ.'oo often the youth has no t yet l earned how to 
be d iscriminating in the s election of h i s models for i mita tion. 
:Nhen the one t o whom h e has g ive n i n l av i sh measure h i s af fec-
tion and loyal devotion shows element s of mora l littleness 
or othe r evidence of what Heumann iiVould c a ll "poorness of 
soul fib e riT, of wh ich the yout h had suppos ed his hero to be 
incaFable, the result i s li t tle s hort o f rea l trag edy . If 
thos e in whom h e ha d such confi dence could fail s o utterly, 
it is not strange nor surprising tha t t here c omes into the 
li fe of most every young person a day when he feels t hat h is 
house of moral order is fairly tumblin g in r u ins about him. 
1:1 0 r e trag ic st ill i s the disas ter i f the hero, o r heroe s , had 
ca lleCi. t i-emselves Christians, f or then t he youth 's f a i th in 
the God vih om t hey had pretend ed to serve i s in danger of 1)e-
ing lost . 
Anot he r limitat ion of thi s important factor in t he field 
of educati on i ·s that too long continued i mi t a tion makes for 
a stat ic mi nd and a s t a tic society. The mind must be more 
than a duplicating function. F or t h is reason c hildren mu s t 
be tau ght to i mita te t he spirit of the model rather th an the 
mere p roces s or fonn. When the spirit is c aught t he i mit 2. tion 
becomes, not stultifying , but s timul ating . Thi s is t he point 
1 
Ellwood has in mind when he suggests t ha t Christianity has 
1. Sociology in its Psych olog ical Aspects , p . 305. 
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been effective for western Europ e (and for the world) not in 
p ro porti on as it has been i mita ted blindly, but in 2 rop ortion 
as there h a s b een intelli6 ent understanding of t he ide as and 
ideals of Chri s tianity and intelligent adaptation of them to 
the soc ia 1 life. 
3. Failure to 
recognize 
the imp or-
tance of 
emotions as 
a deter-
minant of 
conduct 
Another factor which is not less i mportant 
than the one which we have been di s cussing, 
and which must be taken into accoilllt in 
any program of education, moral or other-
wise, is tha t of educ a ting t he emotions. 
Educators are fairly well a greed th a t one of the most funda-
mental aims of e ducation should be to develop t he mind's cap -
acity to feel; to cultivate sens itiveness to the be s t t h ings 
of li£e; to stimulate an appreciati on of the be autiful. 
1 
According to Horne, the aim should be to develo-o such feeling s 
as will stimula te the intellect (thro ugh love of truth }, mo-
tivate the will, (thro ugh hones t love of ri ght), and enab l e 
the individual to appreciate t h e beautiful, ( thro u,g-h a sense 
of t h e perfect in nature and art}. Too much empha s is cannot 
be placed upon t~e necessity for a clear understanding of the 
i mportance of feeling s and the accompanying nece s sit ~,r for 
making possible the 1)roper development of emotions. Feeling s 
are not only an e ssential or c on stit ue n t part of c ons ciousness, 
but they also g ive values to li f e. J:i, eelings a r e the ch ie f , 
t h ough no t the sole agency for produci ng a:tt and. r e lig ion -
t hey furn i sh the insp iring dynamic with out v,.rh ic h either lit-
erature or relig ion would be i mpossible. H.orne as s e rt s tha t 
1. Psychological Princip les of Educ a tion, Chap . XVI 
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not only i s feeling a primordal element in hrunan life, but it 
is al so the most influential, trans cending in p romi n ence b oth 
rational t hought ani deliberate ac ti on . Feelings are , as Kla:p-
per suggests , the final springs to action, for in mora l con-
flict they may outweigh both judgment and reason. Theref ore, 
they should be tra ined , refined , making t he child sensitive 
to the fine things in life. He says, '10Ur feelings are, 
the ref ore, primary in menta 1 life, all-controlling in human 
endeavor, g iv e color to our mental vision, and wings to the 
1 
sp irit.n 
Many classifications of feelings have been made, but one ·-
that is suggestive for us here is on a somewhat different ba-
s is t han that usuaily presented. It is as follows: the ~­
istic, which is characteristic of childhood and e~~resses 
itself in selfishness, or thought for self; altruistic, which 
should be characteristic of youth , expressing itself in 
thoughtfulness for others; and idealistic, which shou ld char-
acterize l ater yout h a nd maturi t y , wh ich finds its expression 
in the uplift of humanity to higher and nobler living . To 
the most cas ual observer it i s v ery evide nt t hat the vast 
ma jority of persons have never progressed beyond the f i r s t 
classificat i on , and only a very small number, compara t ively 
sp eaking , have re ac he d the t hird st age of deve lopment. Re-
:fineC!. controlled emotions are t he s i gn of a hig h order of 
mental development. "Progre s s in emotional refinement i s 
s low and discourag i ng ; repea ted efforts, unrelenting care , 
1. op . cit. p . 396 
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and maturing years, with t heir moral awakening ar e t h e main 
1 
factors i n moral development." 
Only within the pas t few y ears, have we begun to realize 
that t h e fa ilure to educ a t e or train t he c hild's emotions 
p roperly, at t he same time a nd to the same de g ree tha t we ha ve 
endeavored to train and educate h is intellect is resp ons ible 
for so many failures on t h e part of the individuals who have 
received our instr ucti on to live a full, well-rounded li f e. 
Th e i mportance of such train i ng is well exp ressed by Ex-Pres-
ident Eliot of Harvard when he v1 ro te : "The WOl"ld i s s till 
governed by sentiments, and n ot by observation, acqu isition, 
and reasoning; and national g re a tness anc1 righteousness dep end 
more on the cultivation of right sentiments in the ch ildren 
than on anyt h ing else •• ••••• Now the sentiments vih ich Ame rica n 
schools ought to inculcate are family love, respect for law 
and public order, love of freedom , and reverence for truth 
2 
a ncl righteous n ess. n 
4. Failure to 
make use of 
the appre-
ciation 
lesson 
One reason, perhaps, why vve have been so 
slow in entering up on and possessi~g this 
most important field o f education has been 
tha t it is a very difficult task tha t i s ours, and the re have 
been v ery few, if a ny, guideposts along the way . No "sp eci-
ficati ons" h ave been g iven and the teachers, too busy wi th 
the mere routine o f every day's duties hav e had little time 
to go out and search for them. The y are told to "tea ch'' an 
"appreci at ionn of g ood li te .rature, g ood a rt, and go od living 
1. Kl apper, op . cit. p . 411. 
2. "The School", Atlantic IA:onthly, Nov. 1903. 
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in the schools. But the matter of teaching rrapp reciation" 
of anything i s one of the most di ff icult tasks that can come 
to the teache r. It is not, however, an i mp ossible t ask , as 
Prof. Hayward in his valua ble li t tle book , The Lesson in Ap -
p reciation, so clearly p oints out: . I n fact he g ives some very 
s p ecific directions as to how i t may be done. If ou_r te a che rs 
should, in large numbers, maste r t .he technique of the "lesson 
in appreciation n as set forth b y Dr. Ha;y-,va rd, and should set 
to work putting it into actual practice in our p ublic schools, 
sure ly one generati on would not have passed before t here wo uld 
be a noticeable difference in the tas tes and ide als of the 
youth of our land. Instead of swar min g to the "movies" where 
only the cheap , t Jlne tawdry, the suggestive, and the too often 
deg rading in p ictorial art anQ music are g iven, they would be 
demanding cle'aner p ictures and a higher grade o f music, or 
t hey would be spending their time reading go od literature , or 
in go ing to art museums whe re they could find t hat wh ich would 
satisfy their aesthetic tastes. Hayward is ri ght vrhen he says, 
"We hav e never realized tbe si gnificance and. t he funct i on of 
anureciation; we have confused it with techn i que, and through 
t his confusion we have destroyed appreciation." There are 
p laces, Dr. Ha;yv1ard admits, where we need to be concerned with 
such c a tegorie s as ''tests", "thoroughne s s", "result s ", and the 
like but the s e t hings and the lesson in app reciati on are as 
far a part as are the p oles. 
Apprec iati on, either moral or aesthetic, cannot be ex:-
1. p. 186 
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pected to s pring up in the life of the c hild of its own ac-
cord with the teaching of :poetry, or of music in the us u al way . 
It is Dr. liilY'Nard's conviction tha t the ITfact s of life g o to 
s how that a pp r eciation has to be taught as such, at some time 
or another. It is not t h e inevitable p roduct or by-pr oduct 
1 
of life experience or even of specific training in art." 
The fact that it is in youth tha t the capacity to appre-
ciate beauty in all its forms reaches it hi ghes t point is 
strongl y emphas ized by Prof. Tracy in the book already re-
ferred to. If it be true that it i s in the adolescent years 
tha t the love of the beautiful in all t hings really awakens 
and comes to it s f inest flower, then the resp ons i1Jility of 
the teachers to make the very mo s t o f this n a tur al t endency, 
to see th a t it is p roperly nourished and developed , and t ha t 
nothin g hal)p ens to destroy or to mar its own be auty, is great, 
i ndeed . Failure here is unpardonable, even though the task 
be a delica t e and a di fficult one. The returns that c ome in 
the full-rounded character-development in young life i s it s 
om~ rewa rd, and more than pays for ~e effort it has cost. 
''The true end of all education,n says Tracy , nis t he com-
2 
:plete realiza tion of the idea l of lJersonality.n He further 
adds , nThe character of this ideal cannot be determined by 
:physic a 1, biologics. 1, or even psycholog ical con side r ations, 
taken by themselves, but must be defined in the broades t 
and mos t co mp rehensive terms, wi fu moral and s :p iritual cri-
te ria a s t he final determinants o f va lue. The ideal product 
of the educati onal p rocess is a ba lanced personality; one 
I. p. 194 
2. op . cit. p . 230 
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whose body is t he perfect servant of h i s v,r ill, carr y ing into 
effect the behe s t s of a trained intelligence and th.e require-
men t s of a scrupulous conscience; whose judgment i s so dis-
cip lined as n ot to b e readily turne d a s ide by falsehood or 
b efo gg ed by sophistry; whose emotions are deep and strong, 
but under perfect c ontrol; and whos e c ondv.ct i s cons i s tently 
direc ted in accordance with tl1e requirement s of truth and 
1 
g oodness." The fallacy of much ethical educ ati on to- day, 
according to Youtz, is the idea that the life may be morali zed 
by forcing it to c onform to moral s tandards as a ha..nd i s 
forced i n t o a glove. "Life is genuinely moral on l y wh en a 
livi l16 purp ose wor king in fidelity to it s best i deal cuts 
t h e channels itself by whic h it flows forth in blessir.g . 
This i s a matter of th e inner life o f the individual ••••••• 
Vital morality mus t pre cede forma l mor a lit y . Otherw i s e, ex-
2 
ternali sm results." And again h e writes, "All ethical ed-
ucation has as it s ultimate aim the 11roducti-:::m o f c reat ive 
p e rsona litie s , independent moral ag ents wi th devel op ed cap -
a cities f or recogniz i ng the h i gher spiritual values of l i fe 
and wi t h disciplined wills to s t and unconquered !)efore every 
3 
Spirit Uill temp t at ion. n 
1. Gp. cit. p. 230 
2. The Supremac y of the Spiritual, p. 94. 
3. I b id. , p . 97. 
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B. Present Uethods do not yet Keasure 
Human Character Adeauately 
In the light of t!e s e belief s and theories of ethical or 
moral educ.a tion it is not difficult to see t hat ou r public 
schools are no t to a ve17 a:pprec iable deg ree develop ing t h is 
:type of creative personality . The atte mpts to r;1e as ure objec-
tively t :i.1e extent to which our p resent p ro·g rams of moral edu-
ca tion have been effective in t he life of our youth , (and to 
t he study of whic h we :hav e g iven our attention in Cha pter II) 
do little more than show us that with our },"lresent limita tions 
of knowledge , the time has not yet come when such measur ·ements 
may be taken as a true indica tion of the individual's charac ter. 
Dr •• Voelker 1 s Tests of Trustwort h iness come neare r than the 
others studied, in that they do present actual situat ions and 
to a certain extent do g ive a fair p ictur e of what t he ch ild 
wo ald do if the same situation sh ould occur to h i m naturally, 
inste ad of being created by an investigator. The chief value 
of t h e Tests of r.e rustworthiness seems to lie i n their demon-
strati on that ideals may be so :LJ resented to our boys and g irls 
that they 'INill function in t he control of conduct. Every adult 
would , without doubt, be able to give an illus tration from his 
ovvn experience as to t he truthfulne ss of this statement. 
C. Suggestian:ns for the Solution of the Problem 
1. Relig ious 
motivation 
of conduct 
;necessary 
Even though we may be convinced that , as yet, 
it is impossible to project a method for de-
termining the exact extent to \Vh ic h our pro-
grams of moral education are being effective (in t h e meaning 
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of the terms a s rv-e have defined them in the beg inning of the 
discussion) still there is an i mportant factor t hat we have 
not yet brought wh ich h a s a direct and. distinct be arin g up on 
this whole subject, namely, the i mportance of, a nd the neces-
sity for, a relig io us motivati on of co nduct to supp lemen t and 
reenforce the power of the moral ideal, if we would b e cer-
tain of its :functi on ing in t he life of t he child , t he man , or 
t h e woman. The uni versali t~' o f the relig ious consciousness, 
or of t h e relig io u s tendency in every h eart, i s accept e d. -by 
1 
most p sych olog ist s to-day. Religion in its broadest se nse 
means simply not a part of li f e, nor s omething apart from life, 
but just life at its highest and. be s t. I f we a cce pt t h e i dea l 
tha t t h e aim of educati on is t h e total development o f a total 
perBonalit y , and if t h e relig ious life is simp ly life at its 
h i g he s t and be :3 t, then -vve cannot realize ou r i de a l without 
tak ing full a ccom1t of the part whi o.h t h e development of the 
relig ious natur e plays in the r ealizati on of c omplete and 
creative pe rsonality. 
To do t h is, we need not put relig ious ins truction a s s uch, 
into the public school course of study, but a p lace mu s t be 
found f or it somewhere and someh ow. It c annot be le f t to chance 
nor can we i gnore or pus h a s ide its claims, if we woul d be 
faithful to our t~sks as teach ers of our y out h . 
a. Ideal pe r sonality of Jesus Chri s t only perfect example. 
'Ne have pointed. out t h e power o f the pers on a l influence of the 
teache r on the child, and we ha ve mentioned the fact th at the 
1. See Pratt, Relig io us Consciousness, Chap . x. 
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:problem which should g ive us most concern, perha ps, is the 
securing of teachers for the youth wh o se pers on al influence 
is only of the hi g hest and be s t. The susceptibility of t h e 
child to personal influence is almost unlimited , i n it s capa-
cities or p o ss i bili ties. Tracy says that "resp onse to the touch 
1 
of personality is the tap-root OI relig ion", ru~d consequently 
should be utilized to the fulle s t extent. But wit h all the 
possibilities of such influence, it is also true t h at examples 
of human p e rsons for i mitation on the part of the child are 
limited, not only by time, space, and p lace, but most of all, 
they are limited because no human personali t y or example is 
without its limitations in the achievement of full and com-
pletely developed self-hood. Its own ideal may h ave been ap-
preached but was never reached and t herefore c ann o t be a pe~r­
fect ideal f or any other person. I f we substitute for all 
finite and fallible personalities that of the infinitely g ood 
and g re at, we will, in the response to that fi n d t h e true 
essence of relig ion. It is in His own spiritual ac hievement 
t h at t h e exqu isite and ideal pers onality of Jesus Chris t s o 
f a r transcends all other ideals . His signi f icance f or us lies 
in the f act that t h ough He ha d Human endor.vmen t a nd t ho t.lgh He 
lived in a hurna.Yl environment He attained. His ideal wh e r e ot her 
persons have :failed. . As Youtze puts it, "He demon strat ed t h e 
sufficiency of the spiritual resonrce s op en to u s all to bring 
2 
a man into living union wit h God and with his fellow-men. n 
Intellect, emotion, and will must coope r at e wi t h each ot her 
1. op. cit. 
2. op. cit. p . 93. 
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in laying ho ld of these spiritual resources which are available 
to him who would achieve a life. Anything less than tha t will 
result in an incomp lete or dwarfed pe rsonality. 
Recognizing the fact that any training which leaves ou t 
t his perfect ideal of perfect self-hood is inc omplete vvhere 
incomple t eness i s mos t disas trous, we may do well to ask our-
selves the burning g_uesti on , "What secret spring may v.;e touch 
wil i ch ·will unloclc for us the hidden resources of s uch sp iritual 
p ower as 1;11e see exemplified in the life of Jesus Chris t?TT He 
who Y.J ould lead othe r s to tha t s ource mus t fir r:lt have felt t ha t 
p ov1er i n h i s ovm lif e. Eerely to know about Chri st, or to 
endeavor to i mita te h is deeds or to seek to knovv- and to do 
His will is not s1ilf icient - we must have an iru~er vita l ex-
p erience of the living Cnri st Hi mself. He i s t he touchstone 
which alone can releas e the spiritual res ource s o f t he k ing -
clom of God in hu..rnan lif e. When such an experience is a re a lity 
in t h e life, t he individual wi ll desire to know more abotlt 
Chr i s t, will strive earne s tly to c ont rol h i s conduct in terms 
of h is Ideal, will seek ever to do his l!Iasterrs will, but these 
mu st co me after and not before the inner exp erience o f J esu s 
in hi s li fe , i f h is relig ion i s to be anything mor e t han a 
lifele ss formalism . It i s Jesus who has taught u s "to see 
and to lov e the spiritual s truggling to li fe in ever y man ••• 
•••• The thrill of Hi s appeal to men i s in the est ima te of 
wort h which He se t s upon a man rs life , arrd His c on f idence in 
1 
the inner heroic power of men to ach ieve a soul." 
1. Youtz, op. c it . p . 95. 
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b. The challenge of this ideal mo st effective. If we 
come to our young peop le wit h thi s ideal Vl hic h c a ll s f orth 
t heir highe s t loyalty and devoti on to the Sup reme I!ersonali ty, 
\~r ith a challenge to heroism wh ic h comes wi th an under s tanding 
of t he valuat ion whic11 Jesus set up on the human s ou l, with 
Hi s teaching tha t each indi vidu.al i s re Sl)OrlSi b l e for the dev-
elopment o:f his capacity to experience God - resl)On sib l e in 
t h e sens e th at he and not another must open the d. oor to ad-
mi t th e hi ghe r Li ght , - t hen wi ll the youth r espond to the 
call and will meet the cha lle l~-e wit h a pledged loyalty to 
. the Divine o r the Supre~ e Ideal, Jesu s Chri st - for to-day, 
as i n the days o:f his pilgrimage on the e art h , Jesus ' secret 
p ower over t h e lives of men lies i n His p ower to arous e t he ir 
wills b y the contag i on of His OYm arouse d Hill. Such aroused 
wills, fired by an i n vincible p urpo se - name l y to h elp bring 
the k i ngdom of God, a sp iri t ua 1 lcingdom, to the e a rt h - into 
the lives of men, women, and c hildren everj\Vhere ,- will g lory 
in t h e h a rdness of their t ask . F eeling t h emselves to be co-
workers tog et her iili t h Hi m who i s their pe rfe ct Ideal, t he source 
of a ll t he ir strength, t:cey will n ot hesit a te to attemp t the 
s ee mi n g J.y i mp o s sible task - t hat of lif ting humanity to a hi gh-
er p l ane of living and thinking , up to a life o f communion and 
fellowshi p with Him who is our Li fe . 
c. Difficulties involved. The writer is not unmindful 
of the d i f ficulties t hat the ideal as s t a ted brings with it. 
Amon g t l1es e di ff iculties there are several wnich are out s t anding . 
F irst , t here is the cosmopolitan nature of ou r p opulation, some 
of whose relig ious belie f s are such that t h ey co llld not accept 
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the foundation principle upon which the theory is built, namely 
the reality of Jesus Christ as t h e perfect example for us. 
Second, among t n o se who accept the nnderlying idea of our po-
siti on there are comparatively fev1 who have the vits. l inner 
experience of the living Chri s t as a reality in t h eir own lives. 
Excep t the leader or the teac her has felt the po v.rer of that 
re ality in his own life, he cannot hope to lead others to its 
source. It i s throug h the personality of Jesus Chri s t and an 
inner experience o f Rim that \V e may come to be aware of God, 
or th at th.e God-consciousness may be awakened and may reach 
its full fruit ion in us. And further, the democratic ))rinciple 
up on whi ch our public educational system is built,- the sep-
aration of Church anct State, prohibits the incorp orating of 
any definite p rograms of religious tea ching in the public 
schools. However, there is no reason wby a plan of coopera-
tion between t he public schools and. the Churc h schools mi ght 
not 'oe worked out vvhe reby the proper religious training , which 
shall g ive s p iritual meaning to the whole of t .l1.e li ±e of man, 
shall have something like an adeg_uate opportunity for accom:p-
lishing its purpo se. 
2. Necessity for 
cooperation 
between secu-
lar and reli-
gious schools 
Not all relig ious educators a re ag reed 
as to the means by wh ich the desired goal 
might be attained. Some feel that it 
might best come through the c a reful selection of s.nch IJ Ortions 
of Biblical literature as shall be acceptable to Jew, Catholic, 
and Protes tant alike, using the 'lesson in appreciation' method 
of presentation, and putting such a cours e in the public schools. 
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The leaders of this group, feeling that relig ion (conceived 
of as t he b"e lief in God as the sup reme Pe rso n t o who!:l the in-
dividual has given his love and devotion, and to whose will 
he has pledged his loyalty) is a vastly g reater t h ing t han any 
Church organization with its doctrinal beliefs and creeds, be-
lieve tha t the plan outlined would not do violence to the prin-
cip le of separation of Church ru1d State. It would, they feel, 
save much dup licati on of subject-matter, and. overlapp ing of 
methods, and further, t ha t it would 'be a great economy of time, 
on the part of pupils, over the other p lan of separa te s ch ools. 
There are others in the field of religious education who 
t ake a different view fra~ the one er~ressed. They believe 
t ha t it would. be i mpo s sible to carry out the p rop o s ecl prog r am 
in such a 'vVay as not to violate our p olicy of Church and State 
se par a ti on . 'rhey also believe that not enough time c ould be 
d.evote c1 to the plan as outlinecl to insure ·t_~e realizati on of 
the desired g oal,- the d.evelOl)ment of the spiritual resources 
in the life of tbB ch ild. to the fulle s t extent possible . If 
the whole aim o f educati on is to make p ossible, not merely 
trained wornnanship, but living as a creative art, then the 
State should be willing to share with the Church the child. 's 
time, suf:ficient for the realization of this idea.l. Such a 
coo1'Je rative plan whereby the Church and State mi ght, through 
a division of labor, a pproximate the g oal o f all education, 
ha s been most carefully worked out by Dr. C. A. Raus er in his 
book entitled , Latent Religious Resource s in Public Scho ol 
J!Jducation. His scheme would do away largely" with much of the 
p re s ent duplication of effort in the State and Church schools, 
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and further , it vvou.ld aid great l y in bring ing about a closer 
coope ration and a dee1)er understan.ding between the t v-ro . With 
t he separ a te system of sc hools it vv ou.l d be :p ossibl e f or the 
Protestant sch ools to utilize to the fulles t p ass i ble deg r ee 
the wort h of the Ideal Pe rs onality of J esus Chri s t as a re -
vea l er of God as a God of Love, and of Hi s desi re to g ive unto 
men tbe p oYJer t o coo perate wi th Himself in the d evelopment of 
c anp let e manh oocl and womanh ood. 
3 . Idealism 
the need 
of the 
day 
The :prophet wrote long a ges ag o, "'Nitho ut 
vision, tm peop le perish", and lack of vis-
ion is our greatest peril to-day . Onl y t h e 
Idealist has that within him which can sav e him f r om the pe ril 
of drabne s s, the peril wh ich is so much to be f eared in our 
age. To the idealis t life means making h is handiwork the ex-
press i on of t he 1)e s t within him; means :faithfulness and loyalty 
to h is h i g hest ideal, whether he be a maker of s hoes, or t h e 
builder of a cath edral. 
"Scorning c a reless c ustom , hee dless of p r a i se and. criti-
cism's darts, 
One lone~· scu l p tor wrought, :perfecting with equal skill 
the unseen parts. 
'I work for t he gods ,' he simp ly said. 
"1Tnile others :prayed, did alms, wrought righteousness to 
be seen of men, 
One only , i n s trong humility, ach ieve d with pai ns a fault -
less sou l within . 1 
'I work the will of God,' He mee kl y said..n 
Aga in, the idealist realizes the necessity of h is coope-
ratil1.g with God if His :plans a nd pur-p o s e s f or the un ive rse are 
to be realized. His song is like unt o tha t of Stradivarius, 
1. Quoted from the Christian Reg i ster, by Youtz, op . cit. p .153 . 
maker of violins, as George Eliot int e r p re ts h i m: 
"When any mast e r holds 
~:ixt chin and hand a violin of mine, 
He will be g lad th a t Stradivari lived , 
Made violins, and made them of t:he be s t • 
• • • For while God gives t h em skill 
I g ive t:hem instrrunents to p lay ll.p on, 
God ch oosing me to help Him •••• 
• • • If my hand slacked 
I should rob God - since He is f Qlles t g ood -
Leaving a blank instead o f violins. 
• • • He could not ma ke 
.Antonio Stradivari's violins 
Witho ut .Antonia • rd. 
1. Quote d · by ]1 oSdick, The J!ieaning of P r ayer, p . 64 
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CO NCLUS ION 
CONCLUSION 
In con e lusion , then, we may say t h:::1t a f ter havi ng exaa ined 
the a i ms and purp oses of moral education, ancl aft e r havi n g ex-
amined some of the be s t t ypes of tests for measuring character 
development, v.rh ic h is the hi g he st a i ;~ of our educ ati ona l pro -
g ra:ns , v:e are force o_ back to t 'w10 or three convicti on s . ],irs t 
a mong these is t he realization that we .are not approxi:nating 
to any ade quate deg ree our ultimate goal , a fact t hat is very 
evident even wi t hout accurate measurements of such charac ter 
development. Sec ond , vve recognize t he fact t..11. at t he te s ts 
s t udied are p ione er s in t he field o f objective me asurements , 
so far as the rating of character is concernecl , and the refore 
it i s too soon to say th a t t he y are doo med to ultimate f a ilure. 
The most valuable con tribution they hav e PJ.a d.e so f a r i s in their 
use as devices for teaching the i deals of citizenshi]? , i n the 
cas e of the Up ton- Chassell Scales , t he Chassell-Chassell Tes t 
and Teaching Device for Use with Junior Hi gh School P upils , 
a.n.d the Im-va :Plan of Chara cte r ~ducati on; and a s evidence that 
ideals may be so taught that t hey will function in the cont rol 
of c onduct, i n the c ase of the r.r es ts o f Trus t-v:rorthiness as de-
signed by Dr . Voelker • 
. And further, while it is evident that character e ducation 
i s in it s infancy , the f a ct remains that our educational lead-
ers, both secular and. religious, are tremendously inte r es ted in 
the p roblem. They are bring ing to its soluti.on their be s t effort 
in tho ught and knowledge , not r es ting u pon t he ir oa rs because of 
a ccomplis bment s in the field of intellectual s k ills, ancl the 
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fair measur e of s uccesses therein. Thes e fac ts a re the founda-
tion for our pardonable optimism t hat snch consecrati on to the 
tas lc and valiant endeavor to be faithful to its resp onsibilities, 
will, in the years to come, bring its own abundant re•:rard in 
the making o f true manhood and true womanhood. 
• 
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